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Getting Grounded:  The Beginnings of a Foundation for Dance/Movement Therapy 
Theory on the Mind-Body Connection Using a Modified Grounded Theory Method 
Jessica Yi-Jay Acolin 
Elizabeth K. Templeton, Ed.D, BC-DMT, NCC 
 
 
 
 
The mind-body connection plays an important role in everyday experiences and is also 
central to the practice of dance/movement therapy (DMT). Despite this ubiquity, a cohesive and 
empirically-supported theory of the mind-body connection does not yet exist. This paper‘s aim 
was to address this gap by analyzing relevant literature to build the foundations of a grounded 
theory of the mind-body connection. Three research questions were identified: How are the mind 
and body connected? What does the field of dance/movement therapy say about the connection or 
relationship between mind and body? How can the theoretical claims made by the field of 
dance/movement therapy regarding the mind-body connection be substantiated by the empirical 
findings offered in related fields? Using a modified grounded theory methodology, empirical data 
from the fields of psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, and dance/movement therapy as 
well as theoretical articles from the field of dance/movement therapy were reviewed. Results 
indicated that the mind-body connection falls into four categories related to feelings, thoughts, 
actions, and consciousness. Dance/movement therapy theoretical statements were found to be 
inconsistent with the empirical data, with some tenets supported, others refuted, and a number 
lacking any empirical evidence. Directions for future research and implications were discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Chin up. Eyes on the prize. Life goes on. Feeling down. Head in the clouds. These 
sayings are infused in our daily language, and they refer to commonly experienced phenomena 
that reflect the intimate connection between our mental capacities and our bodily experiences 
(Lakoff & Johnson, 2008). Anybody who has concluded sadness from a friend‘s slumped posture 
or felt a joy that made them walk taller and lighter understands and has experienced this 
phenomenon. Yet, despite its ubiquity, it defies easy labels. It has alternately been referred to as 
embodiment (Niedenthal, Barsalou, Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber, & Ric, 2005), automaticity 
(Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996), embodied or grounded cognition (Barsalou, 2010), and the 
mind-body connection (Levy, 2005), among other labels. This may be because it is complex, 
multifaceted, and not yet fully understood. The aim of this project is to contribute to the 
understanding of this phenomenon, which for the purposes of this paper will be referred to as the 
―mind-body connection‖ or ―the relationship between mind and body.‖1 
The mind-body connection is everywhere in human experience, from the child who 
expresses frustration by kicking and screaming on the floor to the adult who calms their nerves 
before a presentation by taking deep breaths. Yet, its ubiquity coexists with a curious paradox in 
our society. Western society
2
 takes the mind-body connection for granted in its language while 
seeming to reject it in practice. Medical doctors, for example, claim ownership over only the 
physical body while psychologists limit themselves to the mind (Damasio, 1994; O'Rourke, 
2014). Consequently, the psychological effects of physical ailments (and vice versa) are 
ignored—often to the detriment of the patient‘s well-being. Similarly, an increase in digital 
                                                          
1
 Note that, as with any of the suggested possibilities, this label is problematic. In particular, calling it the 
mind-body connection already assumes that the mind and body are both different and separate. Neither 
claim is certain, as will be explored further in this paper. Nevertheless, a label, though imperfect, must be 
chosen as a starting point to discussion, and so this one has been chosen here. 
2
 This is a broad statement and does not necessarily take into account the ―outliers‖ who do not subscribe to 
the majority view. In other words, it is acknowledged that there exist proponents of the mind-body 
connection within Western society. Nevertheless, these proponents are the exception rather than the rule, 
and the statement does apply broadly to Western society. 
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technology is assumed to correspond with a devaluation of movement and bodily needs in the 
workplace, implying that the mind can work effectively without simultaneous attention to the 
body. Classrooms that demand that children still their bodies in order to properly develop their 
minds fall victim to this same thinking (Gardner, 2011).  
This rejection of the mind-body connection, which, as illustrated above, is built in many 
ways into Western culture and society, has not always been the norm in Western philosophy 
(Aristotle, 1995) nor has it ever been the norm in Eastern philosophy (Nagatomo, 1992). It can be 
traced back to the 17
th
 century French philosopher René Descartes whose metaphysics, at times 
called Cartesian dualism, explicitly denied any place for the body in cognition and the creation of 
a self (Descartes, 1988). Damasio (1994) speculated that Descartes was supported (or coerced) by 
the Church, whose sovereignty over the soul was being threatened by a growing medical 
profession claiming authority over the body. Descartes‘ solution of dividing the mind from body 
thus allowed the Church to retain dominance while simultaneously allowing scientific study of 
the body. Whether true or not, Cartesian dualism has taken root and flourished over the centuries. 
Today, scientists are scoffed at for wanting to study the intangible mind, as physical processes are 
all that is considered ―real‖ and the mind is believed to belong in the realm of the non-scientific 
spirituality (Pert, 1997).  
Yet, as noted in the opening paragraph, there exists widespread but informal agreement 
on the mind-body connection. In other words, Western society is currently caught between the 
skepticism of science and the truth of individual experience. Multiple theories have been 
proposed to explain how the mind and body are connected, ranging from folk wisdom to 
philosophical speculation. In addition, some instances of the mind-body connection have been 
studied by empirical researchers. For instance, social psychologist John A. Bargh has dedicated 
much of his career to studying automatic (unconscious) behavior and, in doing so, has stumbled 
upon the role of the body in social judgments and decision making (Bargh et al., 1996; Chen & 
Bargh, 1999). Neuroscientist Antonio R. Damasio became interested in the mind-body connection 
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while working with patients with frontal lobe lesions, who seemed to illustrate the 
interconnectedness of emotions, somatic states, and decision making (Damasio, 1994). 
Nevertheless, despite growing empirical evidence that seems to validate subjective experiences of 
the mind-body connection, a robust and cohesive theory of the relationship between mind and 
body does not yet exist. 
The field of dance/movement therapy can make a unique contribution in this respect. 
Originating from pioneers already firmly convinced of the mind-body connection‘s existence and 
importance in mental physical health (Chaiklin & Schmais, 1993; Levy, 2005), dance/movement 
therapists have been working directly with and developing theory about the connection between 
mind and body for decades. Focused on clinical efficacy and outcomes, dance/movement 
therapists have amassed a wealth of knowledge about what works and doesn‘t in regards to 
mental health/illness (Chaiklin & Schmais, 1993), emotional regulation (Kornblum & Halsten, 
2006), empathy (Berrol, 2006), and human development (Kestenberg Amighi, Loman, Lewis, & 
Sossin, 1999), among others. In other words, dance/movement therapists have developed a 
complex and nuanced understanding of the mind-body connection that looks very much like a 
formal theoretical framework containing testable hypotheses. Unfortunately, the field suffers 
from a lack of empirical evidence supporting its claims (Berrol, 2000). 
The problem, then, is as follows: despite the existence of the necessary elements for the 
formation of a cohesive and empirically supported explanation of the mind-body connection—
namely, empirical evidence and a theoretical framework—the two have not yet been integrated. 
The following project was thus guided by the following related question:  
What does the field of dance/movement therapy say about the connection or 
relationship between mind and body, both theoretically and empirically? 
What have the related fields of psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive science found regarding 
the connection or relationship between mind and body? 
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How can the theoretical claims made by the field of dance/movement therapy 
regarding the mind-body connection be substantiated by the empirical findings 
offered in related fields? 
A modified grounded theory method was used to in this study (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; 
Daveson, O'Callaghan, & Grocke, 2008). Empirical literature about the mind-body connection 
from the fields of psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, and dance/movement therapy, as 
well as theoretical literature from philosophy and dance/movement therapy, were reviewed for 
themes. Grounded descriptive statements in response to each of the three questions were 
formulated, and unanswered questions were noted and explained. Four categories within the 
relationship between mind and body were identified, with subcategories corresponding to the 
description of the phenomenon and the mechanisms of its function identified. Dance/movement 
therapy theory was distilled into a number of descriptive statements, and those statements were 
then compared with the empirical literature to determine which could be substantiated. These 
results represent the beginning foundations of a grounded theory regarding the mind-body 
connection. 
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Researcher reflexivity 
I have danced for nearly as long as I remember—but I have always hesitated to call 
myself a dancer. The word held unwanted connotations of superficial ballerinas or non-
academically minded athletes, and I prided myself on my mind. Growing up, I aspired to be a 
thinker. My efforts in this vein were awarded with praise, recognition, and admittance to 
increasingly selective clubs (first a high school honor society, then an Ivy League university). My 
efforts in the studio, on the other hand, were not so much acknowledged as indulged. Dance was 
the fun reward for getting the real, academic work done. The conclusion I came to understand 
was clear: working with the mind will lead success and happiness; working with the body, though 
enjoyable, is secondary and not to be taken seriously.  
Maybe it was because difference flourishes in an atmosphere of conformity, or my own 
contrarian nature, or a burning desire to justify what I loved to those I loved—in any case, my 
passion for dance only became stronger and more stubborn as time went on. Though I couldn't 
grasp how the body could be as valuable as the mind, I came to treasure my time in the studio, 
movement improvisation, and choreography as much, if not more, than my academic 
assignments. Through dance, I learned creativity. I learned to listen to myself and trust my 
feelings. I was able to explore and contain intense emotions, and to work through difficult 
situations. I learned that I could harness body movements to influence my moods, and I learned 
how my moods influenced my body movements.  
I learned so much. And yet, because the knowledge came from the body and not the 
mind, I have struggled to accept what I learned. This struggle has led me to investigate the role of 
choreography as communication, to learn about free will and artificial intelligence, and to 
experiment with creative movement classes for emotional regulation. I have been trying to 
understand and explain what I have learned from the body through the language and logic of the 
mind. It hasn't worked. It is this struggle, which has lasted for nearly as long as I have danced, 
that has led me to this research project.   
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In part, I seek to validate my personal experiences. Not only have I experienced the mind 
and body in connection, but I have at times relied on it as a coping mechanism. Dance has pulled 
me out of periods of depression and despair. I believe in the power of movement, and I want, very 
badly, for my experiences to be understood and accepted by society. I myself want to understand 
and accept my experiences. Without a logical explanation that my mind can understand, I 
sometimes doubt my own memories. I sympathize with the skeptics, the ones who remain 
unconvinced by anecdotal evidence. I am also unconvinced. I contain this tension within me. 
This, then, is a bias that I, as a researcher, am bringing to this project. I want to validate 
my own experiences. I very much want them to be true. But even more, I want to know and 
understand my own experiences. The friction of these feelings fuel my work. 
 
I became attracted to philosophy at an early age. My interests are drawn more towards 
theoretical explanations than empirical data; I am driven to understand the why, rather than the 
what. This project is the product of this particular perspective, as I delve into empirical research 
with a focus on understanding the underlying mechanisms rather than the specific data. As a 
philosopher, I believe that the laws of logic can apply regardless of the specific content. In 
addition, the field of philosophy holds a complex relationship with the mind and body. How they 
are related represents one of the oldest questions in the field, and thinkers from Aristotle to 
Descartes have grappled with the answers. This background frames the research questions.  
 
It is hard for me to grasp how my skepticism and belief can exist in tandem—and yet, my 
existence is proof that it's possible. Rather than fighting to untangle the paradox, I have opted for 
simple acceptance. Belief and skepticism, two opposing worldviews, can co-exist. In fact, they 
may not co-exist so much as reflect the complexity of reality, and perhaps it is by accepting the 
paradox that I gain some insight into truth. 
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I bring this theoretical approach to this project. In essence, I believe that there is such a 
thing as an objective truth while upholding, in a seeming contradiction, the sanctity of subjective 
experience. How these opposing viewpoints can be reconciled is illustrated through the parable of 
the Elephant and the Blind Men: 
Once upon a time, there lived six blind men in a village. One day, the villagers 
told them that there was an elephant in the village.  They didn't know what an 
elephant was and decided that although they wouldn‘t be able to see it, they would 
go anyway.  All of them went to see and touch the elephant. 
―Hey, the elephant is a pillar,‖ said the man who touched his leg. 
―No, it is like a rope,‖ said the man who touched the tail. 
―No, it is like a thick branch of a tree,‖ said the man who touched the trunk. 
―It is like a big hand fan,‖ said the man who touched the ear. 
"It is like a huge wall,‖ said the man who touched the belly. 
"It is like a solid pipe,‖ said the man who touched the tusk. 
They began to argue, and every one of them insisted that he was right. They 
soon became agitated. A wise man was passing by and he saw this. He stopped and 
asked them, ―What is the matter?‖ They said, ―We cannot agree to what the 
elephant is like.‖ Each one of them shared his conclusion. The wise man calmly 
explained to them, ―All of you are right. The reason every one of you is telling it 
differently is because each of you touched the different part of the elephant. So, 
actually, the elephant has all those features that you said.‖ 
 ―Oh!‖ everyone said and stopped fighting.  
 
adapted from jainworld.com  
Similarly, I believe that each field, like each man, has had a different experience with the 
mind-body connection. Each experience, whether experiential as a dance/movement therapist, 
observed as an experimental psychologist, programmed as a cognitive scientist, or measured as a 
neuroscientist, adds another piece to the greater puzzle. Consequently, the question is not to 
decide who is right, but rather to try and construct the whole picture from all its disparate parts. 
As a dance/movement therapist in training, I believe that experiential knowledge provides an 
inarguably true perspective. As a philosopher, I believe that internal logical consistency is 
necessary for truth. As a budding researcher, I believe in the value of objective measurements and 
controlled experiments. I will bring these different parts of myself in reading, analyzing, and 
understanding the existing knowledge about this phenomenon. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The tension and skepticism surrounding the mind and the mind-body connection are 
products of the culture in which we live. It must be noted that the prevailing, or dominant, model 
in Western society of human functioning rests upon Cartesian dualism. This cultural specificity is 
illustrated by the relative lack of such tension in Eastern philosophy, where the unity of mind and 
body are taken for granted (Nagatomo, 1992). Cultures are formed by the collection of multiple, 
interrelated beliefs that rest in delicate balance; one belief, such as that regarding the mind and 
body, may feed into another belief, such as that of social norms of gender and power. In other 
words, it is impossible to conduct a truly isolated investigation into a set of values and beliefs. 
The fact of being grounded in a culture does not render a subject inappropriate for systematic 
inquiry. Rather, as is common practice with qualitative research, the context within which the 
research is conducted must be identified (Mertens, 2010). Therefore, before the research question 
can be directly addressed, the context within which it is posed and the impact of that context on 
our understanding of the problem must be explored. Where does the current understanding of 
mind and body come from? How is it related to other social or cultural beliefs, and what 
ramifications might a change in that understanding have?  
A brief history of the mind-body connection 
 The birth of the mind-body split is popularly attributed to the 16
th
 century French 
mathematician-philosopher René Descartes, who has been called ―an emblem for a collection of 
ideas on body, brain, and mind that in one way or another remain influential in Western sciences 
and humanities‖ (Damasio, 1994, p. 246) and ―the philosopher and founding father of modern 
medicine‖ (Pert, 1997, p. 18). Aristotelian philosophy, which prioritized sensory information as 
the source of all intellect and thus highlighted the connection between mind and body, prevailed 
prior to the Cartesian era (Hatfield, 2014). Descartes‘ work, then, was a direct contradiction of 
this view and represented a radical shift in philosophical perspective.  
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Suspicious critics speculate that this philosophical shift was influenced by the political 
climate of the time (Damasio, 1994; Pert, 1997; Tashner, 2001). Advances in medicine and 
biology at the time relied on valuable knowledge gained from the dissection of human cadavers. 
Descartes, who was a biologist as well as mathematician and philosopher, had an interest in the 
pursuit of such knowledge. However, prevailing dogma of the Church at the time held that the 
human soul was sacred and that such dissection was unacceptable. Keeping in mind that 
Descartes‘ contemporary, Galileo, had been persecuted for contradicting Church doctrine 
(Hatfield, 2014), it is understandable that the French philosopher sought to reach a compromise 
with the church. That compromise took the form of influential writings, backed by his reputation 
as a philosopher-scientist, claiming the fundamental split between mind and body. Under this 
formulation, scientists could examine the human body without infringing upon the Church‘s turf 
of the soul. Thus, the development of Cartesian dualism may have resulted as much from political 
necessity as from true pursuit of knowledge. An understanding of the Church‘s role in its 
development may also help to explain its strong hold on Western society through the centuries. 
 The above narrative offers one explanation for the staying power of Cartesian dualism, and the 
importance of politics and the cultural environment must not be ignored. In investigating the 
mind-body connection in Western society, the ramifications of the current framework on 
maintaining current social structures of power must be taken into account. However, this popular 
account neglects another, equally important point: the rationale Descartes‘ presented for the 
mind-body split is the same rationale that underlies our contemporary scientific method, and by 
overturning Aristotelean models, Descartes made modern science possible (Hatfield, 2014). The 
power of the Church may have contributed to the ubiquity of Cartesian dualism in modern 
society, but the fact that his thinking also made possible modern medicine and, in doing so, 
improved the human experience, is equally important. The fact that Descartes is more associated 
with the mind-body problem than with modern science may be because the mind-body problem 
remains unresolved, while science has progressed far beyond his conclusions (Hatfield, 2014).  
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Descartes‘ ultimate goal was to formulate a comprehensive natural physics, as opposed to 
the ancient and convoluted systems proposed by Aristotelean models. In Aristotelean 
metaphysics, all knowledge arose from the senses. There was no split between mind and body, 
insofar as mental processes were the direct product of physical experiences. However, there was 
also no split between sensory experience and truth. This belief led to a complex and convoluted 
model of the world. All matter was believed to be formed from the combination of a unique 
characteristic activity and the fundamental substances of earth, air, fire, and water. These 
fundamental substances were, in turn, the product of the four basic qualities of hot, cold, dry, and 
wet. Earth, for example, resulted from the combination of cold and dry, while fire resulted from 
hot and dry. A complex form such as a rabbit resulted from a combination of these fundamental 
substances and some characteristic activity of ―rabbit-ness.‖ The white fur of the rabbit, in turn, 
contained a specific ―whiteness.‖ Phenomena such as gravity (which at the time was understood 
as an intrinsic form that directed objects towards the ground) were treated as independent entities. 
In addition, matter was categorized as animate or inanimate, and inanimate materials were further 
categorized as terrestrial or celestial. Each category had a unique set of rules applied to them, 
which allowed for the existence of gods as separate from men. Conversely, no distinctions were 
made between vegetation, animals, and humans, all of which were seen as ―ensouled beings‖ 
(Hatfield, 2014).  
Aristotelean metaphysics made rigorous and systematic predictions and measurements of 
the natural world nearly impossible. In developing his own model, Descartes aimed to achieve 
equal or greater explanatory power from greater simplicity and a few fundamental rules. To 
achieve this feat, Descartes formulated a method called hyperbolic doubt. In an attempt to 
determine what truly constitutes knowledge, the philosopher proposed to call everything, 
including sensory phenomena, into question to see if they could hold up to unyielding logic. If 
they could, Descartes reasoned, then they were sufficiently clear and distinct to be true.  
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Sensory experience quickly fell short of this standard of knowledge. Descartes notes that 
senses were often deceptive, as in the case of dreams, optical illusions, and the phantom limb 
phenomenon. What could not be doubted, however, was the fact that he was thinking his 
thoughts. This first established truth eventually crystallized into the oft-quoted statement: I think, 
therefore I am.
3
 Descartes then built off this fundamental truth to reason through the difference 
between intangible thoughts and physical matter. Thoughts, he argued, did not exist in space 
while matter did. Based on this observation, he concluded that the two substances were distinct.
 4
 
Conversely, physical matter could subsequently be viewed as a fundamental substance that could 
be the subject of rigorous inquiry.  
This development, and his subsequent theorizing about the essential nature of matter, has 
since been observed and proven in the form of atoms and molecules. This radical reformulation of 
the natural world made significant scientific advances, including gravity, the big bang, optics, 
hypothesis testing, and human biology, possible. Descartes, in his time, applied this thinking to 
hypothesize the existence of a substance that coursed through the veins of humans to guide 
action, a precursor perhaps to contemporary understandings of blood circulation.  Though much 
of his postulates have been disproven in their content, such as his belief that ―animal spirits‖ 
coursed through the veins of humans to guide action, the thinking and rationale behind them have 
supported their modern day counterparts, such as blood circulation. It is important to note that the 
same thinking and rationale that made possible these scientific advances led Descartes to the 
conclusion of the mind-body split. Consequently, when examining the value of Descartes‘ legacy 
in modern society, perhaps what he said about the mind and body is less important than why he 
said it. 
                                                          
3
 It is interesting to note that the pivotal point of Descartes‘ argument in fact rests upon the existence of a 
benevolent and omnipotent God—a point that may support the speculation as to the involvement of the 
Church. 
4
 This is a highly simplified summary of his argument and does not do the influential philosopher justice. 
See Hatfield (2014) for a significantly more thorough summary, or Descartes (1988) for the original text. 
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The question, then, arises: does the rejection of Cartesian dualism also necessitate a 
rejection of the reasoning that led to it—a rejection of the foundations of modern science? If this 
is the case, then what are the implications for the other products of Descartes‘ method of ruthless 
rationality, products that have otherwise illustrated the success and benefit to humankind of 
Cartesian reasoning? Does it necessarily imply a return to antiquated Aristotelian philosophy? 
These questions are beyond the scope of this project, but should be kept in mind nonetheless. 
Cartesian dualism was not without its problems, then as now. Descartes, despite his 
dualism, recognized that every person has ―both body and thought so related by nature that the 
thought can move the body and feel the things which happen to it‖ (Cottingham et al., 1991, as 
cited in Robb & Heil, 2014, "What is the Mind-Body Nexus," para. 1). In other words, he 
believed that the mind could cause bodily phenomena and vice versa. However, any sort of causal 
relation requires ―a nexus, some interface by means of which cause and effect are connected‖ 
(Robb & Heil, 2014).  Princess Elisabeth first raised the problem in a forceful letter, pressing 
Descartes to explain how, if the mind and body were two distinct substances, they could interact 
to produce human behavior. If mind were immaterial and body were material, what was the 
means by which they were connected? Descartes admitted that he had no answer (Hatfield, 2014). 
This problem has come to be called the problem of mental causation (Robb & Heil, 2014), and it 
highlights the challenge inherent to any theory of the mind-body connection that simultaneously 
maintains that the mind and body are essentially different. 
Dance/movement therapy in philosophical context 
 Dance/movement therapy is defined as ―the psychotherapeutic use of movement to 
further the emotional, cognitive, physical and social integration of the individual‖ (adta.org, n.d.). 
In other words, body-based movement is used in healing (therapy) of the mind (psyche). Inherent 
within this definition, then, are the two crucial postulates covered above: 
 an understanding of the mind and body as separate and distinct entities; and 
 the belief that mind and body can, nevertheless, influence each other. 
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The rationale for the first postulate, as well as the problem inherent in the second, have been 
discussed. This, then, is the context for the research question at hand. Following chapters will 
review the empirical evidence gathered from the disciplines (and sub-disciplines) of psychology, 
neuroscience, and cognitive science regarding the phenomenon of the mind causing action in the 
body, with the terms of mind and body defined in Cartesian terms. For further information 
regarding how literature was selected for inclusion, see Chapter 3: Methodology. 
 
A note on how the literature was reviewed 
The fields covered in this review are psychology (a large and well-developed field with 
multiple subspecialties), neuroscience (and the related subfield of psychoneuroimmunology), and 
cognitive science. The included studies were conducted over a time span of several decades, 
during which the theoretical frameworks, amassed knowledge, and relationship between fields 
significantly evolved. Initially, the explanations were firmly grounded within the traditional 
mind-body split, with psychology limited to the study of mind (in terms of attitudes, evaluations, 
or emotions) while neuroscience, which grew as a subspecialty of medicine, focused 
predominantly on the brain as part of the body. Over time and with the integration of 
interdisciplinary projects spanning the burgeoning field of cognitive science and its 
subspecialties, theoretical frameworks became more holistic and included an explicit focus on 
embodiment, or "the assumption that thoughts, feelings, and behaviors are grounded in sensory 
experiences and bodily states" (Meier, Schnall, Schwarz, & Bargh, 2012, p. 706). Because of this 
evolutionary growth, the distinctions between the academic fields covered in this review--
psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience--have blurred and are, in some cases, superficial. 
Researchers (e.g. Barsalou) are commonly housed in interdisciplinary departments spanning 
several fields, and the traditional labels are becoming obsolete. This development may reflect the 
holistic approach required to understand the complexity of the mind-body connection.  
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Although several seminal studies, which were performed in the context of one theoretical 
framework, have now been appropriated as support by contemporary theorists, the following 
sections will review them within their historical context. Each study was designed to answer a 
specific question related to a particular theoretical framework, and the implications drawn from 
their results must take into account that framework. In other words, study results are most 
meaningful within the context of the question they aimed to answer. This does not preclude re-
interpretation of the results within newer frameworks, as has been done by contemporary theorists 
and will be done in the data analysis section of the paper. However, such a re-interpretation 
should take into account the study‘s original theoretical framework, in order to have a complete 
understanding of the limitations, delimitations, and scope of the results.  
In accordance with this strategy, the literature will be presented in as chronological an 
order as possible, based on an understanding that the development of knowledge is path-
dependent. Past results inform future research. The following review is a representative, rather 
than comprehensive, review of the major developments in the understanding of the mind-body 
connection. 
 
Psychology: The study of the mind 
The field of psychology is the oldest of the included fields and is most traditionally 
grounded in the mind-body split. Psychology is defined as the scientific study of behavior and 
mental processes (Merriam-Webster, n.d.) and grew from the belief that mental processes, like 
physical processes, could be observed, measured, and were subject to guiding principles. Over 
time, specialties and subspecialties formed within the study of the mind, including social 
psychology (the study of relationships and social judgments); developmental psychology (the 
study of how the mind changes from birth through life); cognitive psychology (the study of 
cognition); and clinical psychology (the study of psychological illness and abnormality). In each, 
the fundamental assumption is that the mind is connected to the body insofar as mental processes 
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cause behavior; however, there is neither an explanation of how that happens, nor a strong 
argument for the connection between physical illness and mental processes. The following 
sections will summarize advances made in this field that have contributed to an understanding of 
the relationship between mind and body, both on a theoretical and empirical basis. 
Social psychology 
The sub-field of social psychology can be defined as "the study of how the presence of 
others affects thoughts, feelings, and behaviors" (Meier et al., 2012, p. 705). Given this focus on 
interpersonal interaction, social psychologists could never ignore the role of the body and its 
behavior in mental processes--bodily processes are "centrally involved in many social 
phenomena, from emotion to mating to aggression" (Meier et al., 2012, p. 706). Consequently, 
the bi-directional relationship between mental and physical processes has for decades appeared in 
social psychology research. Conversely, despite the common objective of understanding social 
processes, the explanations and theoretical frameworks underlying the research have greatly 
evolved over the years. Where the inclusion of the body can first be seen, however, is in the study 
of attitudes. 
Attitudes 
Over the years, theorists have proposed several definitions for attitude. At its simplest, an 
attitude is the ―simple associations between a given object and a given evaluation‖ (Fazio, 
Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986, p. 230). Thus, a person may evaluate another person as 
friendly; the association between that person and the evaluation is defined as the person‘s 
attitude. This definition emphasizes an abstract mental phenomenon, distinguishing between the 
content of the thought (the evaluation of friendly) and the association with the object: many 
things could be evaluated as friendly, while the person could spawn multiple evaluations. 
However, in this definition, there is no mention of behavior, the body, or physical processes. The 
study of attitudes, in this framework, attempted to elucidate how attitudes were formed, how they 
could be determined, and what mediated their formation, all purely within the mental sphere. 
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A later definition of attitude tied it intimately with behavior, defining attitude as ―an 
internal state of preparation for action‖ (Cacioppo, Priester, & Berntson, 1993, p. 5). In this 
framework, the functional importance of attitudes as motivators for behavior took center stage, 
and researchers began to examine the causal connections between attitude and behavior. A 
subsequent definition cited the historic connection between attitude and body posture, defining 
attitude as the ―physical orientation or position in relation to a frame of reference‖ (Cacioppo et 
al., 1993, p. 5). (The etymology of attitude is noted to spawn from the Latin aptus, meaning fit, 
which developed into the Italian attitudine, meaning fitness or posture.) Here, an 
acknowledgment of the manifestation of mental attitudes in body postures is made explicit; 
attitude is thus a multifaceted concept including pure mental evaluation, concurrent body posture, 
and consequent behavioral action. Studies designed under this framework, thus, aimed to clarify 
how attitudes affect behavior, how existing attitudes influence current evaluations, and how 
attitude formation can be mediated. Given that studies performed within this framework explain 
attitude formation in general, both instances of body-to-mind and mind-to-body are included, as 
each approach informs the other within this framework and thus cannot be excluded. 
In a randomized controlled trial designed to clarify the mediating factors of attitude 
formation, Wells and Petty (1980) invited 73 college students to their lab under the cover story 
that they were testing headphones for marketing research. Under this cover story, one third of the 
participants were asked to move their heads vertically, as in nodding; one third were asked to 
move their heads horizontally, as in shaking their heads no; and one third, the control group, did 
not move. Each of the three groups was further divided in half, with one group listening to a 
message they were likely to agree with (a commentary to decrease tuition to $400) and the other 
group assigned a message they were likely to disagree with (a commentary to increase tuition to 
$750). One dependent variable was the resulting attitude formed, with a questionnaire 
administered asking the participant what they felt would be an appropriate future tuition amount.  
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The results showed that participants in the head nodding condition were significantly 
more likely to agree with the message, with the converse true for the head shaking condition. 
Nodding participants who were exposed to a tuition increase suggested an average tuition amount 
of $646.21, as opposed to $582.36 for the controls and $467.77 for the head shaking condition. 
Conversely, shaking participants exposed to a tuition decrease suggested an average tuition 
amount of $489.32, as opposed to $412.50 for the controls and $401.23 for the head nodders. 
These results demonstrated the mediating effects of head movements on attitude formation.  
This result illustrates the impact of body movement on mental processes. Within the same 
setup, Wells and Petty (1980) also examined the relationship in the other direction by measuring 
the difficulty experienced by the participants in performing the head movements. In this case, the 
independent variable was the congruency (or incongruency) between the prescribed head 
movement and the message content. In other words, head nodding while listening to tuition 
increases would be an incongruent condition. The dependent variable was the number of head 
movements performed by the participant, as counted by two independent raters blind to the 
participant condition, with the assumption that greater difficulty corresponded to a lower number 
of movements. Results indicated that subjects in the incongruent condition had greater difficulty 
in executing the movements, implying that preexisting mental attitudes also mediate the 
performance of body movements.  
Another experiment, conducted by Cacioppo et al. (1993), also examined the effects of 
body movement on attitude formation. In this case, the body factor under scrutiny was the flexion 
or extension of arm muscles, which were associated with approach (flexion, or bringing 
something towards the body) and avoidance (extension, or pushing away from the body). 
Participants were asked to evaluate a set of neutral Chinese ideographs as the dependent attitude 
measure. Every participant engaged in both the flexion and extension conditions with order 
counterbalanced across groups. A total of 88 participants were tested in two trials, with the 
second conducted as a replication of the first. Results indicated that participants rated ideographs 
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as more positive during the flexion condition and more negative during extension (p<0.05 in both 
trials).  
To clarify this phenomenon, Cacioppo et al. (1993) conducted follow-up trials designed 
to distinguish the evaluative effects of flexion and extension and their effectiveness when 
observed, rather than performed, by the participant. In the first, 29 undergraduate students 
performed both arm flexion and extension (order counterbalanced across groups) and responded 
to a questionnaire asking to associate each action with either motivational (approach/withdrawal) 
or hedonic (pleasant/unpleasant) evaluations. Results indicated that participants associated flexion 
with approach and extension with withdrawal (p<0.05), but uncovered no statistically significant 
correlation with either hedonic evaluation measure. The second follow-up trial, whose 
participants were also 29 undergraduate students, mimicked the set-up of the first, with the 
exception being that an experimenter performed the flexion and extension while participants 
watched. Here, results did not indicate any statistically significant correlations between the 
observed movement and evaluation. Consequently, the researchers concluded that the crucial 
factor was the somatic experience of flexion and extension, rather than the observation or 
knowledge of the experience, that caused the formation of evaluative judgements. 
The above studies illustrate the hypotheses and methods used for examining the 
formation of attitudes and its connection to body movement. The sequence of fact exposure—
attitude activation—verbal, somatosensory, and behavioral phenomenon, as well as the impact of 
attitude on body posture and facial expression have been demonstrated by 10 other studies 
(Cacioppo et al., 1993). In addition, another study conducted by Tom, Peterson, Law, Burton, & 
Cook (1991, as cited in Niedenthal et al., 2005), demonstrated how attitude formation can be 
influenced by body movements, similar to Wells and Petty (1980). Participants were asked to nod 
or shake their head in the presence of a pen. Following this condition, participants could choose 
between the original pen and another as a gift. Participants in the nodding condition were more 
likely to choose the original pen, while those in the shaking position were more likely to prefer 
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the other, a result that further bolsters the connection between body movement and mental 
processes. 
Another finding from social psychology potentially relevant to the current research 
question is the demonstrated mediating effect of conscious effort on the automatic formation, 
activation, and expression of attitudes. Chen & Bargh (1999) reviewed 9 studies which showed 
that while the presence of the attitude object causes the activation or expression of the previously 
formed attitude, the effect disappears when conscious attention is introduced. This phenomenon 
will be discussed further in later sections of this review. 
In sum, social psychologists studying attitude formation and its mediating factors opened 
the door to the inclusion of body movements in the study of the mind. As the collected 
observations grew, theorists and researchers proposed a new framework for the relationship and 
processes of attitude formation: automaticity. 
Automaticity 
Shiffrin & Dumais (1981, as cited in Fazio et al., 1986) define automaticity as ―any 
process that leads to the activation of some concept or response whenever a given set of external 
initiating stimuli are presented, regardless of a subject‘s attempt to ignore or bypass the 
distraction‖ (p.229). In other words, it is a cause-and-effect relationship that happens immediately 
and without conscious mediation or reason, like a knee jerk reaction. Researchers (e.g. Bargh) 
came to apply this framework to the work on attitude formation, in effect contextualizing 
previously observed effects about attitude formation within the relationship between mind and 
body in general. In this case, the causal or correlative effects were not merely about attitude 
formation (which tended to focus on how specific attitudes were generated) but rather about how 
individuals processed the world in general. 
A crucial driver to this shift in theory was the pressure to explain the consistency, or 
inconsistency, between certain attitudes and consequent behaviors (Fazio, 2001). Previous work 
around attitude tended to treat individuals as isolated beings, or carriers of attitude, with little 
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attention towards how those attitudes then impacted their behavior. Automaticity turned the focus 
on the immediate associations between the attitudes (whose formation was becoming better 
understood) and subsequent social judgments and behaviors (ex. Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996, 
Studies 1 & 3). Within this framework, knee jerk reactions regarding race, politics, friendliness, 
and other social stereotypes could be examined. 
Nevertheless, automaticity was proposed as an observable phenomenon rather than an 
explanation. No explanations were offered for why or how automaticity worked, what factors 
mediated its expression, or the limitations of its effects. Instead, the studies primarily aimed to 
illustrate, beyond doubt, the existence of this relatively new model of human behavior. 
The classic and oft-cited study illustrating automaticity and body movement was 
performed by Bargh et al. (1996, Study 2). This study examined automaticity in conjunction with 
priming. Priming, within behavioral psychology
5
, is defined as ―the incidental activation of 
knowledge structures, such as trait concepts and stereotypes, by the current situational context‖ 
(p. 230). In other words, a person primed with a concept (―knowledge structures‖) is made aware 
of the concept subconsciously via environmental factors, such as related words (―situational 
context‖). Priming can be seen, for example, in sentence completion tasks: a sentence that begins 
―It‘s raining cats and--‖ primes the reader to think of ―dogs.‖  
In this study, Bargh et al. (1996) considered the effects of priming the elderly social 
stereotype on walking speed. Over the course of two trials (one original and one replication), 60 
participants were split into two groups: the experimental group, primed with the elderly 
stereotype via a scrambled sentence task, and the control group, who were given the task with 
neutral words. Words associated with the elderly stereotype, such as ―Florida‖ and ―bingo,‖ had 
been previously tested and shown to be effective priming mechanisms. Participants were initially 
led to believe that the experiment was an investigation of language proficiency, thus ensuring the 
                                                          
5
 This definition of priming refers specifically to its behavioral component. Alternate definitions regarding 
the relationship between priming and the pre-frontal cortex are not addressed here. 
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unconscious nature of the priming mechanism. Following completion of the task, participants left 
the laboratory and walked to the elevator. Their walking time was surreptitiously recorded by the 
experimenter, after which participants were fully debriefed. Researchers hypothesized that the 
automatic activation of the elderly stereotype would manifest in the experimental group as slower 
walking times. Results confirmed the hypothesis (p<0.01 in the first trial, p<0.05 in the 
replication).  
This seminal study illustrated the connection between mental and physical processes, and 
numerous other studies bolstered the effect of automatic activation. Automaticity was observed in 
lexical decision making, affect, racial judgments, and decision making (see Fazio, 2001 for a 
review). Fazio et al. (1986) proposed a theory of spreading activation in the brain to account for 
the phenomenon, where an association between two concepts (such as elderly people and slow 
walking) had a physical correlate in neural connections. Following the formation of the 
association, the activation of one concept automatically activated the other via the ―spreading of 
activation in memory from the primed object to the associated evaluation‖ (Fazio et al., 1986, p. 
236). This was called the perception-behavior link ―whereby perception of environmental stimuli 
may have a direct, passive effect on behavior‖ (Cesario, Plaks, & Higgins, 2006, p. 894).  
This was one explanation of automaticity. Cesario et al. (2006) offered, and provided 
empirical evidence for, a counter-explanation that centered on automatic behaviors caused by 
preparations for action. The researchers hypothesized that the particular manifestation of 
automaticity would depend on the participant‘s preparation to interact with the stereotyped 
concept, rather than a direct and passive link to associated knowledge. Thus, a person who liked 
elderly people would walk slower in response to a prime, in preparation for interaction with the 
person, while one with a negative opinion of elderly people would walk faster. In a study 
designed to replicate and expand upon the findings of Bargh et al. (1996), the researchers first 
evaluated attitudes towards both elderly and youth, then measured participant walking speeds 
following the priming task. The attitude evaluation took place an average of 12 days before the 
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priming-walking task, and the priming was achieved via images of elderly or youth presented 
subliminally during an unrelated task. Walking speeds were measured both before and after the 
task, thus allowing for a within-subject comparison of the effect of the prime. 
For this study, Cesario et al. (2006) divided 80 participants into three groups: youth, 
elderly, and control. Results indicated, first, that the fastest walking times belonged to those with 
the youth prime and the slowest to those with the elderly prime, with the neutral control in the 
middle. While this result was near significance (p=0.06), a pairwise comparison between the 
elderly and youth group revealed a significant difference (p=0.02). Secondly, within the elderly 
group, positive attitudes towards the elderly varied inversely with walking speed (p<0.02), while 
positive attitudes towards youth varied directly with walking speed (p<0.04), thus providing 
confirmatory evidence for the motivated preparation hypothesis. These results, in conjunction 
with a separate study (Cesario et al., 2006, Study 1) examining the gay stereotype and hostile 
behavior, bolster the existence of a causal relationship between mental attitudes and movement 
parameters while contributing greater understanding of the nature of that relationship, providing 
evidence for a more nuanced explanation of the mechanism. 
Additional studies involving the mind and body within the automaticity framework have 
examined social mimicry, evaluative knowledge, facial expressions, and hostility (for a review, 
see Meier et al., 2012; Niedenthal et al., 2005). For example, it was found that reading action 
words for emotional expressions, such as smile, automatically activated the related facial 
muscles, while simply reading positive adjectives, such as happy, did not. Automaticity remains 
an important concept in the study of mind and body relations today. 
Feedback hypotheses (facial, body, postural) 
The feedback hypotheses assert that the mind processes, understands, and acts based on 
information provided, or fed back, by the body. The feedback element implies that mental 
processes manifest automatically in the body, and the resultant conscious (or unconscious) 
awareness of those bodily processes then influence cognitive processing (Schubert, 2004). There 
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are three groups of feedback hypotheses: facial, which focuses on the effect of facial expressions 
on emotional experience and behavior (Strack, Martin, & Stepper, 1988); body, which holds that 
―bodily behavior can influence cognitive processing‖ (Schubert, 2004, p. 758); and postural, 
closely related to body, that looks at still bodily postures.  
Broadly, the feedback phenomena are largely accepted and rest on a robust foundation of 
empirical data. For example, Stepper & Strack (1993, as cited in Meier & Robinson, 2004) 
demonstrated that participants felt a greater measure of success when embodying an upright 
posture. Two studies have shown that phrase comprehension is impacted by body movement; four 
other studies indicated that cognitions regarding approach and avoidance are influenced by arm 
flexion and extension; and two studies demonstrated how feelings can be inhibited or facilitated 
by induced facial expressions (Schubert, 2004).  
In a now classic study, Strack et al. (1988, Study 1) illustrated the facial feedback 
hypothesis by activating muscles involved in smiling and frowning in otherwise unaware 
participants. This study replicated and extended the findings of Laird (1974, as cited in Strack et 
al., 1988), who induced facial expressions using electric stimulation. In a randomized controlled 
trial of 92 participants, undergraduate students were asked to hold a pen with their teeth (which 
activated smiling muscles), with their lips (which inhibited smiling muscles), or with their non-
dominant hand (control condition). The participants were then exposed to a series of moderately 
funny cartoons and asked to rate their funniness. The researchers hypothesized that, in accordance 
with the facial feedback hypothesis, participants in the teeth condition would rate the cartoons as 
funnier than those in the lips or control conditions. Results were consistent with the hypothesis 
(p=0.03). A follow-up study strove to clarify the parameters of the effect (Strack et al., 1988, 
Study 2). The researchers asked if the facial expressions impacted the experience of amusement 
or the cognitive evaluation of funniness. Students from a different country than the initial study 
(n=83) were split into the two pen-holding conditions, and their viewing of the cartoons was 
followed by two questions: ―How funny do you think these cartoons are if you try to apply an 
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'objective' standard?" and "What feeling was elicited in you by looking at the cartoons?‖ Results 
indicated that the facial feedback impacted the emotional experience of amusement, but not the 
cognitive evaluation of funniness. 
Schubert (2004) performed a series of experiments to illustrate the body feedback 
hypothesis in regards to gender differences in concept of power. In the first iteration, the 
connection between making a fist and the concept of power was demonstrated. A Stroop-type 
task, where participants must determine the color of a word regardless of its meaning as quickly 
as possible, was used. The hypotheses around Stroop-type tasks is that response times will be 
slower for words whose cognitive contents were already activated, as the individual must actively 
suppress the meaning of the word in favor of the color. Schubert (2004) sorted 25 participants 
into two groups, the experimental group (making a fist) and the control group (making a neutral 
hand gesture). The hand gestures were introduced in the context of the children‘s game Rock, 
Paper, Scissors, to sidestep associations with the word ―fist.‖ The hypothesis was that response 
times of participants in the experimental condition for words related to power would be slower, 
given the association between their hand gesture and the word content. Results supported this 
hypothesis (p=0.017).  
In the second iteration, Schubert (2004, Study 2) tested the gender differences in the 
individual‘s experience of power, as induced by the making of a fist. The participants (42 women 
and 36 men) were divided into two gender-balanced groups, one for the experimental condition 
(fist) and another for the neutral control. Procedures for inducing the gesture were identical to the 
first study. Instead of the Stroop task, participants completed a modified Multi-Modal Grid, a test 
designed to measure concerns with hope for control. The researcher hypothesized that making a 
fist would create a greater feeling of hope for men but a greater feeling of hopelessness for 
women. Results were consistent with this hypothesis (p=0.030), indicating that gender plays a 
mediating role in the effects of body feedback and gesture. 
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The third iteration (Schubert, 2004, Study 3) tested the implications of the results of 
Study 2 on social judgments of hostility. As in the previous studies, participants (19 men and 18 
women) were divided into groups. The task, in this case, was to rank the hostility of an 
ambiguously assertive or aggressive man. The researcher hypothesized that men in the 
experimental condition, because of a greater feeling of control, would judge the man as more 
friendly and less hostile than men in the neutral condition; conversely, women in the 
experimental condition would judge him as more hostile and less friendly than their counterparts 
in the neutral condition. Results confirmed this hypothesis (p=0.008 for the men, p=0,030 for the 
women), indicating that the gender differences in bodily feedback responses have implications on 
social judgments. 
Conceptual metaphor theory 
Conceptual metaphor theory, most extensively explored and developed by George Lakoff 
and Mark Johnson (2008), states that ―abstract thought...is based on physical metaphor‖ (Meier & 
Robinson, 2004, p. 243). In other words, concepts such as time, feelings such as sadness, and 
interpersonal feelings of closeness are rooted in bodily experiences. One rationale for this stance 
comes from developmental psychology (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969, as cited in Meier & Robinson, 
2004), which asserts that ―human cognition develops through sensorimotor experiences‖ (p. 243). 
Tolaas (1991) makes a similar case, grounding metaphorical uses of up/down in early infant 
experiences.  
Unlike the previous theories, conceptual metaphor theory is rooted in linguistic analysis 
and developed first as a theory, rather than as an explanatory model for already empirically 
observed phenomena. Although it technically falls under the field of linguistics and its theory has 
been widely embraced by cognitive scientists (which will be addressed in a later section), social 
psychologists have also grounded their empirical work within the conceptual metaphor 
framework. The trajectory of this subfield has been to prove the theorized role of metaphor in 
cognition, and multiple instances focusing on specific metaphors exist. For instance, the link 
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between morality and cleanliness has been explored, as researchers found that participants who 
cleaned their hands felt alleviated of guilt, that engaging in unethical behavior increases the 
appeal of cleaning products, and that this effect is modality specific--lying increases a preference 
for mouthwash, but not hand sanitizer. The correlation of lightness and darkness with good and 
evil was similarly explored, as participants who were assigned darker uniforms displayed more 
malevolent behavior. Interpersonal distance literally translated into physical distance in 
participants‘ perceptions of family bonds, evaluative judgments, and anger-related experiences. 
Friendliness and warmth, as well as rejection and coldness, were demonstrated as participants 
perceived others as warmer when holding a warm cup of coffee and experienced a room as colder 
after a rejection. Finally, associations between verticality and power, affect, and divinity have 
been demonstrated (Meier et al., 2012). 
Numerous studies have examined conceptual metaphors explicitly in relation to physical 
or spatial experiences. Meier and Robinson (2004) studied the relationship between vertical 
attention and positive/negative judgments, hypothesizing that positive evaluations would be 
correlated with the upper visual sphere. The researchers tested this hypothesis in a series of three 
studies. In the first, words appeared at the bottom or top of a computer screen, and the 30 
participants were asked to evaluate them as good or bad. As predicted, response times were faster 
when good words were above and bad words were below (p=0.019). In the second study, 
participants were primed with a positive or negative word before directing their attention to a 
visual cue located above or below the word. In accordance with the hypothesis, response times 
for the 28 participants were faster when the cue was located above after a positive word and 
below after a negative word (p=0.008), implying that vertical visual attention was primed by the 
valence of the word. The third study reversed the direction of the effect, priming a spatial location 
prior to the evaluation of the target word. Contrary to the hypothesis, there was no effect observed 
for the 53 participants, showing that the association may be unidirectional (the concept leads to 
the vertical position, but the vertical position does not lead to the concept). 
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The spatial metaphor of power was explored by Schubert (2005). In a series of six 
studies, the researcher showed that participants had a spatial representation of the power 
relationship indicating that the more powerful member was up, and that the spatial location of an 
object could influence subsequent judgments on its relative powerfulness. The first experiment 
asked the 78 participants to select the image that best corresponded to a statement regarding a 
power relationship. Results indicated that participants selected vertical, rather than horizontal, 
depictions for statements about power (p<0.001). In the second experiment, 91 participants were 
asked to select which character was more powerful, when the two character-words (ex. master 
and servant) were represented in vertical relationship. Consistent with the hypothesis, congruent 
trials (where the more powerful member was depicted as vertically above the other) elicited faster 
response times (p<0.001). The third study replicated the second while incorporating motor 
movements. The response keys were placed vertically above each other, such that the 59 
participants were required to make a corresponding motor movement to respond. Consistent with 
the hypothesis, participants responded faster in congruent than incongruent trials (p<0.001). In 
the last block of experiments, which included over 120 participants in total, the researcher 
showed that the vertical position of the target could influence subsequent judgments of 
powerfulness and that the judgments reflected power, rather than valence. 
Meier and Robinson (2006) contributed to this body of knowledge by studying the 
relationship between vertical attention and affect--namely, sadness/depression and neuroticism. 
They hypothesized that individuals with greater feelings of depression or neuroticism would 
experience a downward visual spatial bias, making their responses to stimuli in the lower visual 
sphere faster than the upper sphere. In the first experiment, 24 undergraduate students categorized 
neutral flower and insect words that appeared on the top or bottom half of the screen. Following 
the task, they completed a standard neuroticism scale. Results were consistent with the hypothesis 
(p=0.050). In the second experiment, 28 undergraduate students performed a similar task to the 
first study and responded to both a neuroticism scale and the Beck Depression Inventory. Results 
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replicated those of the first study, with neuroticism correlating to greater downward visual spatial 
bias (p=0.017). A similar, though stronger, relationship was found between depression and a 
downward visual bias (p=0.002). These results help verify the claims made by conceptual 
metaphor theory. 
Time is another concept strongly tied to metaphor, as the past is often referred to as 
―behind us‖ while the future ―lies ahead.‖ Miles, Nind, and Macrae (2010) set out to demonstrate 
that the time metaphor played out in body movements by measuring the sway of peoples‘ bodies 
as they thought of the past or the future. Movement sensors, which captured movements in the 
forward-back sagittal plane, were attached to 20 participants who were blindfolded to increase the 
magnitude of movement. Participants were instructed to stand comfortably and to remember a 
memory four years past or imagine a moment four years in the future. Data was collected for 15 
seconds. Results were consistent with the hypothesis and indicated a backward sway for 
participants thinking of the past (p<0.05) and a forward sway for those thinking of the future 
(p<0.01), with the magnitude for each increasing over time. 
In another study, Miles, Betka, Pendry, and Macrae (2010) examined the metaphor of 
time on a two-dimensional horizontal surface, drawing from the common use of timelines as 
representation of time. Undergraduate students (n=20) were divided into two groups, the 
congruent condition (where the past was represented to the left and the future to the right) and the 
incongruent condition (where past and future were flipped). Participants were asked to categorize 
a target time as in the past or in the future by clicking on the appropriate response on the 
computer screen, and their mouse movements were tracked using a special software. Participants 
assigned to the incongruent condition tended to drift in the incorrect direction before selecting the 
correct response (p<0.050). This implied that participants processed time in using a left-to-right 
past-to-future paradigm, thus supporting another instance of the time in space metaphor. 
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Embodiment and embodied cognition 
The most recent developments in social psychology research draw from the theory of 
embodiment as put forth by Barsalou (2010) This recent conceptualization draws from multiple 
disciplines and its creator straddles the divide between psychology and cognitive science. As a 
result, further discussion of this trend will be addressed in the cognitive science section of this 
review, despite some relevant studies originating within the field of social psychology. 
A note on other subfields of psychology 
Other subfields of psychology have also exposed information highly relevant to the 
current problem. As the scope of the study was delimited by time and literature was selected on 
the basis of theoretical sampling (see Chapter 3: Methodology for details), the references in this 
section represent merely a sample of the available literature. Nevertheless, the included literature 
remains relevant to the present study. 
Developmental psychology 
Developmental psychologists Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (1998) examined the function 
of gesture in communication and concluded that gestures are ―integral to the speaking process 
itself….gestures that accompany speech may reflect, or even facilitate, the thinking that underlies 
speaking‖ (p. 228). The researchers note that gestures are used across cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds, and that gestures can complement or supplement the information related in speech. 
Thus, their study focused not on whether or when speakers gesture, but why they do. They raised 
two possible hypotheses: first, children see and therefore mimic the gestures of those around 
them; second, people gesture because they know that it conveys useful information to the listener. 
To test the first hypothesis, the researchers compared the gesturing habits between 12 
congenitally blind children and their sighted counterparts, matched for age, gender, and ethnicity, 
while responding spontaneously to a standardized exercise. Results indicated that the congenitally 
blind children gestured while speaking at a rate not significantly different from their sighted 
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counterparts, and they used similar gestural forms. For instance, both groups tilted a C-shaped 
hand to represent pouring liquid from a glass. This disproved the first hypothesis. 
To test the second hypothesis, the researchers observed the communication patterns of 
four congenitally blind children and their matched sighted counterparts speaking to listeners 
believed to be blind. Contrary to the hypothesis, all participants gestured at rates not different 
from each other, nor from the participants of the first study. These results accentuated the 
centrality of gesture to talk, and the rejection of the two hypotheses raises the possibility of 
gesture as integrally reflective, or facilitative, of the thinking that underlies speech. In other 
words, without explicitly postulating a direction, the researchers are implying an integral 
connection of mind (thought) and body (gestures). 
Clinical psychology 
Clinical psychology, working within the context of mental illness, has also investigated 
the connection of mind and body. More specifically, the relationship between depression or 
sadness and certain gait patterns has been illustrated.  Lemke, Wendorff, Mieth, Buhl, and 
Linnemann (2000) briefly reviewed literature on this topic, noting that motor characteristics, 
including facial action, gesticulation, locomotion, and fine motor ability have been found to 
predict the course of the disease. Locomotor activity in affective disorders is relevant for the 
evaluation of sleep patterns. Gait differences between patients with and without depression 
include walking style (a lifting of the leg in depression, as opposed to forward propulsion), 
ground reaction force, velocity, stride length, cadence, and stance-swing phase. The authors also 
note that research on motoric activity in Parkinson‘s disease has been connected to the basal 
ganglia, implying neuronal correlates that may explain both the mental and physical 
characteristics of mental illness. 
In an observational-correlational trial, Lemke et al. (2000) observed and measured the 
gait characteristics of 16 inpatients with major depressive disorder and a matched group of 
healthy controls. Groups were matched for age and gender. The gait characteristics of interest 
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were stride length, step length (relative to leg length), step width, food angle, stance phase, swing 
phase, double limb support, cycle duration, cadence, and velocity. Observations were collected 
via foot imprints on drafting paper and video recording. Of the observed characteristics, the stride 
lengths of depressed patients were significantly smaller. Double limb support was significantly 
greater, and gait velocity was significantly slower, for the depressed patients. The other measures 
did not reveal any significant differences. 
Michalak et al. (2009) performed a similar study, observing differences in walking 
patterns between depressed patients, healthy controls, and undergraduate students induced into a 
happy or sad mood. In the first trial, 14 psychiatric inpatients suffering from major depression 
were matched with 14 never-depressed controls. A sophisticated motion capture system tracked 
gait patterns in three dimensions. The researchers chose not to define any a priori measures and 
instead used statistical regression to allow the salient movement characteristics to surface from 
the data. Results indicated the depressed condition to be correlated with reduced walking speed, 
arm swing, and vertical head movements as well as increased lateral sway of the upper body and 
a more slumped posture. In the second trial, 23 university students were induced into a happy and 
sad mood using music prior to walking data collection, with mood order counterbalanced across 
participants. Relevant movement characteristics matched those identified in the first trial.  
In both studies, establishing a movement pattern for an emotional state contributes to the 
argument for embodied emotions, whether housed within a framework of body feedback, 
conceptual metaphor, or complete embodiment (covered in a later section). 
Cognitive psychology 
Though author, psychologist, and economist Kahneman (2013) works primarily in 
decision psychology and behavioral economics, he has presented a cohesive model of the 
workings of the brain. This model is grounded in decades of research, and its principles may be 
applicable to the question at hand. Unlike the economic model of decision making, which states 
that humans are rational and self-interested with unchanging preferences, Kahneman‘s model 
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focuses on explaining the seemingly irrational everyday processes involved in assessing a 
stranger, choosing a politician, gambling, and planning a vacation. The systems he discusses 
could arguably be applied to the phenomena of automaticity, the mediating effect of conscious 
effort, and even to the relationship of mind and body (these implications will be discussed in the 
data analysis section; what follows is a review of his model). His model centers on two separate 
‗systems‘ in the brain which he dubs System 1 and System 2.  
 System 1 is the powerful, yet invisible, stage manager in the performance. While System 
2 is the actor recognized by both society and the individual as the main player in decision 
making--it is associated with conscious choice, evaluating decisions, and ―rationality‖--it is, in 
fact, System 1 that runs the show. System 1 is capricious and short-sighted and makes decisions 
based on emotions and associations. System 2 is slow, deliberate, and generally reliable, but will 
avoid work whenever possible.  
 More specifically, System 1 is an ―associative machine‖ that generates impressions, 
feelings, and inclinations without conscious thought. It helps us survive in the world by creating 
norms and expectations from previous experiences that then allow it to make the multitude of 
daily small decisions necessary for regular functioning. It is the system responsible for expert 
intuitions. System 1 processing cannot be controlled; it is like a ―mental shotgun‖ whose direction 
cannot be controlled once the trigger is pulled. Here, connections could be drawn with 
unconscious processing, priming, and automaticity. 
 In general, System 1 helps us effectively function; however, in certain situations, its 
workings lead to irrational, and potentially harmful, choices. The danger lies in the phenomenon 
of ―cognitive ease.‖ Cognitive ease refers to the ease with which System 1 arrives at a solution. 
Given how System 1 works, this translates to mean how many, and how strong are, the 
associations that System 1 has generated--not, as would be hoped, how correct they are. 
Therefore, System 1 can be primed towards a thought by being exposed to a related concept; it 
can be convinced of an argument on the basis of familiarity or as the result of a good mood; it 
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will jump to conclusions that a thing is good or bad because of the halo effect; because it searches 
for matching or coherent associations, it is more likely to confirm than to deny a proposition 
(confirmation bias); and, when presented with a question with no easy answer, it tends to answer 
an easier question.  
 The relationship between System 1 and System 2 is dynamic and powerful. In general, 
System 2 limits itself to specific, bounded problems. These are tasks that require attention and 
effort or are accompanied by a bad/negative mood. In addition, while the workings of System 1 
are automatic and effortless, System 2 is limited, and too much reliance on it will lead to ego 
depletion. In the case of ego depletion, System 1 takes over. System 2 also intervenes in 
situations that deviate from the norms or expectations set by System 1, or when System 1 
formulates an impression or feeling that requires endorsement in order to become a belief. 
However, System 2 tends to endorse, rather than reject, the impressions of System 1. 
Consequently, our beliefs and attitudes are very strongly influenced by unconscious preferences. 
What is powerful about Kahneman‘s work is the wealth of empirical research from which 
it pulls. While a more thorough review of his work is beyond the scope of this project, each of his 
claims is supported by empirical results conducted, and occasionally replicated, in the laboratory 
setting. Consequently, his conclusions and understanding of human psychology represent a 
valuable addition to the resolution of the question at hand. 
 
Neuroscience: The study of the brain 
 In the field of neuroscience, the distinctions between mind and body are blurred. 
Remembering that mind is defined as the immaterial content of thought, and that body includes 
any and all material correlates (placing, therefore, the brain on equal footing as the rest of the 
body), the application of this framework to neuroscientific work would require an acceptance of 
the existence of mind as well as body. Neuroscience, however, is firmly grounded in the ―hard 
science‖ world (in other words, neuroscientists subscribe to the doctrine of eliminative 
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materialism: the belief that the only one substance in the world is material and that the mind, in 
its immaterial state, is merely an illusion). Nevertheless, given that neuroscientists seek the 
biological basis for behavior, the mind-body connection is implicit and constant in their work. 
 A point to note is that neuroscientists grew as an offshoot of the more general study of 
the body. As medicine and biology developed, specializations grew that focused on specific areas 
or systems within the body (for example, endocrinology or immunology). Neurology--and later 
neuroscience--were one of these offshoots, and the field is important in that it treats the brain as 
something separate, and perhaps more important than, the rest of the body. This is perhaps 
because the brain is treated as the seat of the mind. Thus, in the specialty of neuroscience, the 
tendency to split mind from body once again appears.  
 Neuroscience, like any other field, has significantly grown and developed over the years, 
and numerous subspecialties and techniques have appeared. The field can be said to have started 
with the infamous case of Phineas Gage, the railroad man whose brain was penetrated by an iron 
tamping rod and lived to tell the story. The curious changes in personality following the accident 
shed light on the possibility that the functions of the mind, previously believed to be separate 
from the body, could in fact be housed and influenced by physical processes. This discovery, 
along with parallel work studying other patients with brain damage (whether natural or through 
similar accidents), led to the development of a rough functional anatomy of the brain (Damasio, 
1994). This knowledge was refined through the use of sophisticated imaging and external 
stimulation techniques, and a model of the brain as an associationist collection of neural networks 
designed to perform separate tasks was formed. The famous adage—―Neurons that fire together 
wire together and neurons out of sync delink‖ (Pulvermuller, 2013, p. 462)—likely originated 
through this work. Growing realization that the brain communicates with chemical, in addition 
the electrical, signals has led to a growing understanding of the integrated nature of the brain with 
the rest of the body (Pert, 1997). Each stage and approach of research has uncovered information 
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relevant to the research question. The following review is a sample of relevant literature. Again, it 
is not exhaustive but rather reviews one exemplar researcher from each subfield. 
Damasio: The somatic marker hypothesis 
 Antonio Damasio‘s (1994) research has been guided by the question: How are emotions 
and reason linked? His answer, based on extensive study of patients suffering from neural 
anomalies and some laboratory experiments, intimately implicates the body. He states that a 
person‘s awareness of somatic markers, which are immediate bodily responses to a situation or 
problem that have been associated with predicted outcomes, allows them to quickly reject or 
accept decision alternatives. This quick rejection or acceptance then diminishes the possible 
alternatives, which then makes rational decision making possible. 
 This hypothesis can be illustrated by an example. Imagine being faced with a moral 
dilemma, such as whether or not to steal a drug to prevent the death of a loved one (Damasio, 
1994). Pure reason can list out many possible responses. However, in order to choose on in order 
to act, Damasio argues that an immediate visceral sensation follows each choice, possibly out of 
the person‘s consciousness, that labels the possibility as positive or negative. Some options are 
then discarded based on these negative somatic markers, leaving a limited set of options to reason 
through. Without access to these somatic markers, Damasio argues, a person is left incapable of 
making effective decisions. 
 The evidence for this somatic marker hypothesis comes from Damasio‘s (1994) studies of 
patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, among other areas. Beginning with 
the study of Phineas Gage, based on written reports of Gage‘s condition and newly developed 
neuroimaging techniques, and continuing with the study of Gage‘s modern day counterparts, 
Damasio concluded that the brain damage experienced by these patients consistently caused 
deficits in both reason and emotion. Symptoms included a lack of emotional regulation, deficits 
in social norms and decision making, and problems in shifting attention (Ackerly & Benton, 
1948; Brickner, 1932; Hebb & Penfield, 1940; Milner, 1964; Saver & Damasio, 1991; Shallice & 
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Evans, 1978; as cited in Damasio, 1994). In essence, these patients were able to know information 
without feeling it, and this disconnect between cold reason and hot emotion led to faulty behavior. 
Consequently, Damasio concluded that effective reasoning and emotion were linked. 
 It turned out that deficits in reasoning and emotion also appeared in a separate 
neurological condition named anosognosia. Patients with anosognosia suffer from damage to the 
somatosensory system in the right cerebral cortices and the white matter of the right hemisphere 
(which disrupts the connections between the somatosensory cortices with the thalamus, basal 
ganglia, and prefrontal cortices). The primary symptom of anosognosic patients, who are 
paralyzed on their left side, is a complete lack of awareness about their condition. When asked 
how they are feeling, they will answer ―fine.‖ When asked if they can move a paralyzed limb, 
they will say yes before noticing that the limb may not want to move. In other words, it seems 
that their awareness of their bodily states is significantly compromised. What was most important 
about anosognosic patients in Damasio‘s research, though, was their secondary symptoms: these 
patients have severely impaired decision making capacities in a constellation of behaviors very 
similar to those of frontal lobe patients (Anderson & Tranel, 1989, as cited in Damasio, 1994).  
 A third constellation of neurological symptoms also caused similar deficits. A patient 
with damage to the amygdala suffered a similar lifelong pattern of inadequate social and personal 
decision making (Nahm, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1993; Tranel & Hyman, 1990; as cited in 
Damasio, 1994). The range and appropriateness of this patient‘s emotions were impaired, and the 
lack of emotional capacity seemed to cause the problematic behaviors shared with Gage-like and 
anosognosic patients. These findings were also demonstrated in a series of animal studies 
(Weiskrantz, 1956; as cited in Damasio, 1994). This similarity prompted Damasio to believe that 
a common root cause underlie the problems of all the patients, and that this common cause 
reflected an integral connection between emotions, reasoning, and body states, which in turn led 
to the inception of his somatic marker hypothesis. 
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 Having developed a hypothesis, Damasio (1994) set out to test it. His experiments 
focused on the skin conductance response (nearly imperceptible amounts of sweat released by the 
skin), an autonomic nervous system response to stress or discomfort. Damasio reasoned that this 
response was a somatic state, and so testing the ability of the patients in question to generate this 
response could begin to provide support for this hypothesis. In the first trial, experimental patients 
were compared with healthy controls, and their skin conductance responses were measured as 
they were surprised with an unexpected sound or light. Results indicated no difference in the 
responses, demonstrating that the patients were equally able to generate relevant somatic states. 
 In a follow-up trial, the researchers asked if the skin conductance response could be 
generated in situations that require emotional evaluation of content. To test this hypothesis, 
patients with frontal lobe damage (Gage-like patients) were compared with both healthy controls 
and patients with brain damage elsewhere. Skin conductance responses were measured as 
participants were shown slides with emotionally disturbing images. Results indicated that the 
Gage-like patients generated no response, while the other two groups generated significant 
responses (Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1991; as cited in Damasio, 1994). This indicated that a 
lack of somatic state generation in emotional situations was correlated with the observed deficits 
in reasoning. One patient, during a debriefing interview following the experiment, commented 
that he knew he was supposed to feel disturbed without actually feeling disturbed, a point that 
Damasio interprets to mean ―that his flesh no longer responded to these themes as it once had‖ 
(Damasio, 1994, p. 211). 
 In a second set of experiments, the researchers set out to investigate the phenomenon in a 
situation more reflective of real life, with the intention of more truthfully mimicking the irrational 
decision patterns characteristic of the Gage-like patients. Consequently, they measured the skin 
conductance responses of both the patients and healthy controls while they engaged in a gambling 
scenario designed to both imitate reality and elicit decision making behaviors. The gambling 
scenario rested on a system of punishments (losing money) and rewards (winning money), and 
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participants were all encouraged to finish the game with the maximum amount of money. As 
expected, healthy controls deduced the rules of the game and were able to win, while the 
experimental group consistently ended in bankruptcy (Bechara, Damasio, Damasio, & Anderson, 
1994; as cited in Damasio, 1994). Results showed that while both the experimental group and the 
healthy controls generated skin conductance responses following their turn (for both punishment 
and reward), gradually the control group began to exhibit the somatic state seconds before their 
turn in increasing magnitude. In other words, with their somatic states, the control group became 
able to predict the outcome of their choice. The Gage-like patients, on the other hand, showed no 
anticipatory responses whatsoever (Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1993; as cited in 
Damasio, 1994). This result illustrated, again, the potential role of somatic states in decision 
making behavior. 
 Parallels can be found between Damasio‘s somatic marker hypothesis and the previously 
mentioned body feedback hypotheses. The primary difference is that Damasio relates his 
hypothesis to reasoning and decision making, while the feedback hypotheses focused more on the 
experience of emotion and judgment. In addition, the interest of Damasio‘s approach is his 
development of theory from data. In essence, Damasio approached the data without a priori 
theoretical assumptions, and he grounded his statements in observed phenomena first. While the 
empirical evidence for this hypothesis remains sparse, the approach from neuroanatomy to 
behavior represents an important contribution. 
Pulvermuller: Neuroimaging and meaning-making in the brain 
 Friedemann Pulvermuller‘s work has been guided by the question: How does the brain 
make meaning out of words (linguistic symbols)? In his review of decades of work on the topic, 
including many of his own studies, he proposes that the brain processes semantic information 
(meaning-making) via ―modality-specific ‗embodied‘ mechanisms…[and] ‗disembodied‘ 
mechanisms in multimodal areas‖ (Pulvermuller, 2013, p. 458). In other words, word meanings 
are based in areas of the brain associated with embodied sensory modalities, such as touch, taste, 
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and smell. Understanding the word ‗kick‘ involves the sensorimotor maps of the foot in the brain. 
Abstract words, he argues, are understood via brain regions involved with emotion which, in turn, 
are embodied. In this review, Pulvermuller proposes four mechanisms for semantic information 
processing: referential (directly related to the modality); combinatorial (indirectly related, much 
like learning from context); emotional-affective (abstract based on emotions); and abstract 
(combinations of abstract concepts). His conclusions are based on a wealth of ―neuroimaging, 
neuropsychological, and neurocomputational research‖ (Pulvermuller, 2013, p. 458). 
 A first set of research addresses the semantic grounding of symbols in the perception and 
action systems of the mind and brain. Through the study of brain lesions and their resultant 
semantic deficits, as well as neuroimaging studies showing simultaneous activation of 
sensorimotor areas during word comprehension, neuroscientists have established a number of 
semantic ―hubs‖ in the brain. They include the inferior frontal cortex for action words (six studies 
cited), the superior temporal cortex, also known as Wernicke‘s area, for sounds (two studies 
cited), the inferior parietal cortex for numbers and spatial language (four studies cited), and areas 
in the inferior and middle temporal cortex for animals, tools, names, colors, form-related words, 
and emotions (four studies cited). Sensory and motor areas in particular are activated in response 
to their modality specific words: 29 studies illustrate how visual areas respond to words such as 
‗bell‘ and ‗grass,‘ olfactory regions respond stronger for words such as ‗cinnamon,‘ gustatory 
regions respond to words such as ‗sugar,‘ and body-related words, such as ‗talk,‘ ‗fork,‘ and 
‗walk,‘ have a ―fine-grained semantic map‖ (p. 461) on the somatosensory cortex (as cited in 
Pulvermuller, 2013).  
 Two examples of such studies were conducted by Pulvermuller, Hauk, Nikulin, and 
Ilmoniemi (2005) and Buccino et al. (2005). In the first, transcranial magnetic stimulation was 
applied to motor areas while subjects made decisions about action-related words. The object of 
the investigation was the relationship between response time and congruency of stimulation site 
and word (for example, leg-kick versus leg-pick). Twelve participants were shown 250 letter 
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strings that included 50 arm- and 50 leg-related English words, 50 English distractor words, and 
100 pseudowords while being stimulated in the arm region, the leg region, on the right 
hemisphere (the first control condition), and with fake equipment (the second control condition). 
Results indicated that participants responded more quickly to leg-related words when stimulated 
in the leg motor region and more quickly to arm-related words when stimulated in the arm motor 
region (p<0.002), thus illustrating a connection between motor systems in the brain and word 
comprehension. 
 Similarly, Buccino et al (2005) examined the role of motor pathways in language 
comprehension in two related experiments. In the first, eight participants listened to foot-related, 
hand-related, or neutral sentences while receiving TMS stimulation in the hand or foot motor 
area. The resultant motor evoked potentials (MEP) were measured. Results indicated that motor 
evoked potentials were modulated when there was congruence between the stimulation site and 
the sentence type, as the MEPs in congruent conditions were lower (p<0.02 for hand, p<0.04 for 
foot). In the second, 20 participants were split into two conditions--hand respondents and foot 
respondents. The participants listened to 20 hand-related, 20 foot-related, and 30 neutral 
sentences and were asked to make a judgment by pressing a button with the hand or foot, 
depending on the condition. Results indicated a significant interaction between the sentence type 
and the effector limb (p<0.007), indicating a connection between word comprehension and motor 
regions of the brain. 
 A wealth of empirical support exists for the neural connections between concrete word 
processing and embodied regions of the brain. Pulvermuller (2013) concludes that ―[t]he overlap 
and adjacency of many of the category-specific semantic areas with sensory and motor areas 
suggests common mechanisms for action, perception, and semantic processing‖ (p. 461, italics 
added). Pulvermuller (2013) also postulates evidence for the proof of correlational learning and 
combinatorial semantics. Acknowledging that word meanings can be learned in context, rather 
than directly from sensorimotor activity, Pulvermuller notes that ―if a stock of words is 
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semantically grounded in action and perception knowledge, these words can form the basis of a 
form of secondary grounding‖ (p. 464). In other words, higher level word meanings can be 
derived from these basic embodied modalities in the brain, based on neural network mechanisms.  
 Support for the emotional basis of abstract words comes from evidence showing a strong 
link between abstract terms and knowledge about emotions. For example, comprehension of 
abstract words activates the anterior cingulate cortex, an area known for emotion processing 
(Vigliocco et al, 2013, as cited in Pulvermuller, 2013). This development of abstract word 
comprehension is theorized to be learned via the related actions, interactions, and internal 
states.  This has been illustrated in a study showing that the processing of abstract emotion words 
excite the motor systems controlling the face and arms, in which emotions are usually expressed 
(Moseley et al, 2012, as cited in Pulvermuller, 2013). 
Conversely, the more abstract a concept is, the more disembodied it appears to be. While 
―neurons that fire together wire together...neurons out of sync delink‖ (Pulvermuller, 2013, 462). 
Thus, it is postulated that, in the case of a more complex concept such as game, the original 
embodied manifestations--for instance, connecting the word and concept to experiences of soccer 
and Monopoly--may slowly be disconnected to form the emergent abstract concept. Nevertheless, 
Pulvermuller (2013) argues for an interplay between embodied and disembodied word 
comprehension, based on one study showing motor-system activation during comprehension of 
abstract idiomatic sentences (Boulenger et al, 2009; as cited in Pulvermuller 2013).  
In sum, neuroscientific research from brain imaging and lesion studies have demonstrated 
the connection between sensorimotor regions of the brain and word comprehension. The meaning 
of a word or concept, in other words, can be said to be grounded in its respective sensorimotor 
experience. 
Pert: Psychoneuroimmunology and the biological bodymind 
Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) is a field that has grown from the intersection of the 
brain, the immune system, and the endocrine system. From PNI comes theory and evidence that 
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implies that the mind and body, rather than being separate entities, are in fact one and the same. 
Candace Pert covers the history of the field, her personal role in its development, and the radical 
implications she believes it entails in her book Molecules of Emotion (1997), a work written for 
the general public that nonetheless is rich with empirical evidence, theoretical grounding, and 
rigorous thinking. 
Pert (1997) explains that psychoneuroimmunology was born from the discoveries that 
―the same peptides found in the brain were also found in the immune system, and that the 
nervous, endocrine, and immune systems are functionally integrated‖ (p. 171). In other words, 
PNI challenged the standard or dominant beliefs that, not only were mind and body separated, but 
the body consisted of several separate systems that operated independently. This standard belief 
had led to the development of separate fields that specialized in one system or the other, including 
immunology, neuroscience, endocrinology, and pharmacology. PNI, on the other hand, proposed 
a model that integrated the biological systems along with intangible and subjective mental 
processes such as emotions, drives, pleasure/pain, and consciousness. Most importantly, the field 
of PNI was able to point to the proposed mechanisms that underlie this integration, thus providing 
further support for the model. 
The mechanisms that connect the nervous, immune and endocrine systems proposed by 
PNI are molecules produced throughout the body called peptides. Peptides are protein molecules 
(molecules made by stringing together amino acids) that bind to cells and, in doing so, transmit 
―information‖—signals and cues to the cell that determine their activity. They are one of three 
types of ligands, the name for the category of molecules that can bind to cells. Neurotransmitters, 
or molecules produced in the brain that carry information between neurons, and steroids, which 
include hormones such as estrogen and testosterone, are the other two types. Both 
neurotransmitters and steroids are relatively limited in their impact on the body; peptides, on the 
other hand, are more pervasive and can play a part in all bodily systems. As a result, Pert (1997) 
focuses on peptides as the key substance that underlies the connection between brain and body. 
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In order to bind to a cell, that cell must have the correct receptor for the ligand. Receptors 
are large, single molecules also made or proteins that float on the outer membrane of a cell. They 
function like the cell‘s sensory system, much like smell, taste, and touch for the human organism. 
Receptors respond to energy and chemical cues by vibrating and changing shape, and the shapes 
they can take help determine which ligands they can receive. When a ligand and matching 
receptor come into contact, they can bind and transfer cellular information. Because ligands, 
including neurotransmitters and hormones as well as peptides, and their respective receptors are 
still being identified and their function determined, Pert (1997) uses the term ―information 
substances‖ to describe these molecules. This term, an adaptation from the original 
―informational substances‖ coined by Francis Schmitt of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Schmitt, 1984), captures the essential function of the substances as information 
carriers through the body while allowing room for the contributions of further knowledge. 
The specificity of receptors and ligands is key in our biological organization. For 
instance, there is a particular receptor designed to match opiate molecules, including opium, 
heroin, morphine, and endorphin (Pert, 1997). That receptor will only bind to opiate molecules, 
and opiate molecules can only bind to that receptor. In addition, particular receptors can be found 
in highly specified regions of the body or brain. The opiate receptor, for instance, can be found in 
in the neurons associated with pleasure and pain (the limbic system) as well as on monocytes, 
immune cells responsible for wound healing and tissue-repair (Pert, 1997). This commonality 
implies the existence of a connection between pleasure/pain and physical health, an important 
implication for the body-mind work of dance/movement therapists. Continuing research into the 
types and locations of receptors and peptides has resulted in an increasingly complex and detailed 
map of the body‘s information network. Pert (1997) postulates that this network of information 
substances and its particular architecture give rise to the subjective experience of the mind. This, 
then, is the model presented by the field of psychoneuroimmunology, and it is highly relevant to 
the growing understanding of how the mind and body may be connected. 
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The importance of Pert‘s work and PNI lies not in the model, however, but the rich 
empirical evidence that backs it. The existence of receptors and peptides has been proven, and 
specific types have been identified, manufactured, and tested. In 1921, Otto Loewi applied 
―juice‖ (Pert, 1997, p.27) from the vagus nerve, a nerve that runs from the back of the brain to 
many organs, to a frog heart and reported that this caused the heart palpitations to slow. This trial 
demonstrated the existence of receptors and neurotransmitters. Fifty years later in 1972, Jean-
Pierre Changeux finally succeeded in identifying and isolating the receptor responsible, the 
acetylcholine receptor. Simultaneously, endocrinologist Robert Jenson used a microscope to 
watch the activity of estrogen receptors in the 1960s, tracing their movements to breast, uterine, 
and ovarian tissue. Later researchers also found estrogen receptors in the brain. Endocrinologists 
Jesse Roth and Pedro Cuatrecasas succeeded in measuring the insulin receptor in 1970. These 
advances, which set the foundation for work in ligands and receptors, set the stage for the 
discoveries that would eventually lead to the birth of psychoneuroimmunology (Pert, 1997). 
When Pert began her work, scientists were searching for the opiate receptor. The work 
cited above only involved receptors for endogenous molecules, or substances produced within the 
body. However, exogenous drugs such as opium and heroin clearly had an impact on the body, 
and it was believed that their impacts were due to the fact that they could bind to receptors in the 
body. In 1972, as a doctoral student at Johns Hopkins University, Pert succeeded in identifying 
and isolating the opiate receptor (Pert, 1997). This work was groundbreaking at the time, since it 
crossed the bounds of pharmacology, endocrinology, and neuroscience. It proved that drugs 
responsible for intangible and subjective mental phenomena (opiates had been described as 
creating states of ―expanded consciousness‖ and ―bliss‖ (Pert, 1997, p. 63), both mental 
phenomena) worked due to observable and measurable physical processes.  
The discovery of the opiate receptor raised a question: if the body naturally had opiate 
receptors, then does it produce a natural correlate to opiates? The answer, as discovered by 
Hughes and Kosterlitz in 1975, was yes (Pert, 1997). Hughes and Kosterlitz identified 
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enkephalin, now called endorphin, which was the molecule produced naturally by the body that 
fit the opiate receptor. In other words, subjective mental phenomena, which could already be 
manipulated through exogenous drugs, were in fact mediated by chemicals produced within the 
body. An important bridge between mind and body was being established, and scientists in the 
following years discovered numerous other substances that served as the building blocks of this 
bridge. 
Thus, the connection between drugs, subjective experiences, and the body was 
established; in 1983, this network was expanded to include the immune and endocrine systems. In 
1983, Ed Blalock discovered that immune cells also produced endorphins. Pert and her 
colleagues then demonstrated that immune cells not only produced endorphins but also moved to 
bind with them. This broke down the previously held belief that the immune system did not 
communicate with the endocrine or nervous systems. In essence, it was being shown that the 
same substances can moderate activity in all three systems. This finding was further bolstered by 
a collaboration between Pert and Michael Ruff. Together, in 1984 they showed that the cancer 
cells responsible for small lung cancer were in fact immune cells (microphages) that had mutated 
as the result of the peptide bombesin. They postulated that a network connecting the immune and 
nervous systems and involved subjective experiences such as emotions contributed to the physical 
health and wellness of individuals. Again, the barriers between mind and body, and between the 
brain and the body, were being broken down in a radical new formulation. 
It is important to note that Molecules of Emotion is a book written for the general public 
and, as a result, lacks the rigorous data and explanations of a scientific article. It is part scientific 
exposé and part personal memoir, as Pert intersperses the important results she reveals with her 
personal journey as a researcher. Because of this, the information presented cannot be fully 
evaluated for validity, and the lines between empirical results and postulated implications are 
fuzzy. Nevertheless, Pert‘s book offers significant contributions to the topic of the mind-body 
connection.  
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Importantly, Pert (1997) argues that ―the body is the unconscious mind‖ and that the 
―body is the actual outward manifestation, in physical space, of the mind‖ (p. 187). Based on her 
research and advances within the field of PNI, she asserts that the emotions are not confined to 
the brain; emotions live in the body and are the result of subjective experiences and physical 
processes. She writes that the dynamic network of information substances may constitute what 
psychoanalysts treat as unconscious processes; for instance, peptide pathways may be 
strengthened or inhibited as the result of a traumatic experience, and those altered pathways will 
then determine future physical and emotional responses. Pert also cites Eric Kandell, who argues 
that biochemical change at the receptor level is the molecular basis of memory. The inclusion of 
the immune system highlights the relationship between emotional health, usually associated with 
the mind or brain, and physical health. Finally, Pert recommends that researchers change the 
metaphors used to describe physical processes. Instead of a physics-based metaphor, which is 
based on the interactions of different forces and only allow for one-way communication, she 
encourages the adoption of a metaphor based on information sharing and communication. In this 
metaphor, all players are constantly involved in multifaceted information exchange—dynamic, 
two-way interactions from which complex experiences may arise. This model, which she captures 
with the term ―bodymind‖ (to counter formulations of the mind and body as separate entities), is a 
radical reformulation of current understandings of the phenomenon. 
 
Cognitive science: The study of intelligence 
 Cognitive science is the interdisciplinary study of the mind and its processes. Although 
its origins are rooted in studies of computer science and artificial intelligence, contemporary 
researchers draw from psychology, philosophy, neuroscience, artificial intelligence, and 
linguistics, among others. Consequently, current cognitive scientific theories and research 
regarding the connection of mind and body use as support many of the studies reviewed above. 
However, this field uniquely offers an interdisciplinary model, or theory, of embodied cognition 
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that ties the research together and proposes testable hypotheses for future research (Niedenthal et 
al., 2005). 
Researchers in the early 20th century explicitly rejected the notion of perceptual symbols 
(body/perception-based correlates of mental concepts), labelling them ―unscientific and [leading] 
to confused views of human nature‖ (Barsalou, 1999, p. 578). This rejection also reflected 
concurrent shifts in the fields of logic, statistics, and computer science, all of which were 
becoming increasingly sophisticated in creating amodal (unrelated to sensory modalities) 
representations of the world. The belief, then, was that fully-developed systems could be 
described using a set of logical rules without any need to include grounded meanings or concepts. 
The focus, in other words, was on syntax rather than semantics.  
Turing (1950), famed for his work leading to the modern-day computer, proposed an 
influential view of mind that is representative of this amodal belief. Turing emphasized the 
computational capacities of the mind and argued that the essential characteristic of the mind and 
reason lie in the mind‘s machine-like ability to compute functions. From this was born the 
concept of a hypothetical Turing machine, the universal computational device capable of taking 
any function and computing a result. The Turing machine was meant as a theory on the workings 
of the mind; Turing hoped to capture how the human mind carries out a procedure. In theory, 
then, Turing believed that once the fundamental function was discovered, all human processing 
and understanding could be mimicked on a machine. If this was possible, then the ideal Turing 
machine would be indiscernible from a real human and true intelligence would have been created.  
For many years, researchers sought to discover this fundamental function, and their work 
resulted in highly sophisticated, ―Good Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence (GOFAI)‖ machines 
able to play chess or win at Jeopardy (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007). These successes bolstered the 
belief that the mind works with an amodal language completely separate from perceptual (body-
based) information while contributing greatly to progress in computer technology. In the words of 
Wilson and Golonka (2013), this model placed ―the burden entirely on the brain to act as a 
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storehouse for skills and information that can be rapidly accessed, parameterized, and 
implemented‖ (p. 2). In other words, the brain was the central processing unit of the body, and all 
cognition took place in its neurons without interaction with the rest of the body. This view 
corresponded with the view of early neuroscience of the brain as a distinct and specialized entity 
of the body. 
However, as evidenced by the literature reviewed above and concurrent experiments in 
artificial intelligence, this disembodied, amodal system was not viable when applied to more 
complex problems. While GOFAI machines excelled at executing one specific task, they failed in 
their capacity to juggle multiple tasks. Robots designed from an embodied framework, on the 
other hand, were very successful. For instance, small robots built by Maris & te Boekhost (1996, 
as cited in Wilson & Golonka, 2013) had infrared detectors around their body and one rule: turn 
away from obstacles. From this simple embodied design (embodied because it made body-data 
integral to its processing), these robots were able to tidy up a room in a sophisticated manner. 
Researchers at MIT have shown that complex walking behavior in robots can be achieved simply 
by assembling them in accordance to human design (Collins et al, 2005, as cited in Wilson & 
Golonka, 2013). Rather than being controlled by internal algorithms controlling the timing of 
strides, the essential nature of the body determined success in walking. Thelen & Smith (1996) 
make a similar argument from a developmental psychology perspective, showing that infant 
walking behavior emerges as the result dynamic embodied systems, rather than from a priori 
concepts or traits. These, and other examples (see Wilson & Golonka, 2013, for a review) provide 
support from an artificial intelligence framework for embodied cognition and intelligence. 
An essential postulate of the embodied cognition stance is that the motor system 
influences cognitive and affective processes (Niedenthal et al., 2005). Koch, Holland, Hengstler, 
and Knippenberg (2009) tested this hypothesis in a within-subject experiment involving 38 
university undergraduates. Drawing from literature previously cited regarding 
approach/avoidance behaviors and forward/backward movements, the researchers postulated that 
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avoidance behaviors were associated with greater cognitive control, as greater attention would be 
required in times of danger. They thus hypothesized that body locomotion backwards (avoid) 
would lead to increased cognitive control as compared to stepping forward. The participants 
completed four trials of a classic Stroop task (where they are asked to name the color of the word 
rather than the word itself). Cognitive control is required to respond quickly and accurately in the 
task, as the instinctive response is to respond to the word rather than the color. Prior to each trial, 
the participants were asked to take four steps forward (approach), backwards (avoid), to the left 
(control), or to the right (control). Results supported their hypothesis, with significantly faster 
reaction times observed after stepping backwards. The researchers thus concluded that stepping 
backwards leads to enhanced cognitive performance, thus illustrating embodied cognition‘s 
central tenet regarding the fundamental role of the body in cognitive processes. 
Various models of embodied cognition have developed in response to previous amodal 
theories. Barsalou‘s (1999) perceptual symbol systems theory is one that has gained significant 
attention. Barsalou asserts that information originates in perceptual experience; during perceptual 
experience, areas in the brain capture bottom-up patterns of activation. In other words, when 
interacting with a car, a person‘s visual, motor, tactile, etc. regions in the brain are firing, and the 
resultant patterns (bottom-up because they originate in sensory experience) are recorded in the 
brain. Subsequent experiences help strengthen these patterns. Later, these same patterns, or 
association areas, are reactivated in a top-down (going from the concept to the experience) 
manner. These patterns are what Barsalou calls perceptual symbols. For more complex thoughts, 
these same perceptual symbols can be activated, manipulated, and combined.  In this way, all 
thinking is grounded in perceptual symbols. 
Barsalou‘s account is comparable to Pulvermuller‘s (2013) explanation from a 
neuroscientific standpoint. Both maintain that sensorimotor experiences underlie conceptual 
processing, and that the combination of these experiences provide the foundation to human 
cognition and mental processes. While Barsalou grounds his work within the framework of 
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cognitive science (and thus artificial intelligence and psychological models), Pulvermuller works 
from the standpoint of neuroimaging and neural networks. Nevertheless, the relative convergence 
of their theories suggests the promise of embodiment on the future understanding of the 
relationship between mind and body. 
 
Dance/movement therapy: The mind-body connection in practice 
 Dance/movement therapy (DMT) is a form of psychotherapy that works with the body. 
Yet, despite (or because of) this focus on the mind and body in relationship, there are not clear 
definitions of mind, body, or their connection in the DMT literature. At times, the mind and body 
are treated as separate but connected, as the body is said to express the contents of the mind 
Chaiklin and Schmais (1993). At other times, the mind and the body are treated as if they are the 
same, similar to Pert‘s concept of the bodymind: it is said that the sense of self ―lives in‖ the 
body, or that the mind and body share the same neuromuscular pathways (Meekums, 2005). 
Conversely, the principle of isomorphism implies that the mind and body are separate, but 
parallel, phenomena (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980). What happens in the mind finds a parallel in the 
body, but without an explanation or acknowledgement of the mechanisms of connection.  
 It is not necessary for a field to present one unified theory. As evidenced in the above 
literature, researchers and theorists working within the same field can, and have, presented 
conflicting explanations for their work. Academic thought progresses and develops, and our 
knowledge and understanding of a phenomenon can adjust accordingly. However, this has not 
been the case with the field of DMT so far. The review of the literature has suggested to this 
author that there is not yet a unified theory of the mind-body connection that guides the work of 
dance/movement therapists, although there are a wealth of theoretical constructs and tenets that 
have supported and been observed in the therapeutic work. In addition, seemingly contradictory 
constructs are held simultaneously, and discrepancies are resolved both by a faith in the holistic 
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and complex nature of movement or humanity, and by the intuition of the practitioner in relation 
with the client. 
What, then, is a theory?  A theory can be defined as a well-developed explanation for a 
particular phenomenon. DMT theory offers multiple explanations for the particular phenomenon 
of the mind-body connection, and it is often up to the practitioner‘s judgment which tenets to 
apply in any one session. There is not a logical, internally consistent model of the workings of 
mind and body. Barsalou (1999) writes that a theory is evaluated on ―falsifiability, parsimony, the 
ability to produce provocative hypotheses that push a science forward, the existence of direct 
evidence for their constructs, freedom from conceptual problems in their apparatus, and 
integrability with theory in neighboring fields‖ (p. 580). DMT theory does not yet meet these 
criteria. 
This is not necessarily a critique of the field. As a field, DMT focuses on practitioner 
outcomes rather than theoretical foundation. The goal of therapy is to help people get better. As 
such, DMT has developed a wide repertoire of techniques and tools to effect change. The focus is 
on what has worked, and the increasing experience, expertise, and intuition of the practitioners 
guides intervention choices. From this foundation, it is clear that something about DMT is 
effective. The development of a robust scientific theory around the central tenet of DMT—
namely, the mind-body connection—would serve to explain and strengthen existing DMT 
practice. The following sections will review theoretical and empirical literature produced by the 
field of DMT. 
Theory 
A review of the literature on dance/movement therapy (DMT) theory must begin with the 
work of Marian Chace, ―an acknowledged pioneer in the field of dance/movement therapy‖ 
(Sandel, Chaiklin, & Lohn, 1993, p. xvii). While Chace herself did not identify as a theorist, a 
summary of Chace‘s theoretical framework regarding the mind and body can be found in 
Chaiklin and Schmais (1993) and Schmais (1974). While Chace taught theories relating to many 
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facets of DMT—including curative factors and interpersonal dynamics—only her work 
specifically addressing the connection between mind and body will be covered here. Briefly, 
Chace believed that ―dance is communication and thus fulfills a basic human need‖ (Chaiklin & 
Schmais, 1993, p. 77). She held that body movements could capture the multifaceted nature of the 
mind more wholly than language and that movements were thus externalizations of inner feelings 
that could not be expressed verbally. In addition, movement was communicative and movement 
interventions could be effective regardless of conscious attention or awareness on the part of the 
individual. Chace also drew on the work of psychotherapist Wilhelm Reich, who developed the 
concept of body armor. In short, Reich wrote that the body held certain tensions as the result of 
past experiences, and these tensions became an ―armor‖ that both protected and individual and 
limited their options (Schmais, 1974). Similarly, Chace believed that distortions in body shape 
and functions represented maladaptive responses to conflict and pain. For instance, an 
individual‘s tense muscles and held breath served to defend against unwanted feelings of guilt or 
aggression. Finally, Chace taught that body movements and emotional expression shared the 
same neuromuscular pathways, and this relationship helped explain the connection between 
movements and emotions.  
Irmgard Bartenieff is another pioneer in the field of DMT whose theoretical framework is 
foundational to the field. Where Chace emphasized the communicative nature of movement, 
Bartenieff, who came to the field with a background as a physical therapist, examined 
movement‘s role as a method of coping with the environment (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980). 
Drawing on the work of Rudolf Laban, renowned dance scholar who created a systematic method 
of movement observation called Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) (Dell, 1970), Bartenieff 
argued that qualities and patterns of movement are chosen by an individual in order to best meet 
their needs in their current environment; conversely, the loss of certain movement possibilities 
also translated into a diminished ability to meet needs with emotional ramifications. For instance, 
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becoming handicapped could lead to feelings of defenselessness. There is mental meaning 
making that arises from the physical reality.  
In particular, Bartenieff noted the relationship between Efforts, or specifically defined 
movement qualities, and intentions: Space was associated with attention, Weight with intention, 
Time with decisions, and Flow with progression. She highlighted how all movement falls on a 
continuum between function and expression and how the mental and physical are ―continuously 
interrelated‖ (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980, p. 3). Thus, the activation of the Strong Weight Effort 
may be a functional/physical choice in the maneuvering of a heavy object while simultaneously 
revealing mental experiences and emotional expression about dominance, confidence, and 
authority. Bartenieff also looked at how movement phrases could reflect larger patterns in an 
individual‘s coping style: ―The sequence of constellations of movement in the activity…define 
the larger structure of the whole behavior pattern‖ (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980, p. 73). Under this 
lens, body movements and patterns provided insight into the inner workings of the mind. 
As a physical therapist, Bartenieff developed a series of movement exercises designed to 
help individuals heal their minds and bodies through movement (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980; 
Hackney, 2000). These exercises are called the Bartenieff Fundamentals.  Hackney (2000) 
reviews the basic principles about the body underlying the Fundamentals. They are as follows: 
1. Grounding: The relationship between the individual, the earth, and gravity; the ability 
for an individual to sense their weight and feel stable. Grounding is believed to be 
connected to a stable sense of self. 
2. Developmental progression: Movement follows a developmental progression such 
that if a previous stage is not attained, further growth is not possible; in regards to the 
Bartenieff Fundamentals, early exercises must be mastered before later ones can be 
attempted. 
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3. Intent: Movement is driven by intention, and intention ―organizes the neuromuscular 
system. Clarity of intent enables the body to find the motor pattern to fulfill that 
intent‖ (p. 39) 
4. Inner-Outer: Inner impulses manifest in outer form, while the outside world 
influences inner experiences. This dynamic relationship means that movement is 
meaningful. 
5. Function-Expression: All movement falls on the continuum between function and 
expression. The interplay of function and expression within a specific context 
contributes to meaningful movement. 
6. Phrasing: Movement happens in phrases, and these phrases are meaningful.    
These principles reveal theoretical positions regarding the mind-body connection. 
 Judith Kestenberg was a child psychoanalyst who developed the Kestenberg Movement 
Profile (KMP) (Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999). The KMP is an assessment tool that describes 
the movement patterns and qualities expected as infants mature to adulthood. Like the Bartenieff 
Fundamentals, the KMP is designed around a developmental framework; movement is expected 
to be learned in stages, and later stages will not be successful if earlier ones were not mastered. 
Unlike Bartenieff, however, the KMP offers a separate set of terminology for observing and 
describing movement. This terminology includes pre-Efforts (precursors to the Effort qualities 
present in LMA), rhythms, body attitudes, and tension flow. The KMP is now a popular tool in 
the assessing of and designing interventions for recipients of DMT, and its developmental 
framework offers an important lens for effective therapy. 
 Bonnie Meekums (2005) is a dance/movement therapist working in the United Kingdom 
whose book presents a theoretical framework for DMT as a creative psychotherapy. While Chace 
focused on communication and Bartenieff focused on coping, Meekums turns her attention to the 
role of creativity and, more specifically, the movement metaphor. Meekums argues that the 
movement metaphor, or the concept that body movements hold metaphorical meaning, is a real 
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and important phenomenon. Just as metaphors serve to integrate multiple concepts, so movement 
is integrative—of the right and left hemispheres of the brain, or of complex thoughts. Unlike 
Chace, who believed in that movement was meaningful regardless of conscious attention, 
Meekums emphasized that the movement metaphor gained meaning by virtue of a person‘s 
conscious attention.  
 Meekums work overlaps with that of Chace and Bartenieff in a number of ways. She also 
wrote that the ego is a body ego, meaning that the self and self-regulation are built from bodily 
experiences. Our sense of self lives in, or is held by, the body. This statement relates both to the 
concept of body armor used by Chace (Chaiklin & Schmais, 1993) and to the connection between 
grounding and a sense of self proposed by Hackney (2000). Additionally, like Chace, Meekums 
believes that movement and emotional expression share the same architecture and writes that the 
central nervous system and motor system operate in parallel. Lastly, like Bartenieff and other 
interpretations of LMA, Meekums proposes a number of specific interpretations for particular 
movement qualities. For instance, she asserts that a large kinesphere is associated with 
confidence, that certain rhythms are associated with comfort, and that phrasing is isomorphic with 
general life patterns, in addition to connecting the Effort qualities of Space, Time, Weight, and 
flow with attention, decisions, intention, and emotions respectively.  
 The abovementioned writers and frameworks represent some of the fundamental 
theoretical orientations within DMT theory. However, the field is complex, and many more 
theorists and practitioners have contributed to the modern state of the field. F. Levy (2005) 
reviews the theory and practice of other key figures in DMT, including Blanche Evans, Liljan 
Espenak, Mary Whitehouse, Trudi Schoop, and Marion North. In this review, additional 
perspectives emerge that both overlap and add to those already covered. For instance, Evans, who 
worked primarily with children, focused on promoting mind-body unification to help her client 
with healthy expression. Here, themes of the integrative power of movement, the body as the 
container of the self and ego, and movement as communication are apparent. Espenak, on the 
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other hand, believed that ―inhibitions and/or repressions of the individual did not allow for free 
movement of certain parts of the body‖ (F. Levy, 2005, p. 47), similar to the concept of body 
armor utilized by Chace. Like Bartenieff and Meekums, Espenak proposed specific 
interpretations of movement criteria: to name a few, balance was connected to ego strength, 
improvisational ability with adaptability, and walking represented the physical expression of 
mental and emotional control. Whitehouse worked from the stance that ―deeper layers of 
personality [are] the source of body movement,‖ (F. Levy, 2005, p. 53) and that body awareness 
supported the individual‘s sense of self. Schoop‘s DMT practice grew from the belief that ―who 
we are is reflected and manifested in our bodies‖ and ―postural attitudes and physical alignment 
are reflective of one‘s mental state‖ (F. Levy, 2005, p. 61), similar to body armor. North sought 
correlations between movement characteristics and personality, identifying specific 
interpretations of movement like both Bartenieff and Meekums. It can be seen that each 
dance/movement therapist reviewed by Levy (2005) had their own theoretical framework 
regarding the mind-body connection that overlapped with the frameworks of others while 
containing something uniquely informed by their experience and practice. 
 Recent theorists have worked to develop more focused theories regarding specific 
phenomena within the mind-body connection. Pallaro (1996) writes about the intersection 
between object relations theory and DMT theory about the body as the container of the sense of 
self. In short, she argues that the infant gains her sense of self through subjective, bodily 
experiences with the caregiver. ―Subjective experience as it is lived through the body is the 
crucial and principal organizer of object representation in infancy‖ (Pallaro, 1996, p. 114). 
Pallaro‘s article makes explicit the connection between what previous theorists, including 
Bartenieff, Meekums, and Schoop, have said about the body as the container of the self and 
object relations theory, which offers a developmental framework for why and how infants engage 
in meaningful relationships.  
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 Pallaro (2006) examines the mind-body connection and the therapeutic relationship. 
While dance/movement therapists often match their clients‘ movements in order to better 
understand their experiences—a process called kinesthetic empathy—Pallaro reminds 
practitioners that they may have their own bodily reactions in response a client. They may make 
judgments or have personal emotional reactions that manifest in bodily sensations or processes 
that do not reflect the client‘s experience. Pallaro calls this phenomenon somatic 
countertransference, or the bodily counterpart to the traditionally psychoanalytic phenomenon of 
countertransference. Like traditional countertransference, Pallaro argues that somatic 
countertransference can provide important information to the clinician and that, as a result, it 
must be paid attention to. Somatic countertransference highlights the connection between 
typically mental processes, such as evaluations and emotions, and the body. 
 Finally, Pylvanainen (2003) presents an in-depth investigation into body image, body 
ego, and body memory/armor, in effect further developing theoretical frameworks offered by 
earlier theorists. Pylvanainen writes that the body has three primary facets. First are the lived 
sensations, or the body self which, she argues, comprise an individual‘s sense of self. This is akin 
to the body ego noted by previous theorists. Second is the body image, or the outsider view of the 
body. This is the facet of the body emphasized by the media. Last is the body memory or body 
armor, or the body as ―a container of past experiences‖ (Pylvanainen, 2003, p. 50). Pylvanainen 
further develops this idea, which had already appeared in the writings of earlier theorists, to 
highlight three subcategories of body memory: habitual body memory, or the sum of the routine, 
everyday actions; traumatic body memory, or the traces of previously painful experiences that 
lead to fragmentation of the body; and erotic body memory, or the traces of previously 
pleasurable experiences. Pylvanainen then offers a formulation of how previous experiences held 
in the body interact with the present moment to produce action, noting that the ―body-self acts in 
the present, and each lived moment becomes stored in the body-memory, which then provides an 
individual a background for the evaluation of the present moment and for recognizing and 
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expressing familiar responses‖ (Pylvanainen, 2003, p. 52). With this model of the body, 
Pylvanainen clarifies and deepens the understanding of the relationship between the body and the 
self as proposed by earlier theorists. 
 From the early pioneers to contemporary theorists, dance/movement therapists have 
developed theories around the relationship between mind and body. These theories address the 
body as the container of the self, movement as communication, meaning in movement, and the 
developmental progression of movement. Recently, researchers in DMT have examined some 
tenets empirically, and their work will be reviewed in the following section. 
Research 
There is a growing body of dance/movement therapy (DMT) research beginning to 
validate and substantiate the above claims. One common approach is to find statistically 
significant correlations between observed movement characteristics and mental illnesses, 
behavioral tendencies, mood states, or personality types.  
From a psychiatric perspective, Cruz (2009) found differences between the 
multidimensional movement characteristics of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and 
personality disorders, as measured using the Movement Psychodiagnostic Inventory (MPI) 
(Davis, 1997). Videotapes of 19 patients with schizophrenia-related disorders and 33 patients 
with personality disorders, as determined by attending psychiatrists, were viewed and coded by 
raters trained in the MPI. Movements were coded on the basis of severity and reduced to a total of 
15 scores, which in turn were analyzed for statistical correlations with diagnosis. Results 
indicated the existence of movement pattern differences between the two groups.  
Berger (1999) further elucidated this connection by showing how the MPI can help 
distinguish between patients with Borderline and Narcissistic personality disorders. Because 
individuals with these two diagnoses presented with very similar complaints and symptoms, 
traditional diagnostic methods (generally based on symptomology) may be ineffective. The 
researcher sought to show how movement analysis could be a less costly and more precise 
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method of diagnosis. Videotaped interviews of 22 subjects (15 diagnosed with Borderline 
personality disorder, 7 diagnosed with Narcissistic personality disorder) were viewed and coded 
by three raters with varying levels of expertise. Final scores were determined based on rater 
consensus. From these scores, the researcher used statistical analysis to derive a classification 
model that could be used to predict diagnosis with an 86.36% success rate (31% higher than by 
chance). This result showed that the movement parameters of the MPI may be used to 
differentially diagnose individuals with Borderline or Narcissistic personality disorder, though 
further confirmation studies. 
Lausberg (1998) used LMA movement qualities to compare healthy women with women 
suffering from one of three patient conditions: anorexia nervosa, bulimia, and inflammatory 
bowel disease. To elicit movements for data analysis, the 120 participants (30 per experimental 
condition) engaged in structured movement tasks, which were observed and coded by two blind, 
independent raters. Statistical analysis revealed movement differences between the patient and 
healthy experimental groups. The relevant movement parameters included area of movement, 
weight shift, use of the body parts, integration of the lower body, initiation of movement, 
strength, and flow of movement. However, no significant differences were found between the 
patient groups. Thus, movement observation was shown to be capable of distinguishing between 
health and illness, but not between specific types of illness. Lausberg (1998) noted that this lack 
of significant differences may indicate a lack of sensitivity in the measurement instrument. 
The movement behaviors of children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD) were studied by Goodman (1991), who found statistically significant correlates of LMA 
movement qualities in children with the disorder compared with healthy controls. In an 
observational correlational study, four blind, trained raters viewed videotapes of participants 
playing a group-consensus game. The study included 22 hyperactive boys and 39 normal 
comparisons boys (total of 61 participants). Four types of movement qualities were coded: 
quickness, strength, unexpected transitions, and intensity. Results indicated that hyperactive boys 
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exceeded the comparison boys on all qualities (p<0.01). In addition, results indicated that 
hyperactive boys without medication exceeded their medicated counterparts in the movement 
qualities of quickness and unexpected transition (p<0.05). These results indicate correlations 
between certain movement qualities and hyperactivity.  
Other researchers examined the movement characteristics of healthy adults, searching for 
correlations between mood, motivation, personality, and gender. Levy and Duke (2003) studied 
the movements of healthy college students of both genders and found LMA movement correlates 
for feelings of depression, achievement, affiliation, and dominance. In this study, 36 participants 
(14 male, 22 female) engaged in a guided movement improvisation before completing a set of 3 
questionnaires: the Beck Depression Inventory II, the State Trait Anxiety Inventory, and the 
Adjective Check List. The movements and the questionnaires were then analyzed for statistical 
correlations. Results indicated that depression in males correlated with the use of sagittal 
movements and an emphasis on the use of space (p<0.01). Depression in females was correlated 
with an emphasis on the use of effort (p<0.05). Anxiety for males was correlated with, to near 
significance, increased enclosing movements (p<0.07) while, for females, it was correlated with a 
lower likelihood to move sagitally, to change efforts, or to emphasize efforts (p<0.05). Finally, 
certain personality traits in the two genders were found to correlate with certain movement 
behaviors. Achievement scores in men were negatively correlated with the use of enclosing 
movements (p<0.01), while there was no such correlation for women. Males with a high need for 
affiliation were more likely to use bound flow (p<0.01) and direct space (p<0.05), while similar 
females tended to use strong weight (p<0.08), to change efforts (p<0.05), and to emphasize 
efforts in their movements (p<0.05). Both dominant and exhibitionist males were less likely to 
display enclosing behavior (p<0.05), while both dominant and exhibitionist females were less 
likely to display spreading movements (p<0.05). This study revealed a number of areas of 
correlation, although some results merely approached significance. 
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Du Nann Winter (1992) found correlations between movements observed in the Action 
Profile (AP) and cognitive operations, personality as defined by the Myers-Briggs personality test 
(MBTI), and occupation. To test the relationship between body movements and cognitive 
operations, the researcher invited 13 male and 16 female subjects to participate in small group 
problem-solving tasks. Participants were observed during the task by a trained observer, who 
noted significant PGM moments, and were also videotaped. Following the task, participants 
reviewed the video at the moments noted by the observer and identified which cognitive 
operation they were engaged in at that time. Though results to this study were inconclusive, its 
innovative design and research question merit attention and inclusion in this review.  
In a second study, both the MBTI and the AP were administered to 202 participants (187 
management executives and 15 AP experts). Correlations were then sought between the scores of 
both tests. Results supported the hypothesis, with correlations found between Assertions (AP) and 
Perspectives (MBTI), and between Exploring/Timing (AP) and Intuition/Perception (MBTI) 
(p<0.05 in each case).  
Du Nann Winter (1992) also examined the movement profiles of established 
professionals in varying occupational groups, hypothesizing the existence of a correlation 
between movement profile and occupational demands. For example, accountants were 
hypothesized to score high in Investigating, while inventors were hypothesized to score high in 
Exploring. Barristers (courtroom lawyers), historians, salespersons, and chess players were also 
chosen, each for their hypothesized relationship to a movement quality included in the AP. 
Interviews with 60 participants were scored by trained AP raters, while videotapes of the same 
were sent to a blind reviewer to ensure consistency. Results supported the hypothesis. 
Koch (2006) investigated the non-verbal communication of men and women in different 
work contexts using the movement qualities of the KMP. Excerpts of videotaped team meetings 
of 71 participants (30 men, of which eight were team leaders; and 41 women, of which eight were 
team leaders) were coded according to the KMP movement qualities of rhythms, efforts, and pre-
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efforts. Results indicated that female team leaders used more jumping rhythms and were more 
expressive, while male leaders used more running-drifting rhythms (p<0.05).  In addition, women 
(including both team leaders and members) were found to use more indirect efforts (p<0.05). The 
researcher concluded that, though women and men displayed more similarities than differences in 
their movement qualities at work, male and female leaders still exhibited some differences. The 
use of fighting, or ―male‖ rhythms, by female leaders was speculated to relate to particular 
demands placed by Western society on female leaders. Nevertheless, the researcher cautioned 
against overgeneralization of the results due to the small sample size.  
Such observational correlational studies have begun to establish the validity of various 
movement observation and assessment tools in different settings and populations. The breadth of 
methods, both in regards to research methodology and movement observation, illustrate the 
richness of options in regards to DMT research.  
Another approach in DMT research is to run randomized controlled trials with healthy 
participants, teaching them to embody the relevant movement characteristic and then measuring 
the impact on cognition and affect. Koch, Glawe, & Holt‘s (2011) study of movement in the 
vertical and sagittal planes is one such study. In this experiment, 52 participants completed two 
Stroop-type tasks, identifying the colors of words related, in the first task, to the vertical and, in 
the second task, the sagittal planes by moving their arms in the respective direction using a 
specially built response mechanism. Vertical words were associated with valence (heaven, 
happiness, grief) or power (victory, success, defeat); sagittal words were associated with time 
(future, past) or decision-making (determined, hesitant). Words were presented in one of two 
colors, and the colors were associated with a direction in the plane. Thus, the word heaven could 
be written in purple, and purple would be assigned to the up direction. In congruent trials, the 
direction of the word and its associated color were the same. The researchers hypothesized that 
response times would be faster in congruent trials, and that the words in congruent trials would be 
more easily recalled following the task. Results supported the first hypothesis but did not offer 
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strong evidence for the second. Response times were faster for congruent trials in both the 
vertical (p<0.01) and sagittal (p<0.05) dimensions. Conversely, incongruent words were more 
easily recalled in the vertical trial, though the results did not reach statistical significance 
(p=0.06), and there was no difference in the sagittal trials. 
In another study, Koch (2014) tested the impact of movement rhythms and shape on 
cognition and affect. Drawing from the KMP, as well as above-mentioned studies regarding 
approach and avoidance behavior, the researcher hypothesized that the performance of smooth 
rhythms would result in faster categorization of related words (taken from the KMP, such as 
swaying or sucking), greater recall of congruent words, and a more positive affect. In the first 
trial, 60 participants were divided into two groups. The first was taught a smooth rhythm (the 
KMP jumping rhythm) and the second was taught a sharp rhythm (the KMP spurting/ramming 
rhythm). While performing the movement, they categorized a set of 22 verbs related to either 
smooth or sharp rhythms, then performed the movement while noticing ―how the movement 
feels‖ before filling out an affect questionnaire, and lastly attempted to recall as many words as 
possible. In accordance with the hypothesis, results indicated that the movement quality had an 
effect on affect, with smooth rhythms leading to more positive affect (p=0.042). However, there 
was no observed effect on either cognitive measure. 
In a second trial, designed to replicate and expand upon the first, 67 participants were 
similarly split into a smooth and sharp rhythm group. The smooth group was taught the KMP 
swaying rhythm, while the sharp group was taught the KMP biting rhythm. In addition, the 
cognitive measures, which were hypothesized to lack the sensitivity to capture the postulated 
cognitive effects, were replaced with a face evaluation and recognition task. Results were 
consistent with the first trial: movement rhythm had a significant impact on affect (p=0.007) but 
had no observable effect on the cognitive measures. 
In a third trial, the impacts of approach/avoid (shaping) movements were examined in 
addition to the movement rhythms. The 40 participants were split into four groups based on the 
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smooth/sharp rhythms and an approach/avoid movement. The approach/avoid movements were 
performed with the arms bilaterally, which were moved either towards or away from the torso 
with the palms facing accordingly. Designed as a replication and extension of Cacioppo et al‘s 
(1993) study, the participants evaluated the same neutral Chinese ideographs for relative 
pleasantness. In addition, the participants were asked to rate their affect. It was hypothesized that 
both the movement shape and rhythm would have an effect on the cognitive and affective 
measures. Results were mixed. The movement shape (approach/avoid) was shown to have only a 
marginal effect on attitudes (p=0.055) but a significant effect on affect (p=0.024). Participants 
engaged in the approach movement reported feeling more relaxed, while those in the avoid 
movement reported greater feelings of aggression. This was true regardless of their movement 
rhythm. Contrary to the previous trials, rhythm did not have an effect on the affect measures but 
was correlated with the attitude measure: participants engaged in the smooth rhythm rated the 
ideographs more positively, and vice versa (p=0.038). Finally, the interaction of movement shape 
and rhythm was shown to have an effect on the attitude measure (p=0.020). 
 
Summary 
 The research and accompanying theories presented above comprise the data of this 
project. Selected examples of empirical evidence from the fields of psychology (social, 
developmental, clinical, and cognitive), neuroscience (neurology, neuroimaging, and 
psychoneuroimmunology), cognitive science, and DMT have been described. In addition, the 
theories that have been developed to explain this evidence has been briefly reviewed, to provide 
context for non-DMT studies and to provide theoretical data on DMT theory. It can be seen that 
the mind-body connection has been addressed and studied from multiple angles, and that 
empirical evidence is converging to imply an intimately and reciprocally connected mind and 
body. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
Design: Modified grounded theory 
Grounded theory overview 
 This study is a qualitative review of the literature using a modified grounded theory 
approach. The grounded theory method, in the form outlined by Corbin and Strauss (1990), 
allows the researcher to develop a complete theory about a phenomenon based on data. A theory
6
 
is ―a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world that can incorporate facts, 
laws, inferences, and tested hypotheses‖ (National Academy of Sciences, 1999, p. 2). 
Importantly, the focus of a theory is on explanation. A clear distinction is made between theory 
and data. The latter is descriptive, observed, and based on experience. The observation that 
individuals with depression walk slower than those without depression is an example of data. 
This kind of data can be treated as fact. A theory, on the other hand, analyzes and makes 
inferences from the data in an attempt to elucidate causal relations. One possible theory for the 
gait patterns of individual with depression, for instance, may be that depression-causing 
chemicals also cause motor retardation.  
 The grounded theory approach to research rests upon this distinction between data and 
theoretical explanation. In grounded theory research, the researcher thoroughly reviews all 
available data related to a phenomenon. Through constant engagement and analysis, the 
researcher formulates a theory that effectively accounts for, or explains, the observed 
phenomenon. Consequently, the grounded theory method is particularly applicable to research 
projects that aim to make sense of important phenomena that remain relatively unexplained. The 
existence of the phenomenon itself is taken for granted; little to no effort is spent in proving or 
exploring the phenomenon itself. 
                                                          
6
 In this section, all words in bold will be assembled and defined in the section ―Operational definition of 
terms‖ on page 75. 
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 The research ontology of the grounded theory method is pragmatism (Corbin & Strauss, 
1990). In a pragmatic approach, metaphysical concepts such as truth and reality are avoided; it is 
asserted both that ―there is a single ‗real world‘ and that all individuals have their own unique 
interpretations of that world‖ (Mertens, 2010, p. 36). Rather than judging research results based 
on any supposed metaphysical truth, pragmatists strive for effectiveness, or ―establishing that the 
results ‗work‘ with respect to the specific problem that the researcher seeks resolution of‖ 
(Mertens, 2010, p. 36). In the case of grounded theory research, effectiveness is established by 
how well the resultant theory matches and explains the examined data.  
 While a grounded theory study is guided by a research ontology, it does not work within 
any existing theoretical framework. A theoretical framework reflects previously proposed 
theoretical explanations or statements about a phenomenon. Most research studies are grounded 
within a theoretical framework; for example, work on individuals with depression may be 
contextualized within body feedback or spatial metaphor theoretical frameworks, among others. 
By locating their work within existing theoretical frameworks, researchers are able to show the 
relevance and implications of their results, as well as to explicitly contribute to a particular body 
of knowledge. However, adherence to a theoretical framework impacts the development of the 
question and, in turn, the form the eventual results will take. Such an approach would defeat the 
purpose of a grounded theory study. Because a grounded theory study‘s aim is theory 
development, the researcher must approach the question without initial theoretical frameworks or 
bias. 
 The results of a grounded theory study take the form of a theory. As stated above, a 
theory is a well-substantiated explanation of an observable phenomenon. Unlike quantitative 
studies, the resultant theory is more likely to be presented in narrative than numerical form. In 
addition, an effective theory is one that is falsifiable, parsimonious, substantiated, internally 
consistent, able to be integrated with theory from neighboring fields, and contributes to pushing a 
science forward (Barsalou, 1999).  
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Reasons for choosing the grounded theory method, and necessity of modifications 
A major motivation for this study is the current lack in dance/movement therapy (DMT) 
literature of a comprehensive framework for how the mind is expressed in the body. 
Consequently, one goal of the study is ―to build theory—as opposed to testing it,‖ which is one of 
the five major characteristics of the grounded theory method (Onwuegbuzie, Leech, & Collins, 
2012, p. 13). A second motivation is the desire to integrate the empirical knowledge of other 
fields into DMT theory. This is a challenge, because every discipline works from its own 
particular set of assumptions. This relates to another major characteristic of the grounded theory 
method: ―to assist researchers in understanding multiple meanings from data‖ (Onwuegbuzie et 
al., 2012, p. 13). Finally, the ultimate goal of this study is to bring together disparate pieces of 
information, triangulating between different sources to find areas of agreement. This is consistent 
with a third major purpose of the grounded theory method: ―to assist researchers in identifying, 
creating, and seeing the relationships among components of the data‖ (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2012, 
p. 13).  For these reasons, the grounded theory method is a relevant framework for this study. 
However, limitations of this study‘s scope necessitated a modified grounded theory 
approach (Daveson et al., 2008). Due to time constraints that limited the scope of this study, a 
complete grounded theory study could not be achieved. A modified grounded theory approach 
allowed for the discovery of relevant results without requiring a fully developed theory. In 
addition, the integration of existing dance/movement therapy theory required additional 
modifications to the research design. These modifications will be covered in the following 
section. 
Modified grounded theory 
Daveson et al. (2008) defined a number of precursors of theory, in essence providing a 
blueprint of possible intermediate results that may be found prior to the development of a 
complete theory. The authors argue that these precursors of theory are equally legitimate as 
research results as a complete theory. Thorough and systematic completion of any intermediate 
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stage of theory development, through faithful execution of grounded theory data analysis 
methods, yields relevant results. Daveson et al. (2008)‘s modified grounded theory model guided 
the development of this project‘s research methodology, as the targeted results became precursors 
of theory rather than a complete theory. 
The precursor of theory targeted in this study was the grounded descriptive statement. 
The grounded descriptive statement is a statement that ―clarif[ies] categories or themes that 
derive from or are grounded in the data‖ (Daveson et al., 2008, p. 283). It summarizes and 
synthesizes the information gleaned from data analysis. Importantly, a grounded descriptive 
statement is clearly grounded in the data; it must be fully substantiated. Thus, grounded 
descriptive statements reflect the incremental progress in theory development and allow the 
researcher to make intermediate conclusions, as well as to guide the research process. In the 
course of theory development, the elaboration of multiple grounded descriptive statements serves 
to clarify the existing knowledge. These statements can then, in turn, be analyzed and compared 
in order to find the connections and relationships that form the foundation of a completed theory. 
The goal of this study was to develop sets of grounded descriptive statements to answer the 
research question.  
The design of this study 
The first research question was as follows: 
What does the field of dance/movement therapy say about the connection or 
relationship between mind and body, both theoretically and empirically? 
This study is located within the field of dance/movement therapy. As such, a particular 
interest of the researcher was to build upon and improve existing theory within the field about the 
mind and body in relationship. The inclusion of dance/movement therapy theory required 
additional modifications to the study design. Unlike traditional grounded theory studies, in which 
theory emerges from data, the examination of dance/movement therapy theory required the 
reverse: existing theoretical statements were clarified, after which their grounding in empirical 
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data was examined. As there was not yet a unified dance/movement therapy theory about the 
mind and body, the theoretical claims put forth by the field had to be collated first. 
This question related addressed a specific subset of the phenomenon in question—
namely, the mind and body in connection as understood or experienced by dance/movement 
therapists. It entailed modifications to the traditional grounded theory design, as the ―data‖ 
analyzed were theoretical, rather than empirical. The result was a set of theoretical statements 
gleaned from the literature that reflected the current state of DMT theory. 
Because one interest of this study was to compare the field of DMT with the findings of 
other fields, this second research question was developed:  
What have the related fields of psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive science 
found regarding the connection or relationship between mind and body? 
This research question drove the review and initial analysis of the literature-based data. In 
accordance with the modified grounded theory research design, empirical research articles from 
the fields of psychology (social, cognitive, developmental, and clinical), cognitive science, 
neuroscience (neurology, neuroimaging, and psychoneuroimmunology), and dance/movement 
therapy were analyzed. The result was a set of grounded descriptive statements and follow-up 
questions to guide future research. In-depth explanation of these procedures will be provided in 
the next section. 
Following the results of these question, each DMT theoretical statement was examined 
for its grounding in empirical data. This was done to answer the third research question: 
How can the theoretical claims made by the field of dance/movement therapy 
regarding the mind-body connection be substantiated by the empirical findings 
offered in related fields? 
As stated above, this last research question entailed reversing the traditional grounded theory 
process, as existing theory was tested for empirical grounding. However, the inquiries guided by 
each question used grounded theory methods of analysis (explained below), and this common 
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approach resulted in sets of grounded descriptive statements. In addition, these secondary 
questions, designed to address research needs within the field of DMT, were important in 
answering the primary question in that DMT theory offers terms and concepts that have not yet 
appeared in the empirical research. Analysis of DMT theory led to the inclusion of concepts such 
as phrasing and kinesthetic empathy, both of which may be important to a complete 
understanding of the mind and body despite not yet being addressed by empirical researchers.   
 In sum, this study was a qualitative review of the literature using a modified grounded 
theory design. One primary question and two secondary questions guided the research process, 
and the results took the form of grounded descriptive statements.  
Investigational methods and procedures 
Sampling 
Participants 
There were no human subjects used for this study. 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria for literature 
There were four types of inclusion criteria for the literature in this study. First, the 
literature needed to be directly relevant to the primary question: How are the mind and body 
connected? Relevance was determined based on the following definitions: 
Mind: Any of a wide variety of intangible thoughts, feelings, or processes 
associated with human functioning. Examples include emotions, concentration, 
judgments, and comprehension. 
Body: Any of a wide variety of observable physical processes associated with 
human functioning. Examples include posture, movement qualities, 
neurochemical reactions, and molecular biology. 
Connection: Any of a wide variety of ways that two things may be in 
relationship, including causation, correlation, dynamic interaction, parallel 
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process, and equivocation. This broad definition of connection was formulated 
to avoid the incorporation of a priori theoretical assumptions. 
These definitions of mind and body were loosely based on the distinction offered by French 
philosopher Descartes and were chosen for their broad scope. 
Second, the literature needed to come from one of the four identified academic fields 
(dance/movement therapy, psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience). The academic field 
was determined based on the university department affiliation and title of the primary 
investigator. Researcher John A. Bargh, for instance, is Professor of Psychology at Yale 
University with a doctorate in Social Psychology; his publications were thus included and 
reviewed as part of the social psychology section. Conversely, researchers working in related 
fields, such as cognitive linguistics, were excluded. This choice was made based on the need to 
delimit the scope of the study, as well as the researcher‘s greater familiarity with the four chosen 
disciplines than with other, related disciplines. 
Third, the literature was included on the basis of whether it offered empirical data or 
theoretical data. The term ―data‖ is used here because the literature reviewed comprised the data 
of this study, and in order to identify only those articles that were included in the data analysis. 
Empirical data refers to articles that offered empirical observations and results. This is in 
contrast with theoretical articles, which are commonly published by a primary investigator 
following a series of empirical results. Theoretical articles offer explanations, often extrapolating 
from the original data to explain a greater phenomenon. However, while theoretical articles are 
often not completely grounded in data, they often include a comprehensive review of the 
literature, thus reflecting the current state of their field. While the theoretical conclusions did not 
count as empirical data, the studies and results included did. Consequently, both empirical and 
theoretical articles were included, but only insofar as they contributed empirical data. Theoretical 
articles were reviewed in the literature review insofar as they provided context for individual 
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research articles and helped to illuminate the theoretical framework of the researcher. 
Nevertheless, only the empirical data were included for analysis. 
The exception was in the case of the secondary research question regarding 
dance/movement therapy theory: What does the field of dance/movement therapy say about the 
connection or relationship between mind and body? In this case, theoretical articles were 
included as theoretical data and could be analyzed using grounded theory methods. However, it 
remained clear that theoretical data was not necessarily based on evidence, and theoretical data 
and empirical data were kept separate and treated differently throughout the study.  
In sum, theoretical data from the field of dance/movement therapy were included, while 
empirical data from all four identified fields were included. Theoretical articles that did not 
contribute theoretical data were not included for data analysis, although they were reviewed for 
their contribution to a better understanding of the empirical data. 
Finally, literature that met all of the above criteria may still have been excluded due to 
the time constraint that delimited this study. The data collection period ended in March 2015. 
Data collection 
Data sheets were used for data collection. The content of the sheets differed for empirical 
and theoretical data. Sample data sheets can be found in Appendix A (empirical data) and 
Appendix B (theoretical data). 
Data collection procedures 
The data collection procedure of this study was as follows: 
1. The researcher engaged in researcher reflexivity. In order to bring awareness to any 
theoretical assumptions already held about the topic, the researcher engaged in reflective 
writing and movement. As noted by Corbin and Strauss (1990), although the eventual 
theory and precursors of theory must emerge from the data, the researcher necessarily 
brings to the project some ideas of the phenomenon. Stating these ideas explicitly helped 
to account for their impact on the results. 
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2. The researcher drew upon previous experiences to identify and review the first set of 
articles. 
a. The researcher‘s previous projects investigating the mind and body in connection 
offered a set of empirical data articles from the four identified fields. 
b. Literature included for the DMT theoretical data were drawn from the first year 
syllabus of Drexel University master‘s program in DMT. 
3. Additional sampling proceeded on theoretical grounds, in accordance with theoretical 
sampling procedures.  
a. Snowballing (or chain sampling) normally refers to identifying key informants 
and asking them to recommend others (Mertens, 2010). In this study, the 
reference lists of articles were combed for additional sources. 
b. Theoretical sampling is the process of identifying relevant literature based on 
the concepts and questions that emerge from the data. In this study, data analysis 
and collection occurred simultaneously; the similarities, differences, and gaps 
that arose in the data guided the researcher‘s literature search. 
c. In addition, the researcher was constantly aware and engaged with the research 
question. Ideas and contributions that arose via daily conversations, culture, and 
the media were pursued. 
Included literature was primarily found via the Drexel University Library and Google 
Scholar. No limitations were placed based on database, journal title, or keyword searches. 
 
Data analysis 
Data collection and analysis occurred simultaneously throughout the course of the study, 
as a grounded theory study involves a constant process of question asking and answer seeking. A 
brief period of analysis followed the review of a set of literature, and the results of this analysis 
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guided future literature searchers (theoretical sampling). Then, at the end of the data collection 
period, a more in-depth process of analysis took place that integrated all of the included literature. 
There are two main methods of data analysis within a grounded theory study: coding and 
theoretical memoing. 
Coding 
The grounded theory method is both an inductive and deductive process: the researcher 
initially seeks to make general categories from specific instances (the open coding stage), then 
proceeds to make specific statements from the resulting categories (the axial coding stage). In the 
open coding stage, pieces of data are analyzed in relation to concepts, which are then assigned 
codes. Multiple codes are assigned to each piece of data. Codes that are significant, whether by 
virtue of frequent appearance or by notable absence, are then labeled as categories and 
subcategories. As categories and subcategories become more robust, relationships are sought 
between them in the axial coding stage. Properties, or descriptive characteristics of the 
categories and subcategories, were identified. 
In this study, coding occurred throughout the data collection period and again at the end. 
Each item of empirical or theoretical data was assigned multiple codes. Several coding iterations 
took place as the researcher sought a set of codes that best ―fit‖ the data while allowing for the 
emergence of common categories. Gradually, the codes were organized into categories and 
subcategories, and intra- and inter-category relationships began to emerge. These results were 
summarized into a set of grounded descriptive statements. See Appendix C for an example. 
Theoretical memoing 
Throughout the process, the researcher actively engaged in theoretical memoing, or 
constant engagement with, reflection upon, and elaboration of the emergent codes and categories. 
Theoretical memoing was the method by which the codes, categories, properties, relationships, 
hypotheses, and questions were systematically tracked. According to Corbin and Strauss (1990), 
the density of the memos reflects the complexity captured within the research and is directly 
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related to the strength of the final theory. Through theoretical memoing, the researcher sought 
answers to questions such as: 
1. How does this data fit with, or relate to, other data? 
2. What theoretical explanations underlie this article? How might other theoretical 
explanations apply? 
3. How does this data answer the research question? 
4. What other questions could this data answer? 
5. How does this data relate to my own experience with the mind and body? Where 
does it leave questions unanswered? 
In this study, theoretical memoing—in the form of reflective writing, short notes, conversations 
with interested parties, and movement explorations—took place periodically throughout the data 
collection period. This research project was particularly suited to the use of movement 
explorations, as the researcher had direct access to the topic under study—namely, the 
relationship between mind and body. While reviewing the selected literature, movement 
explorations allowed for embodiment and integration of the gathered information. In cases where 
researchers from different fields presented results that initially appeared contradictory, movement 
explorations helped elucidate their concurrence. In addition, movement explorations led to 
questions that could then drive the literature search. Specifically, the researcher engaged in 
movement improvisation and choreography as part of the research process. 
Data analysis procedures 
 Data analysis proceeded in three stages, in accordance with the three research questions. 
In the first stage, dance/movement therapy theoretical data, as defined above, was reviewed and 
analyzed to produce descriptive statements about DMT theory (What does the field of dance/ 
movement therapy say about the connection or relationship between mind and body?). In the 
second, empirical data from the four identified fields was analyzed to answer the second research 
question (What have the related fields of psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive science found 
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regarding the connection or relationship between mind and body?). Lastly, the results from the 
first two stages were compared (How can the theoretical claims made by the field of 
dance/movement therapy regarding the mind-body connection be substantiated by the empirical 
findings offered in related fields?) 
 
Evaluative criteria 
This study, which was a qualitative study focused on theory development with 
modifications due to constraints, was concluded when the following criteria for evaluation were 
believed to have been met (Corbin & Strauss, 1990): 
1. The research process was clear and can be understood from the final manuscript. 
a. How was the original sample selected? 
b. What major categories emerged? 
c. What were some of the events, incidents, actions, and so on that (as indicators) 
pointed to some of these major categories? 
d. On the basis of what categories did theoretical sampling proceed? 
2. The emergent concepts and categories were clearly generated from the data. 
a. Did the research truly generate, via coding-categorizing activity, concepts from 
the data, and what are the sources? 
b. Were the concepts systematically related? 
c. Were the categories well developed, and do they have conceptual density?  
3. The theoretical findings seemed significant, and the extent of their significance (scope) 
was explicitly stated. 
a. A grounded theory study that results in simple re-statement of the data would not 
be successful work. As Corbin & Strauss (1990) note, the adequacy of a study is 
based on its ability to produce ―useful theoretical findings‖ (p. 426). Thus, the 
study‘s completion was also be dictated on whether or not the results offered an 
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answer to the research question. Because this is a modified grounded theory 
study, the answer was in the form of sets of grounded descriptive statements. 
 
Operational definition of terms 
Design 
Theory: a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world that can incorporate 
facts, laws, inferences, and tested hypotheses (Sciences, 1999) 
Theoretical framework: previously proposed theoretical explanations or statements about a 
phenomenon 
Precursors of theory: possible intermediate results that may be found prior to the development of 
a complete theory (Daveson et al., 2008) 
Sampling 
Mind: Any of a wide variety of intangible thoughts, feelings, or processes associated with human 
functioning. Examples include emotions, concentration, judgments, and comprehension. 
Body: Any of a wide variety of observable physical processes associated with human functioning. 
Examples include posture, movement qualities, neurochemical reactions, and molecular biology. 
Connection: Any of a wide variety of ways that two things may be in relationship, including 
causation, correlation, dynamic interaction, parallel process, and equivocation. This broad 
definition of connection was formulated to avoid the incorporation of a priori theoretical 
assumptions. 
Identified academic fields: Academic fields/disciplines included in this study, namely 
psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience, and dance/movement therapy 
Empirical data: articles that offered empirical observations and results and were included in data 
analysis 
Theoretical data: articles that offered theoretical statements or explanations that were not 
necessarily grounded in data and were included in data analysis 
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Data analysis 
Codes: labels assigned to data relating the data to concepts. Multiple codes are assigned to each 
instance of data. 
Categories: common themes that arise out of codes, whether through significance or notable 
absence; a second-order level of data analysis.  
Properties: descriptive characteristics of the categories and subcategories 
Theoretical memoing: method of data analysis that requires constant engagement with, reflection 
upon, and elaboration of the emergent codes and categories 
Grounded descriptive statement: a statement that ―clarif[ies] categories or themes that derive from 
or are grounded in the data‖ (Daveson et al., 2008, p. 283) 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
Preface  
 This study was guided by three related questions. This chapter will reflect this 
organization. The first section will present the results to the first question: 
What does the field of dance/movement therapy say about the connection or 
relationship between mind and body? 
Descriptive statements that reflect the primary themes with regards to the mind-body connection 
within dance/movement therapy will be presented in boldface type, followed by a review of the 
supporting theoretical data.  
 The second section will present the results to the question: 
What have the related fields of psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive science 
found regarding the connection or relationship between mind and body? 
The categories, subcategories, and grounded descriptive statements gleaned through the modified 
grounded theory methodology, as well as the questions that emerged through the process, will be 
presented in boldface type. A table summarizing the data relevant to each section will precede the 
statements.  
 The final section will present the results to the question: 
How can the theoretical claims made by the field of dance/movement therapy 
regarding the mind-body connection be substantiated by the empirical findings 
offered in related fields? 
The empirical evidence will be presented alongside each dance/movement therapy theory 
descriptive statement identified in the second section to highlight areas of confirmation, 
refutation, or lack of connection. 
The chapter will then close with a brief summary of the findings. 
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What does dance/movement therapy theory say about the mind and body in connection? 
The following organization of the key tenets of dance/movement therapy is loosely based 
on the framework offered by Schmais (1974): the mind and body in connection; curative factors 
of dance/movement therapy; and the body in the interpersonal environment. 
The mind and body in connection 
Dance/movement therapy offers a wide range of ways in which the mind and body are in 
relationship. The following sections will attempt to break down the key statements holding sway 
in DMT theory and practice. 
Movement exists on a continuum: Function-Expression, Inner-Outer  
Movement is believed to exist on two continuums Hackney (2000), based on themes 
proposed by Rudolf Laban. For the function-expression continuum, ―functional and expressive 
aspects of movement are in an intimate relationship‖ (Hackney, 2000, p. 40). Bartenieff and 
Lewis (1980) capture this relationship with a description of movement as a method of coping 
with the environment. Movement serves a functional purpose, in that it allows an individual to 
meet their needs. Thus, when a person moves her arm to pick up a cup of coffee, the movement is 
a functional tool for nourishment and energy. At the same time, however, the quality of that 
movement may express something about the individual‘s personality or how she sees the world. 
If her movements are slow and unrushed, then she may be a person that approaches life calmly. 
If, on the other hand, her movements are quick and she spills some coffee on the table, she may 
be a person that rushes into situations. In this way, movement qualities are expressive as well as 
functional. 
Similarly, movement is said to be an interaction between a person‘s inner and outer 
worlds. ―Inner impulses are expressed in outer form. Involvement in the outer world in turn 
influences inner experiences‖ (Hackney, 2000, p. 40). Returning to the example of the coffee 
drinker, her fast movement quality may be a reflection of her inner impulses. Inner impulses are 
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what Laban would call ―that part of the inner life of man where movement and action originate‖ 
(Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980, p. 49). In other words, they could be seen as mental processes of 
motivation, attention, or cognition, or as drives or mood states. The coffee drinker‘s rushed 
movements, then, reflected some internal mental processes that manifested in her movement. If, 
as she is reaching quickly for her cup, her partner arrives and smiles at her, this external event 
may alter her movements: she may become lighter, she may change direction, or she may stop 
completely and look at him. In this way, her inner impulse to move was impacted by an outer 
event, and the interaction of these two elements create the resultant movement patterns.  
Hackney (2000) concludes that, because of these interactions between function-
expression and inner-outer, movement is meaningful. Here, without explicit recourse to 
statements regarding mind and body, an implicit relationship between the two is acknowledged. 
Expression may be linked to mental processes. Inner impulses may be a type of mental process. 
In all cases, these mental phenomena are manifesting in the body through movement. Thus, the 
two continuums are one facet of the way that mind and body are in relationship, according to 
DMT. 
Movement is communication  
Marian Chace, hailed as the founder of dance/movement therapy, argued that dance and 
movement are forms of communication (Chaiklin & Schmais, 1993; F. Levy, 2005). Movement is 
seen as the externalization of inner feelings that may not be otherwise verbalized. This principle 
is evident in the theoretical frameworks of many early pioneers of dance/movement therapy, 
including Blanche Evans and Mary Whitehouse (Levy, 2005). Chace emphasized the creative 
nature of dance, and defined dance as movement containing emotional content (in contrast to 
non-dance movement). Evans believed that ―children could express in movement and metaphor 
what they were unable to express in words‖ (Levy, 2005, p. 30). Whitehouse promoted a form of 
DMT based on the practice of Authentic Movement, where the mind is quieted to allow authentic 
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body movements to emerge. She believed that ―deeper layers of personality…[are] the source of 
body movement‖ (Levy, 2005, p. 53).  
In this case, communication is distinguished from information. Communication implies 
that the individual has a message, whether conscious or unconscious, that he wishes to share with 
another. In communication, then, the agency lies with the communicator. Information, on the 
other hand, focuses on the observer. Body movements may give the therapist information about 
the client, regardless of if that client is trying to communicate it. This tenet, then, focuses on 
movement as communication as separate from information. 
The body remembers: Body memory, or body armor 
A strong belief within dance/movement therapy is that the body holds the memory of the 
past, and postures and movement preferences reflect past or present experiences. Chace, for 
example, believed in her work with psychiatric patients that distortions in body shape and 
function were maladaptive responses to conflict and pain. Mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, 
then, manifested in movement correlates that revealed the inner experience of the patient. Trudi 
Schoop, another pioneer of DMT, also worked from this principle, saying that ―who we are is 
reflected and manifested in our bodies...postural attitudes and physical alignment are reflective of 
one‘s mental state‖ (Levy, 2005, p. 61). Similarly, Pylvanainen (2003) writes that the body is ―a 
container of past experiences‖ (p. 50). 
This stance draws from the work of Wilhelm Reich, who postulated that past tensions 
manifested in a postural immobility that he called body armor (Schmais, 1974). This body armor, 
initially the product of mental pain manifesting in the body, in turn served to limit the thoughts 
and feelings experienced in the mind. Thus, according to this tenet, the mind and body are in 
constant relationship and continue to impact each other. The shared neuromuscular pathways has 
been proposed as an explanation for this, as learned behaviors become associated with their 
respective mental states to result in a rigid mind-body presentation (Chaiklin & Schmais, 1993). 
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Here, the distinction between information and communication becomes clearer. With 
body memory, an individual‘s mental state is visible to trained observers whether the individual 
wants to communicate it or not. The understanding is just that the body automatically reflects the 
contents of the mind, and that the resulting postures and movements can be interpreted by trained 
observers. The individual is not believed to be actively (whether consciously or unconsciously) 
communicating their internal state. 
Specific movement qualities reflect methods of coping with the environment via the 
principle of isomorphism 
 
This statement is related to the previously mentioned movement continuum of function-
expression. The movement qualities and preferences of an individual are believed to reflect their 
preferred methods of coping with the environment. Coping, in this context, refers to the 
psychological constructs regarding coping and defense mechanisms. In this framework, humans 
are believed to be driven by basic needs, such as food and shelter, as well as love, trust, and self-
actualization. The interactions individuals have with their surrounding environment, then, reflect 
their attempts to meet these needs. When these attempts are generally successful, the individuals 
are said to be coping; when the attempts become unsuccessful, possibly resulting in greater self-
harm or are not appropriate for a particular situation, they may be called defense mechanisms. 
Thus, a person who has moved to an unfamiliar place may cope with the resulting feelings of 
anxiety by concentrating solely on work. 
When movement is said to reflect methods of coping with the environment, it is often 
based on the principle of isomorphism. Based on systems theory, isomorphism is the principle 
that changes and processes occurring in one level of an integrated system will be reflected on the 
other levels. Thus, in the complex system of family-neighborhood-society, the processes of 
disagreement, discussion, negotiation, and compromise will emerge in similar, isomorphic ways 
on every level. Based on this principle, it is believed in dance/movement therapy that changes 
made on one level of the system--namely, the movement level--will lead change in the other 
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levels of the system--namely, the mind level. Similarly, processes of the mind will reflect in the 
body. 
Based on this principle, many specific correlations between a movement quality and 
mental process, or method of coping, have been proposed. For instance, each of the four basic 
Effort qualities are theoretically linked to a mental process. Space is tied to attention, Weight to 
identity and intention, Time to decision making, and Flow to emotion. The use of the breath is 
tied to the Flow effort and reflects emotional regulation. Similarly, movement in the vertical 
plane is associated with sense of self, while the horizontal plane is associated with 
communication and the sagittal with action. Even rhythms are associated with a calm mental state 
(Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980). Groundedness is associated with a stable sense of self (Hackney, 
2000). Liljan Espenak, in creating a diagnostic assessment, believed that the individual‘s ability 
to walk on their toes reflected their ego-strength and self-assertion; that the capacity for 
movement improvisation reflected their lifestyle and emotional climate; that pushing reflected the 
degree to which they could be challenged by the therapist; that their sense of rhythm reflected a 
personal rhythm as well as an ability to adjust to the outside environment; that coordination in 
walking was the physical expression of the individual‘s mental and emotional control; and that 
endurance reflected attention span and frustration tolerance (Levy, 2005). In addition to the above 
relationships, Meekums (2005) postulates that the use of a large kinesphere is related to 
confidence, that a Sucking rhythm is tied to a need for comfort, and that movement patterns 
reflect general life patterns. The Bartenieff Fundamentals, a set of body exercises designed to 
support body connectivity, is based on the premise that full body integration reflects mental 
integration and is a generally desired state of being (Hackney, 2000). Finally, the Movement 
Psychodiagnostic Inventory (Davis, 1997) outlines a separate set of movement characteristics that 
can be correlated with certain severe mental illness. However, DMT cautions practitioners against 
applying any of these interpretations too broadly, acknowledging that movement meanings are 
highly subjective, person-dependent, and context-dependent 
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Movement, like human development, is mastered in stages 
The Kestenberg Movement Profile (Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999) is a detailed account 
and method for observing the developmental movement patterns characteristic of newborn infants 
through to adolescence. The movement profile involves rhythms (a kind of movement phrasing), 
body attitudes, Efforts, pre-Efforts, movement planes, and their corresponding psychological 
states and tasks. For example, newborns are expected to be working to master the Flow Effort, 
while toddlers are working on the Weight Effort. 
In accordance with the model of human development (Newman & Newman, 2012), if 
progress is impeded at one stage of an individual‘s movement development, further growth is also 
prevented (Hackney, 2000). Thus, if an adult individual experiences trauma at the age of 2 and 
further development is thus prevented, toddler-like movement characteristics should be seen. 
Normal development includes the development of a sense of self, which is believed to occur first 
and foremost on a body level between infant and caregiver, and can be facilitated through DMT 
to meet a client‘s needs (Pallaro, 1996).  
Body movement need not enter consciousness to be therapeutic 
Chace believed that unconscious imagery could be expressed and resolved on a purely 
movement level (Levy, 2005). In other words, conscious activation of the mind in the form of 
analysis is not necessary. How this statement relates to the question of the mind-body connection 
is unclear, as whether bypassing conscious thought effectively bypasses Mind or if Mind is 
believed to exist within the body is unclear. Nevertheless, it is an important tenet of 
dance/movement therapy theory. 
Movement is integrative, and integration is desired 
It is claimed that one of the benefits of movement is that it integrates, whether the 
integration is that of torso with limbs, right with left brain hemispheres, or conscious with 
unconscious processes (Meekums, 2005; Schmais, 1974). Rhythm is believed to be one of the 
integrative qualities of movement that integrates, inspires, and regulates individuals. Through 
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movement and rhythm, any of the above integrations can be achieved. Hackney (2000) states that 
it is conscious intent through movement that leads to this integration, while those who advocate 
for pure movement (such as Chace, above) might claim that movement in and of itself is 
sufficient.  
Body awareness contributes to healthy functioning and cognitive control 
Body awareness can be characterized as the mind being conscious of body processes. 
This principle is often cited in work around emotional regulation (Kornblum & Halsten, 2006) 
and mindfulness (Germer, 2005), as individuals are encouraged to become conscious of their 
body as a sign of their emotional state. For example, Pallaro (1996) writes that ―body focusing 
increases the ability of clients to detect and discriminate feelings‖ (p. 115). Whitehouse‘s 
technique of Authentic Movement also encouraged individuals to bring awareness and attention 
to their body movements (Levy, 2005).  
This statement appears to be a logical conclusion from the above postulates. If the mind 
unconsciously manifests in the body, whether as communication, body memory, or isomorphism, 
then activating conscious attention may allow for unconscious feelings into awareness and, in 
turn, into the control of the individual. Under a psychological theory stating that defense 
mechanisms become maladaptive when they are out of the individual‘s control, the bringing of 
unconscious content into conscious control via body movements is a reasonable intervention 
technique. It also acknowledges the conscious mind as separate from the body, while seeming to 
note the unconscious mind as more directly connected (again, the mechanism is unclear), and 
asserting that the conscious mind is able to make changes to bodily movement that will, in turn, 
result in changes in the mind. 
Manipulation of the breath is one of the primary techniques for emotional regulation. 
Breath is ―linked to the Flow Effort...When we feel out of control we often try to exert control by 
holding our breath...Awareness of Flow is also important in controlling impulsivity and in 
maintaining energy levels‖ (Meekums, 2005, p. 64). Another method of body awareness, called 
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the 4 B‘s,  was proposed by (Kornblum & Halsten, 2006) and includes emotional regulation as 
part of a violence prevention program. In this framework, individuals are encouraged to take a 
moment of body awareness by taking a breath and bringing awareness to their bodies. An 
additional technique is to take a step backwards to increase cognitive control. 
The above statements reflect the primary tenets of DMT theory regarding the mind and 
body in relationship. The next section reviews some of the curative factors believed to underlie 
the positive outcomes of dance/movement therapists. 
Curative factors of dance/movement therapy 
One fundamental tenet regarding the power of dance/movement therapy is that changes in 
the body can effect changes in the mind (Schmais, 1974). Thus, just as changes in bodily function 
or ability, such as paralysis, may lead to important psychological interpretations, so an increase in 
movement repertoire may lead to a widening of mental perspective. Consequently, the treatment 
goal of many dance/movement therapists is to increase the movement repertoire of their clients.  
Schmais (1985) summarized the primary curative factors in group dance/movement 
therapy sessions. Of those she cites, expression and vitalization are particularly relevant to the 
mind-body connection. Expression refers to the possibility of intense emotional expression 
through movement. In other words, intense mental content, which may have remained 
unconscious, may be expressed through body movement in a DMT session. The expression, in 
and of itself, is curative. Vitalization, which is also called aliveness, holds that activity is 
inherently satisfying to an organism, and the engagement in activity is sufficient to bring healing. 
Keeping the body in movement results in feelings of aliveness that feed back to the mind to create 
health. In this way, it is believed, positive change and improved mental and physical health are 
facilitated through dance/movement therapy. 
The body in interpersonal situations: Somatic countertransference 
Given that dance/movement therapy occurs in relationship (the therapist with the client), 
the body and mind in interpersonal situations has received significant attention. The body in 
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relationship is relevant to the discussion of the mind-body connection in terms of somatic 
countertransference (Pallaro, 2006). 
Somatic countertransference refers to the ―unconscious reactions to the patient‖ (Pallaro, 
2006, p. 2) occurring on the body level. Countertransference is a classic psychological concept 
referring to the reactions the therapist may have to a client that are caused, not by the client, but 
by the history and associations the therapist holds as a person. Freud initially believed that such 
countertransferential reactions needed to be identified and eliminated in order to not interfere 
with treatment, but later analysts believed that such reactions could help in the understanding of 
the patient‘s experiences (Pallaro, 2006). While the original iteration of countertransference 
focused solely on the mind, somatic countertransference is important to dance/movement 
therapists. Somatic countertransference can manifest as pure body sensations, such as dizziness, 
as well as images, such as the desire to hold the patient. The sensations can pull from the 
therapist‘s personal reactions to the client or be an unconscious reflection of the client‘s mental 
state. In either case, the mind is manifesting in the body in important ways. 
The next section covers the results gained from reviewing the literature on from the fields 
of psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive science. 
 
What have the related fields of psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive science found 
regarding the connection or relationship between mind and body? 
 The empirical data revealed four major categories of mind-body connection, as 
summarized in the following grounded descriptive statement:  
The mind-body connection can be categorized according to the mental processes 
Feelings, Thinking, Decisions/Action, and Consciousness/Meta. 
 
The most salient categories that emerged through data analysis referred to mental, rather than 
physical, processes. The variables used to measure body processes varied widely and ranged from 
facial expressions, gait speed, spatial dimensions, and rhythms. This variety, which highlighted 
the richness and diversity inherent in bodily processes, also made it impossible to identify 
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common concepts behind those measures. For instance, the common ground between walking 
slowly and smiling is unclear, and no meaningful interpretations can be made. The body variables 
could not be interpreted without resorting to additional theoretical explanations, which would run 
counter to the grounded theory methodology. 
 Conversely, the variables used in measuring the mind did fall into clear conceptual 
categories. In part, this reflects the theoretical frameworks within which the studies were 
conducted, most of which aimed to clarify processes of the mind. Nevertheless, clear categories 
emerged from the data regarding mental processes. The emergent categories will be capitalized, 
to distinguish them from other uses of the words. Categories were identified if and only if studies 
identified the phenomenon (showing importance) and illustrated its distinctness (showing 
independence). Thus, for instance, the category of Feelings was only identified after noting that 
the empirical data addressed emotions, such as sadness, and illustrated how emotions can exist 
separate from cognition. 
As this is a modified grounded theory study, these categories may change with further 
research. These categories resulted from analysis only of the data included in this study. The very 
nature of a grounded theory study requires constant comparison and adjustment of emerging 
theory based on additional data, and the possibility of reformulation remains open. 
There are two types of grounded descriptive statements: what and how. 
 
Two types of grounded descriptive statements emerged. First, the statement could 
describe the phenomenon itself. These statements were drawn from observational studies that 
provided objective accounts of the mind-body connection. Observational studies include Miles, 
Nind, et al. (2010), who observed that individuals thinking of the future performed a slight 
forward sway, and Michalak et al. (2009), who observed that individuals with depression 
exhibited certain gait patterns. In each case, the data indicated the existence of a phenomenon 
without offering an explanation of how it happens. These studies are important in that they 
confirm, through objective and systematic observation, the existence of the mind-body 
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connection and begin to illustrate its specific nature. The empirical evidence offered counters the 
doubt engendered by the subjective nature of the relationship between mind and body. Grounded 
descriptive statements of this first type will be labeled as what statements. 
The second type of statement offered to explain the phenomenon. These statements were 
more commonly drawn from randomized controlled trials or neuroimaging studies that sought to 
isolate mechanisms. Schubert (2004), whose series of trials sought to clarify the effect of making 
a fist on feelings of power, is one such study. Grounded descriptive statements of this second 
type, which are the building blocks for an eventual theory describing the workings of the mind-
body connection, will be labeled as how statements. 
Category 1: Feelings 
 
 
 
Table 1: Empirical data relevant to the category of Feelings 
Study Findings 
Damasio (1994) The constellation, and what can and cannot exist together, of ―Feelings,‖ 
―Thinking,‖ and ―Decisions/Actions‖ 
Koch (2014) Arm flexion increases feelings of approach (n=40, p=0.024) 
Smooth rhythms increase positive affect (n=60, p=0.042) 
The combination of shape and rhythm has a mixed effect on affect 
Levy & Duke 
(2003, as cited in 
Goodill, 2012) 
Depression in men correlated w/ low Sagittal and decreased use of space 
Anxiety in men correlated with increased enclosing (n=14)  
Depression and anxiety in women correlated w/ decreased Effort 
fluctuation, use of Efforts and use of Sagittal (n=22) 
Meier and 
Robinson (2004) 
Individuals with greater feelings of depression or neuroticism experience 
a downward visual spatial bias (n=24, 0.050; n=28, p0.017) 
Michalak et al. 
(2009) 
Individuals with depression display reduced walking speed, arm swing, 
and vertical head movements as well as increased lateral sway of the 
upper body and a more slumped posture (n=28) 
Individuals feeling sad display similar gait parameters (n=23) 
Pert (1997) Molecules cause sensations for joy, attachment, pain, pleasure, etc. 
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Table 1: Empirical data relevant to the category of Feelings (continued) 
Schubert (2004) Making a fist leads men to feel more powerful and women to feel more 
powerless (n=78, p=0.030) 
Stepper & Strack 
(1993, as cited in 
Meier & Robinson, 
2004) 
Participants feel a greater measure of success when embodying an upright 
posture 
Strack et al. (1988) Engaging smiling muscles increases feelings of amusement (n=92, p=0.03) 
—but not cognitive evaluations of funniness (n=83) 
Tom et al. (1991, as 
cited in Niedenthal 
et al., 2005)  
Nodding in the presence of an object can increase desire/preference for that 
object 
 
 
 
Statement (what): Feelings are subjective. 
The category of Feelings emerged from data describing a phenomenon that was 
essentially subjective and embodied. Examination of the data revealed a subset of studies that 
relied primarily on self-report. For instance, Michalak et al. (2009) asked participants to rate their 
mood. Koch (2014) administered an affect measure asking participants how they felt. Similarly, 
Schubert (2004) asked participants about their own feelings of powerfulness upon making a fist. 
This reliance on self-report revealed an essentially subjective nature to the phenomenon targeted 
by these studies, in contrast to other studies using more external and objective measurements.  
 In addition, the independent variables investigated varied and went beyond what would 
traditionally be called emotions. Feelings of successfulness, desire/wanting, approach, and power 
were studied alongside positive and negative affect, happiness, depression, and sadness. Pert 
(1997) included the biological drives of thirst and hunger, as well as pain, pleasure, love, and 
attachment. Importantly, Schubert (2004) demonstrated that thinking about power was not the 
same as feeling powerful: both women and men could think about power, but the experience led 
to feeling powerful or hopeless depending on gender. This illustrated the distinction between 
thinking and feeling. Thus, the category of Feelings demonstrated both importance and 
independence. 
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Statement (what): Feelings are embodied, or grounded in bodily sensations. 
 This conclusion led to further contemplation on the nature of feelings. William James 
wrote: 
What kind of emotion of fear would be left if the feeling neither of quickened 
heart-beats nor of shallow breathing, neither of trembling lips nor of weakened 
limbs, neither of goose-flesh nor of visceral stirrings, were present, it is quite 
impossible for me to think. Can one fancy the state of rage and picture no 
ebullition in the chest, no flushing of the face, no dilatation of the nostrils, no 
clenching of the teeth, no impulse to vigorous action, but in their stead limp 
muscles, calm breathing, and a placid face? (as cited in Damasio, 1994, p. 129) 
Similarly, what would it mean to feel successful without some associated visceral feelings? What 
is different about the experience of thinking about power versus feeling powerful? The answer 
that arose from the data was bodily sensations. Damasio (1994) illustrated this via his 
examination of patients with anosognosia, whose significant lack of emotion was paired with 
damage to the somatosensory cortex.  While not conclusive, this finding could imply the intimate 
relationship between feeling emotions and bodily sensations. Similarly, Pert (1997) described 
how ―gut feelings‖ may, literally, originate in the gut as the lining of our intestines contain 
neuropeptides and receptors associated with emotions. Feelings of excitement or anger, for 
example, result in real physical responses in the gut that may play a significant role in the 
layman‘s understanding of an emotion. 
 Thus, the choice of the word Feelings, rather than emotions, was deliberate. This 
category is defined by its direct relationship with sensory, or body-based feelings. It refers to how 
something feels, as opposed to what it is to think about or act on a concept. In addition, a Feeling 
can be thought of as a self-contained phenomenon. Unlike thoughts, which must be about 
something, Feelings are ends in themselves. In other words, it is possible to simply feel calm or 
feel sad. Even if the feeling of sadness was caused by an event, or a person says that they feel sad 
about something, the feeling is a self-contained experience. It is not possible, on the other hand, 
to simply think.  
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Statement (how): The bodily correlates of feelings occur on molecular, neuronal, muscular, 
facial, gestural, postural, and movement levels, and they may go both ways. 
 
 The included studies indicated strong correlations between a body experience and 
Feelings. Smiling muscles, for instance, were correlated with amusement, while sadness was 
correlated with downward bias and slower gait. Neuropeptides, peptides, and certain brain 
regions also contributed to Feelings. The relationship was observed both when the Feeling was 
the independent variable, as when Michalak et al. (2009) induced sad mood, or when it was the 
dependent variable, as when Strack et al. (1988) measured amusement as the result of a 
manipulation of facial expression. Consequently, it was concluded that Feelings have bodily 
correlates, and that the causal relationship between the Feeling and the bodily process may go 
both ways. 
 What is unclear, however, is the mechanisms that underlie that relationship and the nature 
of the causation--or, in fact, if causation is even the correct lens for analysis. In addition, it is 
unclear which level of analysis is the most salient or meaningful, or how the different levels 
interact with each other. How might facial feedback impact the molecules of emotion? How 
might neuronal connections influence movement in the vertical dimension? This statement is very 
broad and very limited, as the evidence is not yet conclusive. 
Questions to explore 
 While the essentially embodied nature of ―Feelings‖ and some mechanisms that produce 
it were implied by the literature and supported by intuition and personal experience, several 
questions remain to be answered. These questions can guide future theoretical sampling and 
include: 
1. What are the subcategories of Feelings, and is there a hierarchy? 
Numerous theories have been proposed regarding the categorization and definition of emotions 
and feelings. For example, Damasio (1994) distinguishes between primary and secondary 
emotions based on the primitive fight-flight response, which he believes to be innate and pre-
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organized. Darwin (as cited in Pert, 1997) investigated common emotional facial expressions 
across cultures and even species. Within the included literature for this study, there appeared to 
be the beginnings of an a priori distinction between standard emotions (happiness, sadness) and 
more complex feelings (successfulness, power). However, the range of Feelings explored in these 
studies was limited. Subcategories could turn out to be positive (happiness, desire, approach) and 
negative (sadness, depression, withdrawal), or simple (happy, sad) and complex (feeling 
successful, powerful), or individually-directed feelings (personal amusement) as opposed to 
socially-directed (feeling successful in comparison to others). In addition, a plethora of common 
and complex feelings, such as hostility, boredom, irritation, confusion, exclusion, guilt, and 
responsibility, to name a few, were not included. Thus, it is too early to make a descriptive 
statement with certainty. This current categorization dissolved the difference between emotions 
and feelings and placed both under the more general heading of body-based subjective 
experience. More research is needed to see if this statement is truly grounded in the research, as 
well as to flesh out its subcategories, properties, dimensions, and interrelationships.  
2. Are all feelings grounded in somatic states? Is embodiment truly integral to 
feelings? 
 
Just as the positive hypothesis deserves investigation, so the counter-hypothesis requires further 
exploration. The current definition of Feelings rests on its embodied nature; yet, what if it‘s not? 
For example, what is the emotional experience of paraplegics, who have lost the majority of 
bodily sensation?  
3. How are feelings learned or developed? Is there a development of feelings (in 
complexity and capacity, for example) that mirrors human development?  
 
This question comes from trying to understand the mechanisms behind the embodiment of 
feelings. Are certain feeling embodiments innate, as Darwin‘s theory of universal emotions may 
imply? Conceptual metaphor theory (Tolaas, 1991) postulates that goodness and positive feelings 
are associated with up because of formative experiences in infancy. In this case, are certain 
embodiments of emotions learned? Damasio (1994) discusses primary and secondary emotions 
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based on complexity. Do certain feelings, and their embodiments, have to be mastered before 
more complex feelings, such as competitiveness and jealousy, can be felt?  
4. What is involved in the experience of a feeling (certain muscles, the brain--
somatosensory cortex, amygdala, limbic system, molecules, triggering event)? Which 
comes first, the physical reactions or the awareness of the feeling? Which steps are 
necessary, which are sufficient, and are any neither? 
 
The included studies revealed several levels in which Feelings occur. Taken together, it may be 
possible to piece together how a Feeling is created which, in turn, could inform the design of 
interventions to target specific stages of the process. Damasio‘s (1994) brain lesion patients, 
however, help to illustrate the complexity of the mechanism. Patients with anosognosia have 
deficits in their somatosensory cortex, while Gage-like patients suffered damage to their frontal 
lobe. In both cases, the lesion appeared sufficient, but not necessary, to impact emotional 
processing. Advances in psychopharmacology have demonstrated that certain drugs are sufficient 
to change a mood state. Paraplegics who continue to experience emotions demonstrate that body 
feedback is neither necessary nor sufficient for Feelings. What, then, is the process by which 
these disparate elements come together? 
5. What is the difference between sociopaths (who lack empathy, causes unknown) and 
Gage-like patients (who lack feelings, due to brain damage)? 
 
This question is related to #4. It attempts to tease out what is necessary or sufficient in the 
experience of Feelings within the specific context of two populations defined, in part, by 
emotional deficits.  
6. Is the feeling-body connection standard/universal? Or does individual/cultural 
subjectivity mean that finding categories or common mechanisms is impossible? 
 
At the heart of a search for a theory of the mind-body connection is the belief that, at some level, 
all humans are the same. If our experiences of emotions differ, then at least the mechanisms that 
give rise to those emotions are the same. If our health outcomes are unpredictable, then at least 
the blood running through our veins is the same. Nevertheless, this belief remains a belief. It has 
driven, in part, the medical advances that treat all bodies as subject to the same rules and expect 
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the same outcomes from a certain intervention. However, cultural or individual differences mean 
that the same intervention, when delivered to different patients, may create different results. This 
phenomenon exists in contrast to a belief in universalism. It may not be possible to answer this 
question, to prove or disprove this statement. Yet, it remains a question to keep in mind. 
7. Is dance/movement therapy particularly effective at identifying and modifying 
feelings? And is this because feelings are body-based? 
 
 This examination of Feelings is directly relevant to the scope and practice of DMT. If 
feelings are more body-based than other categories of mental processes, and if dance/movement 
therapists have expertise in body-based interventions, then it should follow that DMT is 
particularly effective in this realm. This may help specify the scope of DMT, showing that it is 
more effective in the treatment of depression, for example, than in thought disorders. It may also 
provide an avenue of reasoning to show its effectiveness in comparison to the more cognitive 
therapies. Further empirical research is needed. 
 Category 2: Thinking 
 
 
 
Table 2: Empirical data relevant to the category Thinking 
Study Findings 
Subcategory: Content/Concepts 
Property: Concrete 
Pulvermuller 
(2013) 
Modality-specific sensorimotor brain regions are activated in word 
comprehension 
Property: Abstract 
Bargh et al. (1996) Being primed with the elderly stereotype led to slower walking (n=60, 
p<0.05) 
Cacioppo et al. 
(1993) 
Arm flexion was associated with the concept of approach (n=29, p<0.05) 
Koch (2014) The interaction on shape and rhythm had inconsistent effects on cognition 
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Table 2: Empirical data relevant to the category Thinking (continued) 
Koch et al. (2011) Vertical arm movements speed cognitive processing of valence and power 
(n=52, p<0.01) 
Sagittal arm movements speed cognitive processing of time or decisions 
(n=52, p<0.05) 
Miles, Nind, et al. 
(2010) 
Thinking of the future causes forward sway (n=20, p<0.05) 
Schubert (2004) Making a fist leads to thinking about power (n=25, p=0.017) 
Schubert (2005) The upper visual space is associated with greater power (n=91, p<0.001) 
Property: Emotions (between Abstract and Concrete) 
As cited in 
Niedenthal at al. 
(2005) 
Reading emotional verbs caused related facial expressions, but not 
emotional adjectives 
Pulvermuller 
Pulvermuller 
(2013) 
Linguistic processing of emotion words activated face and hand-related 
brain regions 
Subcategory: Evaluation 
Cacioppo et al. 
(1993) 
Arm flexion led to more positive evaluation of neutral items (n=88, 
p<0.05) 
Damasio (1994) Gage-like patients could analyze situations without being able to make 
decisions 
As cited in Meier 
et al. (2012) 
Evaluation of relationship strength translated to physical distance 
Strack et al. (1988) Smiling did not impact the funniness evaluation of cartoons (n=83) 
Tom et al. (1991, 
as cited in 
Niedenthal et al., 
2005) 
Nodding led to more positive evaluation of an object 
Wells and Petty 
(1980) 
Nodding head movements led to greater agreement with a message, and 
agreement with the message made nodding easier (n=73) 
Subcategory: The process of thinking 
Iverson and 
Goldin-Meadow 
(1998) 
Gestures are not learned nor are they for the benefit of the recipient and 
thus may be integral to the thought process (n=32) 
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Table 2: Empirical data relevant to the category Thinking (continued) 
Koch (2014) Movements impact immediate cognitive processing but not memory 
formation or recall 
Multiple studies Stroop test shows that the mediating factor of movement in cognition had 
to do with response times, which means nothing except that congruent 
movements may help us think faster.  
Subcategory: Memory/Imagery (Past or future) 
Miles, Nind, et al. 
(2010) 
Imagining the future led to forward sway (n=20, p<0.05) 
 
 
 
Statement (what): Unlike Feelings, the category Thinking is about something. 
  
 While Feelings were measured through self-report, another body of studies emerged that 
used objective, external, cognitive measures including Stroop-like tasks, measurable responses 
(such as dollar amount), and neuroimaging techniques. This reflected an essential difference 
between Feelings and this second category of Thinking. Unlike Feelings, Thinking studies were 
about something external to the individual. One way to think of this is that the content of 
Thinking can be found in a dictionary or could be asked on a test. There exists general agreement 
on the meaning of Thinking: for example, what is meant by ―dog‖ or ―the future‖ is not up for 
debate.  
The conceptual content of Thinking can be readily described and generalized, while the 
the subjective experience of Feelings cannot be. The two are related, but they are not the same. 
Thus, the conceptual understanding of ―pen‖ or ―power‖ or ―delicious‖ may be shared universally 
(Thinking). However, each word may elicit individual feelings and associations, and those 
Feelings are not universal. The Gage-like patients studied by Damasio (1994) highlight this 
division. Gage-like patients experienced deficits in emotions (Feelings) but had normal capacities 
for understanding and evaluating situations. When presented with a moral dilemma, Gage-like 
patients were able to rationally list the benefits and detriments of various options--they could, in 
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other words, engage in Thinking about the situation. Yet, they were unable to make choices 
among the options or feel any reaction to the situation. These distinctions imply that Thinking is 
separate from Feelings. 
Statement (what): There are two subcategories of Thinking—content and evaluation. 
Two subcategories emerged early on from the data: concepts and attitudes/evaluation. 
This was potentially the result of the theoretical frameworks within which the studies were 
conducted. Consequently, more subcategories may emerge with further research.  
 Concepts, such as ―the future‖ in the case of Miles, Nind, et al. (2010), ―divinity‖ in the 
case of Meier et al. (2012), or ―elderly-ness‖ in the case of Bargh et al. (1996) refer to the content 
of the thought. Concepts can be likened to the nouns in a dictionary. Pulvermuller (2013) then 
demonstrated how concepts within this subcategory could be further divided into the properties of 
being concrete, abstract, or emotion-based. Concrete content words, such as ―computer‖ or 
―book,‖ are those that have direct correlates in reality. Neuroimaging studies that show modality-
specific brain activity in linguistic (Buccino et al., 2005; Pulvermuller et al., 2005) look at 
concrete words. These studies demonstrate how conceptual understanding is directly linked to 
sensorimotor experiences: concepts usually processed visually, such as ―bird,‖ activate visual 
regions of the brain while those processed motorically, such as ―tool,‖ activate hand areas of the 
brain.  
 Abstract concepts do not have direct correlates in reality. The relationship between 
abstract concepts and body experiences have been demonstrated for concepts such as power 
(Schubert, 2004, 2005), time (Miles, Betka, et al., 2010; Miles, Nind, et al., 2010), good/bad, 
morality, divinity (Koch et al., 2011; Meier et al., 2012), and stereotypes (Bargh et al., 1996). 
Abstract concepts are sufficiently different from concrete words in part because the mechanisms 
behind their embodiment are less clear. Where the embodied comprehension of concrete words 
may be directly related to the sensory experiences related to them, abstract concepts cannot be 
seen, touched, tasted, heard, or smelled. Nevertheless, evidence indicates that they also have 
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correlates in bodily experiences. This significant difference serves to define abstract concepts as a 
separate property. 
 Finally, emotion-based words such as ―happy‖ or ―depressed‖ are different from both 
concrete and abstract concepts. They are concrete, in that emotions (or Feelings) are directly 
experienced. Thus, their embodiment could be similar to other concrete concepts. Conversely, 
they are abstract, in that these subjective experiences can be generalized to a common definition. 
The concept of joy is different from the feeling of joy. How emotion-based words are 
comprehended and, in turn embodied, is unclear. For example, reading emotion verbs, such as 
smile, resulted in congruent facial expressions. Yet, reading emotion adjectives, such as happy, 
had no effect (as cited in Niedenthal et al, 2005). This indicates that thinking about emotions may 
be different from feeling emotions, which led to the inclusion of this property. 
Statement (how): Content and evaluations may be developed and expressed via embodied 
experiences. 
 
 Miles, Nind, et al. (2010) demonstrated that individuals imagining the future leaned 
forward while those remembering the past swayed backwards. Bargh, Chen, & Burrows (1996) 
demonstrated that individuals primed with the elderly stereotype walked slower than the control 
group. These are examples of how concepts can be expressed via embodied experiences. 
Similarly, Cesario et al. (2006) showed that participants‘ walking speed varied depending on their 
evaluation of elderly or young people, and that hostile judgments manifested unconsciously in 
behavior. Strack et al. (1988) showed that individuals who agreed with a message found it easier 
to nod than to shake their heads. These are examples of how evaluations can be expressed via 
embodied experiences. From studies such as these, the statement can be made that Thinking 
manifests in embodied experiences. 
 In Thinking, body processes influences the mind just as the mind manifests in the body. 
Schubert (2004) showed that individuals who made a fist were more likely to be thinking of 
power. Koch et al. (2011) demonstrated that arm movements in the sagittal plane led to faster 
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response times for concepts related to time or decision making. These are examples of 
movements contributing to the development of concepts within Thinking. Similarly, Cacioppo et 
al. (1993) illustrated how arm flexion resulted in more positive evaluations. This is an example of 
embodied experiences contributing to the development of evaluations. Thus, it is possible to say 
that Thinking both results in and is influenced by body experiences. 
 However, this statement is neither exhaustive nor conclusive. When embodiment plays a 
more prominent role and when it is negligible is unclear. Whether or not all concepts or 
evaluations are embodied is also unclear.   
Statement (how): The body correlates of Thinking are reflected in the brain. 
 Pulvermuller (2013) studies have shown how the embodied nature of ―Thinking,‖ in the 
form of language comprehension, is reflected in the brain. Reading hand-related words, for 
instance, activates the hand-related brain regions as well as the language comprehension regions. 
Thus, it is possible to say that embodiment of Thinking is reflected in neuroanatomy and 
function. 
Statement (what): Observable embodiment of thoughts may be limited to body-based 
concepts, experiences, and metaphors. 
 
In this statement, embodiment refers to the expression or formation of Thinking through 
observable body behaviors. This is different from the original definition of Body as existing in 
space, a definition which included brain processes as part of Body. This definition is used in order 
highlight how the data may be particularly applicable to the work of dance/movement therapists, 
who work from movement observation and not with neuroimaging techniques. 
Pulvermuller et al. (2005) demonstrated that language comprehension is modality 
specific. Comprehension of scent-related words, such as cinnamon, activated olfactory regions of 
the brain while visual words, such as bird, activated the visual regions. Thus, not all Thinking is 
embodied in the same way: only movement-related words are embodied through movement. This 
could hold true for abstract concepts as well. Abstract concepts grounded in spatial metaphor, 
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such as time and power (Miles, Betka, et al., 2010; Miles, Nind, et al., 2010; Schubert, 2005), 
were shown to have connections with body movement. However, this does not mean the 
phenomenon necessarily generalizes to all abstract concepts. The abstract concept of money, for 
example, may not easily translate into body movements. Thus, this statement acts to both describe 
what was found and to indicate a possible limitation of embodiment.  
Statement (how): Embodiment of thoughts may play a role in thought processing. 
 Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (1998) explored the role of gesture in children and found 
that it was neither learned nor performed for the listener. Several other researchers demonstrated 
that movements served to decrease the response time required to comprehend a word or concept. 
From these results, it can be postulated that embodiment of thoughts, in the form of gestures, may 
play a role in thought processing. 
Questions to explore 
1. Is this subcategorization exhaustive? Where do imagery and memory fit in? 
 Miles‘ (2010) study, which asked participants to imagine themselves in the future or in 
the past, was neither about a concept nor an evaluation. Instead, it seemed to encourage 
participants to simulate an imagined experience, which may have more to do with Feelings, while 
incorporating the element of time, which can be treated as an abstract concept. Where these 
studies fit is not yet clear and could use further exploration. 
2. Which concepts/evaluations are embodied, and which are not? What is the role of 
body movement in the thought process? What are the mechanisms of thought, and how 
is the body a necessary, sufficient, or neither condition? 
 
 Similar to the above statement regarding the limitations of embodiment, it may be useful 
to explore which concepts/evaluations are embodied or not. This may happen in two ways: first, 
multiple concepts may be tested, and the emerging results may begin to indicate the mechanisms 
underlying embodiment; second, a theory regarding the mechanisms may be developed and 
tested. The latter, in some ways, reflects the approach of conceptual metaphor theory, which grew 
from linguistic theory regarding embodied metaphors. However, the empirical testing of this 
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theory has followed the first method--it is like going through a laundry list of possible metaphors 
and testing them in the lab. A greater focus on and exploration of the underlying mechanisms (as 
recommended by Barsalou, 1999) may prove more fruitful. 
3. How are thoughts different from feelings and decisions? 
 Future work in this topic will need to keep in mind the preliminary nature of these 
categories. Feelings, Thinking, Decisions/Action, and Meta/Consciousness emerged from the 
subset of literature reviewed, and further research may indicate that these categories are incorrect. 
Conversely, further research may serve to clarify how these categories are truly different. This is 
a question to keep in mind. 
 
 Category 3: Decisions/Actions 
 
 
 
Table 3: Empirical data relevant to the category Decisions/Action 
Study Findings 
Cesario et al. 
(2006) 
Individuals walked slower when they had positive associations with elderly 
people and faster for positive associations with youth, implying 
embodiment reflects motivation for action (n=80, p<0.04) 
Damasio (1994) Gage-like patients suffered deficits in decision making, despite apparent 
rationality 
Patients with anosognosia suffered deficits in decision making and feeling 
emotions 
Kahneman (2013)  Theory of System 1 and System 2 in decision making and actions,  
Wilson and 
Golonka (2013) 
Artificial intelligence is more effective at completing tasks when embodied 
architectures are included 
 
 
 
Statement (what): Decision making, or acting in the environment, is a separate category. 
 Damasio‘s (1994) work with Gage-like patients highlighted the divide between Thinking 
and Decisions/Action. Gage-like patients displayed no deficits in reasoning but were unable to 
choose between multiple options and repeatedly made bad decisions. This finding matched well 
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with work in artificial intelligence that indicated that computers that were programmed with great 
amounts of information still failed to act intelligently in their environment (Wilson & Golonka, 
2013). Cesario et al. (2006) demonstrated that the walking speed of participants primed with 
elderly or youth stereotypes depended, not merely on the understanding of the concept, but also 
on their evaluation. Those with a more positive view of the elderly walked slower than those with 
a negative view, and the researchers postulated that this reflected their motivation to act. Walking 
slower, then, was in preparation to walk alongside an elderly person. 
 These studies share the common theme of choosing between several options to interact 
with the environment. They each move beyond the intrapersonal sphere to deal with the 
interpersonal or environmental sphere. How, in other words, do individuals create and enact 
preferences to allow them to choose among available options? What mechanisms are in play that 
allow an individual to successfully navigate the external, physical, or social landscape? To then 
add a psychological lens to the questions, how are individuals able to meet their needs through 
interacting with the environment? 
Wilson & Golonka‘s (2013) review of artificial intelligence research implies that a 
number of fundamental rules, when applied in an environment, can allow for increasingly 
complex behaviors. In this way, the body is implicated in decision making insofar as it is both the 
information-processing system and the actor. Damasio (1994), on the other hand, argues that 
decision making is based in emotions which, in turn, are essentially body-based. The body, 
according to his argument, stores previously learned information as qualitative feelings. In sum, 
how decision making and actions are embodied is not yet clear. Nevertheless, it can be said that 
the body and its role in Decisions/Action is a separate, and significant, category.   
Statement (how): The process of decision making may involve two systems.  
Kahneman‘s (2013) work on decision-making in the fields of behavioral economics and 
psychology rests on the theory of two separate systems within human psychology. System 1 is 
quick, instinctive, and emotional while System 2 is slower and more rational. The interplay 
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between these two systems produces the complex behaviors exhibited by individuals. While 
Kahneman offers a wealth of evidence for this theory, it is also interesting to note the parallels 
with Systems 1 and 2 and the literature included in this study. System 1, for example, is similar to 
the automatic, unconscious formation and manifestation of attitudes. It may be similar to the 
mechanism motivating individuals to walk faster or slower in the study conducted by Cesario et 
al. (2006). System 2, on the other hand, may refer more to consciousness, which is the next 
category. System 1 may be driven by the feelings that Damasio‘s Gage-like patients lacked, while 
System 2 is responsible for the rational thinking capacity they exercised. The model presented by 
Kahneman and its congruence with the included literature hint at the possibility of further 
understanding of Decisions/Action. 
Questions to explore 
 Many of the questions for this section reflect similar lines of thinking for previous 
sections. They address the nature of the category and how it is distinct from the others (the what) 
or seek a greater understanding of the mechanisms that drive the process (the how). Thus, the 
reasoning presented above will not be repeated here. 
1. How, or is, this different from “Thinking”? 
2. What is involved in the making of a decision? Which are necessary, sufficient, or 
neither? Again, sociopaths may be interesting. 
3. Has any psychological drive theory been tested? Can it be tested? 
4. When, and how, is the body a mediating factor? Is it different for System 1 and 
System 2 processes? 
5. When, and how, are feelings/emotions a mediating factor? Is it different than in the 
question above? Is it different for System 1 and System 2 processes? 
6. When are both feelings and body experiences mediating factors? When are they 
not? What can this tell us about the mechanisms underlying the mind-body 
connection? 
 
 
Category 4: Meta/Consciousness 
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Table 4: Empirical data relevant to the category Meta/Consciousness 
Study Findings 
As cited in Chen & 
Bargh (1999) 
Conscious attention negates automatic attitude formation 
Damasio (1994) Damage to the somatosensory cortex caused deficits in self-awareness 
Gage-like patients had difficulty in emotional regulation 
Gage-like patients had difficulty in shifting attention 
S. Koch et al. 
(2009) 
Stepping back increases cognitive control (n=38) 
Goodman (1991) Movement correlates of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
 
 
 
 
Statement (what): The category of Meta/Consciousness is distinct from the others in that its 
object is other mental processes. 
 
 The studies listed above emerged as a group that addressed mental processes whose 
content was neither feelings, thoughts, nor decisions. Instead, the object of these processes were 
other mental processes. By virtue of this fact, this category was seen as significantly distinct from 
the others. 
Statement (what): Meta/Consciousness includes potential subcategories of attention, 
emotional regulation, sense of self/self-awareness, cognitive control, and volition, all of 
which may have embodied components. 
 
 Initially, Meta/Consciousness was considered beyond the scope of this project. As a 
result, the number of studies thus categorized is limited, and little can be said about its 
subcategories, properties, or dimensions. Nevertheless, based on this small sample, these potential 
subcategories emerged as well as their relationship to the body. Further research could be done to 
define and delimit these subcategories. 
Statement (how): It may be that certain body movements can mediate access to 
consciousness, self-awareness, and emotional regulation. 
 
 Koch (2009) demonstrated that stepping backwards enhanced cognitive control. This 
result indicates that body movements may be able to mediate access to Consciousness, an 
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important point in understanding the efficacy of dance/movement therapy. Again, further research 
is needed. 
Questions to explore: 
1. What is meant by sense of self or self-awareness? Are they the same thing? Could 
self-regulation be another word for cognitive control? 
 
 Sense of self is a commonly-used term in dance/movement therapy. However, in 
engaging with the literature for this project, a clear operational definition of the term was not 
found. Despite revealing a number of potential subcategories, the distinctions and definitions 
were fuzzy. Is it possible that some subcategories are, in fact, the same thing under a different 
name?  
2. What is consciousness research? Who does it, how is it defined, and how is it 
measured or observed? 
 
Consciousness research is a growing field. Though it was not included in this study, 
further research for this category should likely draw from this growing field. 
3. How do processes of “Meta/Consciousness” of a paraplegic change? Of babies 
deprived of motor activity or touch when young?  
 
 As with other categories, finding evidence for the embodied nature of the mind also 
raises the question of the converse: what happens for those who do not have conventional access 
to their body, and how do their experiences support or contradict any model of the mind and body 
in relationship? 
 
Summary 
Results for this first question revealed four main categories (Feelings, Thinking, 
Decisions/Action, and Meta/Consciousness) as well as two types of grounded descriptive 
statements (what and how). The first two categories, Feelings and Thinking, had the most robust 
empirical support. This was due in part to the focus of the study, which centered on the mind and 
body in relationship; Decisions/Action and Meta/Consciousness were initially believed to be 
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beyond the scope of this project and were avoided. Nevertheless, the data revealed that all four 
categories were relevant to the question. 
The next section covers the results gained from integrating the above two questions. 
 
How can the theoretical claims made by the field of dance/movement therapy regarding the 
mind-body connection be substantiated by the empirical findings offered in related fields? 
 
 The last phase of the study compared theoretical statements made within the field of 
dance/movement therapy with the findings offered by the included literature in order to determine 
which statements could be substantiated by empirical evidence. Results were mixed. In each case, 
the DMT statement was more general and covered a broader phenomenon than the included 
studies, leaving gaps in the bridge between data and statement. For some, no substantial evidence 
could be matched. For others, the results were uncertain as assumptions needed to be made in 
order for the evidence to be found applicable. For a small subset, the empirical evidence did 
appear to substantiate the claim; nevertheless, as noted above, gaps still remained. In this next 
section, each DMT statement will be reviewed and discussed in light of the evidence. 
Movement reflects methods of coping/interaction (isomorphism) 
 Labeling a behavior as coping, or a coping mechanism, is an interpretation. Coping is 
defined as choices and actions an individual takes to meet their needs in healthy and socially-
acceptable ways. The principle of isomorphism states that movement, whether on the level of 
qualities, spatial relations, or phrasing, reflects an individual‘s style of coping or defending. This 
may refer generally to personality or more specifically to thought processes. In any case, both the 
concept of coping and isomorphism deal with behaviors and interactions over time and in 
relationship. 
 In general, the literature reviewed did not address the above concepts. This, in part, 
reflects the focus of this research, which was primarily on intrapersonal instances of the mind-
body connection. One result of this study was the emergence of categories distinguishing 
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intrapersonal (Feelings and Thinking) from interpersonal (Decisions/Action) realms. In addition, 
differences between mental processes (Feelings, Thinking, Decisions/Action) and more general 
constellations of mental phenomena (Consciousness/Meta, which includes self-awareness, 
emotional regulation, and potentially personality) were implied. Where and how coping and 
isomorphism fits into this categorization is unclear. 
 The compilation of movement correlates of certain mental illnesses and personality types 
was the most relevant of the included studies to this statement. However, significant gaps must be 
closed before the concept of coping/isomorphism can be equated with personality or mental 
illness. How, for instance, is coping different from personality? How is it the same? Is personality 
similar to consciousness or sense of self? Do all actions taken in an environment represent 
instances of coping? Then, in turn, isomorphism implies that there are separate systems that 
manifest parallel patterns, which already makes the assumption that the systems are separate. Are 
mind and body truly separate such that isomorphism is applicable?  
The lack of evidence does not disprove this statement, but it highlights the need for 
further study to understand the concepts involved, their relationship to each other, and how they 
may be observed or proven. 
Movement mirrors development and is mastered in stages 
 This statement is most relevant as a framework for therapeutic interventions performed 
by dance/movement therapists. The belief is that, if movement observation indicates that a person 
is ―stuck‖ in a prior developmental stage, then the therapist‘s task is to help them through the 
subsequent developmental stages. In other words, it is not possible to jump a stage; it is also 
believed to be possible to resolve stage-specific issues regardless of chronological age. Most 
importantly, it is believed that these stage-specific conflicts both manifest and can be resolved 
through movement.  
 The literature reviewed did not address this statement, though again, this may be the 
result of its limited scope and focus. Investigation into the work of developmental psychology, 
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pediatric medicine, and the major theorists of development (such as Piaget, or Kestenberg for 
dance/movement therapy) could shed light on this topic. In particular, it may be helpful to know 
the evidence from which current formulations of human movement development is built on and to 
analyze their validity. 
Movement is integrative, and integration is good 
 There exists the assumption that disconnection within an individual is an indicator of 
illness, while greater integration is associated with health. Integration may refer to body 
integration (being able to move multiple body parts fluidly and spontaneously), pattern or 
phrasing integration (having the capacity to make smooth transitions between movement 
qualities, directions, etc.), thought and feeling integration (the breaking down of psychological 
defenses in order to have multiple, potentially conflicting thoughts coexist, as targeted by the 
traditional talk therapies), and brain hemisphere integration (the idea of building connections 
between the right and left hemispheres). Health may refer to a range of outcomes including strong 
sense of self, improved adaptive behavior, the absence of mental illness, quality of life, and self-
actualization.  
 The reviewed literature did not include references to integration at any level, nor was 
there strong discourse around health. Some neuroscience literature exists on the problems 
experienced by individuals lacking hemispheric integration (Damasio, 1994). However, in these 
cases, the impact of the distinctly physical nature of the injury, as well as its responsiveness to 
non-surgical interventions, is unclear. Pert (1997) discussed how positive health outcomes could 
be the result of interactions between the neuro-, immune, and endocrine systems. In this sense, 
integration of bodily systems could be related to positive outcomes. Again, the role of DMT in 
achieving this integration is unclear. 
 As stated before, this does not necessarily disprove the statement but rather highlights the 
avenues of inquiry needed to clarify and substantiate the claim. The results, as in other cases, are 
inconclusive. 
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Movement exists on a continuum: Function/Expression, Inner/Outer 
 The included literature measured movement using a wide variety of parameters, including 
spatial dimension, speed, arm swing, Laban Movement Analysis, and gestures. However, the 
parameters claimed in this statement—namely, Function/Expression and Inner/Outer—were not 
used.  
Further inquiry into this statement raised the question: Is this a tautology? In other words, 
could it possibly be proven or disproven? A tautology is defined as a statement constructed such 
that it is always true. Yet, because it is always true, there is little of substance to be gained from 
the statement (Enderton, 2001). A classic tautological structure is to state that something either 
belongs to a category, or it does not. This is done by offering two categories such that one 
category is the opposite, or complement, of the other. An item is either red or not red. The phrase 
that all movement exists on the continuum of Inner/Outer may be an example of this. Inner and 
Outer may be two complementary opposite categories. The same could be said of 
Function/Expression.   
Is this true? Are there definitions of Inner/Outer and Function/Expression that do not 
make the statement a tautology? What would be needed to operationalize and understand this 
statement? These are questions that remain to be answered. 
Movement is communication 
 In this statement, movement as communication is distinguished from movement as 
information (this latter formulation will be addressed as body memory/body armor). It holds that 
unconscious movement reflects a desire by the individual to communicate information to others. 
Iverson & Goldin-Meadow‘s (1998) study on gesture in sighted and blind children seems to 
counter this statement by showing that individuals gestured even when they knew their listeners 
would not be able to see. The movement they studied seemed to play a role in internal thought 
processes rather than represent any attempt at communication.  
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 While further research may go into the distinction between communication and 
information, this statement was one of the few contradicted by the selected empirical evidence. 
Changes (in movement) need not be conscious to be therapeutic—the body processes 
and learns as a system itself. 
 
 Dance/movement therapists differ in the importance they place on verbalizations in 
therapy. Many believe that changes on the movement level will effect changes in thinking, 
feeling, and behavior without the conscious awareness of the individual. In other words, guiding a 
client to broaden their movement repertoire as a method of opening up new coping skills and 
changing affect can be successful regardless of if the client knows or understands the method. 
 This statement found some support in the literature. Many studies demonstrated how 
engaging in movements resulted in changes in Feelings (ex. Strack, Martin, & Stepper 1998) and 
Thinking (ex. Koch, Glawe, & Holt, 2011). In each study, the researchers checked to see if the 
participants were aware of the goal of the study. Thus, the unconscious nature of the movement 
changes was ensured. Conscious awareness of movement interventions were not necessary to 
effect changes in thoughts or feelings. 
 However, the goal of therapy is to effect lasting change. Advances made within the 
therapy session are useful only if they translate to other realms of life. The results did not support 
this statement. Long-term effects of movement interventions were not demonstrated. For instance, 
Koch (2014) measured the impact of movement on the encoding and recall of concepts following 
the activity. No effect was found, a finding that calls into question the lasting effects of 
movement intervention. Some neuroscience theorists note that prolonged exposure, among other 
parameters, is necessary for the development of strong associations. Prolonged exposure is 
uncertain given the limited nature of therapeutic interactions. Thus, the effectiveness of 
movement-only interventions may be mixed, and further research is needed. 
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Expression is curative 
 Dance/movement therapy, as a creative arts therapy, places importance on the act of 
creation and expression. Unlike traditional medical practice, therapeutic interventions emphasize 
the expressive capacity of individuals and rest on the belief that the act of expression is inherently 
curative. In seeking substantiation for this statement, however, it became clear that the definitions 
both of expression and of health (cures) was uncertain. The included studies did not directly 
address expression, nor did the constructs directly match possible facets of the phenomenon. 
 If, for instance, expression involves the act of enacting and bringing conscious awareness 
to thoughts and feelings, then this statement would best relate to Consciousness/Meta. If a person 
feels sad but has bound their muscles in order to avoid the feeling, then expression of the sadness 
may involve the loosening of muscles to allow for an embodied experience of sadness. This 
experience could then enter the conscious awareness of the person. Its therapeutic power may lie 
in the possibility of consciousness as a change agent. Since conscious attention has been shown to 
negate automatic attitude formation (as cited in Chen & Bargh, 1999), the curative power of 
expression may lie in the individual‘s conscious intervention. Expression of the unconscious 
content, then, externalizes the content such that consciousness can attend to and change it. 
 Yet, some dance/movement therapists believe that the expression of thoughts and feelings 
through movement may happen out of conscious awareness, and that conscious awareness is not 
necessary for the expression to be therapeutic (see above statement). There was not yet evidence 
found for this version of the statement. 
Vitality is curative 
 Schmais (1985) wrote that vitalization, or the feeling of aliveness and being engaged in 
activity, is inherently curative. This statement is indirectly supported by Pert‘s (1997) work on the 
molecules of emotion. Pert wrote that the peptides and neuropeptides responsible for pain, 
pleasure, and other feelings also regulated healthy bodily functioning via the immune and 
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endocrine systems. If vitality is the outward expression and feeling of the activity of those 
molecules, then it could be said to cause or play a role in health. 
 As in other statements, the specific meaning of health and cure is unclear. Vitality, as a 
construct, could also be clarified. In addition, further research into catalyzing and preventive 
factors in vitality could guide dance/movement therapists to craft more targeted interventions. 
Nevertheless, Pert‘s (1997) research seems to provide some initial substantiation of this 
statement. 
The body remembers: Body memory/body armor OR Movement is information 
 This statement essentially states that the body, through postures or movements, reveals 
information about an individual‘s state of mind or past such that external observers can use 
movement to know more about them. Evidence exists to support this claim. Michalak et al (2009) 
demonstrated certain gait patterns common to depression or sadness, which contributed to a 
growing analysis of movement patterns of depression. This constellation of findings implies that 
depression may have a consistent physical manifestation such that external observers could draw 
conclusions from an individual‘s movement. Goodill‘s (2012) compilation of studies on 
movement correlates of some personality times and mental illnesses also illustrates this point. 
Thus, evidence exists to support this statement. Further research is needed to determine the 
limitations and scope of body memory, as well as to clarify what movement patterns are 
indicative of what mental states.  
Body awareness contributes to healthy functioning and control 
 Damasio‘s (1994) work with Gage-like and anosognosic patients offers support for this 
claim. These individuals lacked the capacity for body awareness, and their constellation of 
symptoms included deficits in emotional regulation, decision making, and attention shifting. 
Similarly, insofar as body awareness involves conscious engagement, System 2 processes 
Kahneman (2013) may further substantiate this claim. Activating System 2 processes led to better 
decisions and cognitive control.  
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Conversely, Koch et al. (2009) demonstrated that stepping backwards increased cognitive 
control regardless of the individual‘s awareness. This does not necessarily negate this statement, 
as the statement does not preclude other methods of improving functioning and control. However, 
it does introduce further nuance into the understanding of this DMT statement. Questions for 
further exploration include: Is all self-awareness necessarily body awareness? What, beyond brain 
damage, can cause deficits? What is healthy functioning? What is necessary, sufficient, or neither 
in cognitive control? 
Somatic countertransference  
 Somatic countertransference occurs when the therapist has automatic bodily reactions to 
their client. The existence and importance of these reactions may be supported by the included 
literature. For instance, Bargh et al. (1996) demonstrated that individuals may react automatically 
to thinking of elderly people by walking slower. Cesario et al. (2006) showed that individuals 
with negative opinions of gay men reacted with more hostility in subsequent interactions. If 
hostility is seen as a reflection of subjective feelings, then this finding can support this DMT 
statement.  
 These studies demonstrate that individuals can have automatic body reactions to others, 
and that these reactions may reflect their own experiences, judgments, and evaluations. In other 
words, these studies offer examples of somatic countertransference within the laboratory setting. 
As with others, the findings are preliminary and require further research. The studies did not 
address how Feelings manifest in countertransferential reactions, instead focusing on thoughts 
(evaluations). Nor do they investigate how this phenomenon happens, or why it may be 
important. Therapists are recommended to pay attention to their somatic countertransferential 
reactions in order to potentially glean more information about the client. Why are these reactions 
helpful? One answer may be that the client‘s body movements hold information about their 
mental state. The therapist‘s mirror neurons pick up these movements unconsciously, and the 
therapist‘s conscious attention then helps crystallize these reactions. This process focuses more 
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on intrapersonal processes within the therapist. Alternatively, it may be that social stereotypes 
become that ingrained in the therapist, such as the elderly stereotype studied by the above 
researchers, manifest in the therapy session. These stereotypes may be triggered even when they 
are not immediately obvious; for instance, a person may judge another as acting ―gay‖ without 
being aware of what created that evaluation. Yet, if that evaluation then manifests automatically 
in somatic sensations, attention to the somatic countertransference may be informative. These 
explanations illustrate how further research is needed. 
Specific correlations between movement qualities and mental processes 
 A number of correlations held by dance/movement therapists were corroborated by the 
evidence. However, in some instances, the evidence was inconclusive, showing the correlation in 
some instances and not in others (ex. Koch, 2014). In addition, the observed movement quality 
may have been very small (ex. Miles, Nind, & Macrae, 2010) and thus be inapplicable to the 
movement observation techniques used by dance/movement therapists. Finally, the measured 
movement parameters varied widely. Whether or not a relatively slower gait (ex. Michalak et al, 
2009) corresponds to the Effort quality of Sustainment used by dance/movement therapists is 
unknown. The table below summarizes the findings. Note that this is merely a subset of 
correlations posited by dance/movement therapists, and the majority have not yet been 
substantiated. 
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Table 5: Matching DMT statements with empirical support 
DMT statement Related studies 
The vertical plane is associated with 
sense of self and identity 
Stepper & Strack (1993, as cited in Meier & Robinson, 
2004)—sitting with an upright posture produced greater 
feelings of success 
 
Koch et al. (2011)—moving the arm in the vertical plane led 
to decreased response times for words to do with power  
The Effort quality of Strength is 
associated with sense of self, identity, 
and assertion 
Schubert (2004)—making a fist* increases thoughts of 
power and impacts feelings of powerfulness differently in 
men and women 
 
*assuming that making a fist required some Strength, but 
unsure 
The sagittal dimension is associated 
with time and decision making 
Miles, Nind, et al. (2010)—individuals swayed forward 
when thinking of the future and backwards when thinking of 
the past 
 
Koch et al. (2009)—stepping backwards in the sagittal 
dimension led to greater cognitive control 
 
Koch et al. (2011)—moving the arm in the sagittal plane 
decreased response times for words related to time and 
decision making 
Smooth rhythms are indulgent while 
Fighting rhythms are not 
Koch et al. (2014)—smooth rhythms were associated with 
more positive affect, as opposed to sharp rhythms 
 
 
 
Changes in the body effect changes in the mind 
 The included evidence did imply that changes in the body can effect changes in the mind. 
However, the duration and long-term effectiveness of these changes is not yet known. For 
instance, the studies working within the feedback hypotheses (ex. Strack, Martin, & Stepper, 
1988) illustrated how manipulating body movements, such as nodding, smiling, gestures, or 
movement in spatial planes, impacted mental processes such as feelings of amusement, 
agreement, and conceptual processing.  
 Another conclusion from the literature was that the mind and body connection is 
complex, and it is uncertain if a change in the body will reliably create the desired effect, 
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especially when in interaction with other movement parameters. S. C. Koch (2014) showed that 
while isolated rhythms or spatial patterns produced certain effects, the interaction of the two 
made the results unclear. It is unlikely to achieve the one-to-one movement-to-mind relationship 
created in artificial laboratory settings. Thus, how specifically the body can be harnessed to effect 
changes in the mind could use further research. 
 In addition, whether or not the changes in the mind are lasting is another question. S. C. 
Koch (2014) showed that the impact of movement did not translate into recall of concepts after 
the activity. Cesario et al. (2006) deliberately placed a waiting period between their intake 
meeting and the walking procedure in order to avoid lingering priming effects. Given that the 
goal of dance/movement therapy is to help clients create lasting change in their lives, this 
deserves further research. 
 
Summary 
 This section presented the results from this modified grounded theory study. From the 
analysis, tentative descriptive statements were proposed, as well as the questions to guide 
continued grounded theory work. The following section will discuss some implications of this 
research as well as the experience of the researcher in conducting this study. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
 This research project aimed to contribute to current understandings of the relationship 
between mind and body through a review of selected literature. Its results provide directions for 
further research, which were listed as questions in the Results section. Its applications are far 
ranging, and a brief reflection of them will be presented later in this chapter. However, as 
previously noted, the scope of this project was large. Consequently, conscious decisions 
regarding inclusion and exclusion criteria of the literature were made. Because this study was 
literature-based, its results are only as strong as the literature from which it draws. A discussion 
of the limitations these criteria created will follow. 
 First, the limitation of dance/movement therapy (DMT) theory literature to that presented 
in the first year syllabus at Drexel University may have resulted in skewed or biased results. 
Every department holds a particular theoretical framework regarding DMT theory and practice. 
The DMT department of Drexel University, which is housed within a medical hospital, is known 
for its focus on a medical model. This is contrast to other departments, which may focus more on 
the role of creativity or dance. The results gleaned from the literature, then, would necessarily 
reflect the particular approach of this department. Having the selection of literature be guided by 
one department, then, represents a significant limitation to this study. 
 Similarly, defining research by the academic departments housing the primary researcher 
also represented a significant limitation. The academic world is complex and guided, not only by 
the particular expertise of the researcher, but also their alignment with departments and the 
funding available to those departments. As the included academic fields were closely related, 
defining one interdisciplinary researcher (e.g. Barsalou) by their current department is slightly 
disingenuous. Conversely, other important researchers working in separate departments could not 
be included. Given that the selection of academic disciplines could be seen as arbitrary—limited 
by virtue of necessity, guided by past researcher expertise—the conclusions gleaned from the 
selected literature must be viewed with a critical eye. In addition, funding interests play a large 
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role in determining what research projects are completed. It must be recognized that the results 
presented in this study were, in part, shaped by the funding interests of the academic institution or 
other grant-makers and may not be a fair or full representation of current knowledge. 
 Finally, the selection of neuroscientist exemplars and, in the case of both Damasio and 
Pert, basing their work on one primary source authored by the researcher for a lay audience, 
represents a significant limitation. First, in each subfield (neurology, psychoneuroimmunology, 
and neuroimaging), there likely exist multiple viewpoints, and it is through the synthesis of 
multiple perspectives that advances are made. However, for this study, only one researcher was 
chosen from each. Similar to the limitations resulting from the selection of DMT literature, the 
selection of exemplars necessarily causes the results to be skewed in favor of each exemplar‘s 
perspective. Next, popular books, such as those cited in this paper, are authored by researchers as 
a method of giving their research interests a wider exposure. Unlike scientific articles, they are 
not subject to rigorous peer review. The authors also have an incentive to positively represent 
their work. This means that the statements made have not been evaluated by other experts and 
that inconsistencies are glossed over. In addition, in the case of Candace Pert, minimal academic 
references were included, making verification of her research findings difficult. While each 
scientist‘s reputation implies that their work is respectable—and this reputation contributed to 
their selection as trustworthy exemplars—it must still be noted that books written for a lay 
audience may not represent their work in the most rigorous light. 
 These limitations were the result of the need to clarify the scope of this project. The 
questions posed in this study were far-ranging, and this project represents an initial attempt to 
answer them. It is the hope that these preliminary results will provide the foundation for further, 
more thorough inquiries into the research questions.  
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Return to researcher reflexivity 
   This thesis is the culmination of seven months of work, squeezed in between other 
demands of graduate student life. Seven months can seem like a long time, especially at the 
beginning of the project, as I peered towards the future and felt overwhelmed by the time. Seven 
months is also a very short time, less than an academic year, barely a quarter of a doctorate, a 
percentage of a lifetime. And I think a lifetime (or several) would be needed to do justice to this 
topic. 
   As noted in the researcher reflexivity section, I began this project driven by skepticism 
and frustration with the field of dance/movement therapy. I wanted to examine its claims through 
the rigorous lens of empirical science. I also began this project with a long-lasting interest in the 
mind-body connection. I had felt that my previous study of philosophy had equipped me with a 
vocabulary sufficient for the discussion of this topic, and I was excited, and daunted, at the 
prospect of finally clarifying my burning questions. Yet, as the research progressed and I amassed 
more and more studies addressing this question, I felt further and further away from any answer. 
The more I thought about and tried to pin down what I meant by the mind, the body, and their 
connection, the more the answers evaded me. It felt like sand slipping through my fingers, 
escaping my grasp the tighter I tried to hold on. 
   Surprisingly, the further I delved into the literature, the greater my respect became for 
the language and wisdom of dance/movement therapists. I began to see the necessity of what had 
frustrated me as vague statements about the mind and body. In essence, I think that the English 
language does not (yet) have the vocabulary to capture the complexity of the mind and the body. 
The terms "mind" and "body" already assume that they are different entities, and this assumption 
then necessitates a search for the causal relationship or mechanism of their connection. Yet, as I 
discovered in my research and reflections, this distinction, imposed by an inadequate language, 
makes a more complex and nuanced understanding of human functioning nearly impossible. If, as 
dance/movement therapists believe and the literature seems to suggest, the human mind and body 
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are integrally related such that one cannot completely be extracted from the other, then what must 
be sought is not how one influences the other but rather how they work together, in constant 
harmony, to create the whole individual. It is not about the mind-body connection, per se, but 
rather about the complex interactions and processes that underlie what Candace Pert called the 
"BodyMind" and what dance/movement therapists may call "the whole person." Both terms still 
fall short--the former still includes the two distinct entities, while the latter begs the question of 
the meaning of a half, or non-whole person. Nevertheless, this may be the best we have right 
now. 
   Accepting the current linguistic distinction between mind and body may not preclude 
the eventual development of a complete bodymind theory. In fact, it may be necessary to build 
any theory upon the current research that rests upon the distinction. This is because we don't quite 
know what the bodymind is. Without that knowledge, how can a theory be formed?  Many 
unanswered questions, some of which were discussed in this thesis, stand between us and an 
eventual theory. Jumping forward into a theory of the bodymind that lacks exhaustive empirical 
support, as may be one way to characterize dance/movement therapy theory, is 
counterproductive. Researchers and thinkers are attacking the issue in many ways, but we cannot 
escape our grounding in the current linguistic conundrum, nor should we reject knowledge born 
from imperfect conditions. Instead, we should embrace any advances for their contribution while 
keeping in mind that they may not offer the whole picture. 
   Measurement and scientific rigor are, I believe, necessary in this quest. I have heard 
opinions that measuring human experiences unforgivably reduces the complex phenomenon to 
simplistic numbers. Measurement could never capture reality, and so it is recommended to reject 
it. I disagree. This all-or-nothing thinking can only harm the field. A significant obstacle to the 
wider acceptance of bodymind experiences is their essentially subjective nature. It is difficult to 
be convince others of its existence when the evidence presented comes from case studies or 
personal anecdotes, both of which can be overturned by other, conflicting case studies or personal 
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anecdotes. Empirical evidence serves as objective support for the existence of a phenomenon. It 
helps to illustrate a phenomenon by providing corroborating data--it does not define it. Research 
conducted in the postpositivist ontology rarely tells us something we didn't already know. That is 
because the research question was formulated from a researcher's hunch that a personal 
experience may apply more universally. Dance/movement therapists have more than a hunch; we 
have decades of experience. It can only help to prove that experience in the laboratory. 
   Similarly, critical examination and an acceptance of not-knowing is needed to move 
forward. It is, I believe, only through the acceptance of ignorance that new questions can be 
formulated, and answers are meaningless without their catalyzing questions. As often comes up in 
dance/movement therapy sessions, there must be a willingness to move into the unknown. We 
must be able to state when we don't have the answers. I acknowledge, though, that 
dance/movement therapists do not exist in a vacuum. Employment and funding opportunities rely 
on convincing others of the importance of our field, and admitting ignorance is probably bad 
strategy. The challenge of maintaining credibility to skeptical colleagues may be incompatible 
with an acknowledgment of limitations, especially when those limitations are imposed by 
research agendas rather than clinical experience. I don't know how to resolve this tension, but 
bring it up as a point to consider.  
   In addition, even as alternative therapies working the bodymind increase in popularity 
in the United States, neuroscience and technological advances seem to offer further proof of the 
distinct natures of mind and body. Neuroscience and its numerous subfields are making strides 
that show how mental functions may be reduced to the activity of neurons and chemicals. Its 
preferred place in science both reflects the division between mind and body, by placing the brain 
as the seat of the mind as separate from other bodily functions, and destroys the essential nature 
of mind by reducing it to physical processes. The ubiquity of technology, on the other hand, 
appears to demonstrate the endless possibilities of a disembodied "mind" run by a single central 
processing unit. When computers can react to temperature changes, help regulate sleep cycles, 
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store and process information, and multitask, it's easy to wonder if our messy, flesh-and-blood 
bodies are needed. These challenges must be taken into account and confronted in future work on 
the bodymind. While both fields offer invaluable contributions to the understanding of both mind 
and body, the implications of their work cannot be ignored. 
   This study's contribution is no more than a drop in a gargantuan bucket. Its results are 
preliminary, inconclusive, and overshadowed by unanswered questions. The literature included 
barely scratches the surface of available information. However, the process of investigation, the 
months of wrestling with hard questions, proved nevertheless to be valuable. The reflections and 
recommendations presented above are the result of this process. They represent the lessons I've 
learned from the journey I've taken.  
    
   Despite these caveats and the long road ahead, I couldn't help but begin to daydream, 
over the course of this project, about the eventual formulation and implications of a complete 
model of the bodymind. How would the world look if humans were seen, not as two separate 
mind and body processes, but as integrated individuals?  
   For instance, what if we came to understand the complex interactions between the 
chemical, electrical, visceral, and psychological systems of human functioning? I learned from 
Candace Pert that drugs work because our bodies have natural receptors for them to act on. We 
have these natural receptors because our bodies produce natural chemicals that do what the drugs 
do. The search for, and eventual discovery of, endorphins was driven by the desire to find the 
body's natural morphine. From this, I wondered: what if the mechanisms connecting 
consciousness and chemical reactions were understood? Would it mean that we could harness the 
power of the bodymind to produce the chemicals currently provided by drugs? This sparked 
further musing: what if psychotherapies, traditional or cognitive-behavioral or humanistic or 
body-based, worked because they regularly sparked these chemical reactions in the brain? What if 
"unconditional positive regard" pushes the body to create more oxytocin, the peptide associated 
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with attachment and love, which then set off reactions throughout the body that resulted in greater 
happiness and health? What if the placebo effect worked because of physical reactions associated 
with belief, trust, and faith? What if movement qualities, such as Directness or spoking, were 
understood to catalyze activate brain regions associated with focus and attention? Could a 
regimen of vertical exercises be prescribed in the same way as Xanax? Could the creation of trust 
be as respected in medical circles as drugs? What would it mean to take the processes at work in 
psychotherapy and understand them as well as the blood pumping through our veins? This is not 
to reduce subjective experience to basic physical properties, but rather to enlarge our 
understanding of human functioning. This is also not to minimize pharmacology and medicine, 
which have contributed significantly to well-being. In other words, I am wondering how 
increased bodymind knowledge AND current medical practice can improve our lives, not pushing 
for an either-or choice between them. 
   I also thought about how the world would look if the bodymind was as accepted as 
biology is today. Could children, for instance, learn about bodymind techniques for emotional 
regulation the way they currently learn about the heart and lungs? I imagined pre-school 
classrooms where teachers explained how emotions related to the immune system and the 
assigned homework was to engage in meditation. I loved the idea that children would learn these 
foundational skills early in their education, though the lesson could take place in upper grades as 
well. I thought about how playground scuffles might be addressed, not by sending children to 
time-out to sit still and think about their actions, but through guided exploration of the feelings in 
their body and movements. I toyed with alternative classroom structures (including the adult 
version of the classroom, the workplace!) led by teachers trained in movement observation, able 
to respond when attention flagged through body-based interventions. I briefly wondered if this 
ubiquity would render dance/movement therapists superfluous, but concluded that the reverse was 
more likely. Nowadays, our skills only apply to a subset of the population who seeks them out or 
are prescribed them. If body-based skills are needed by everybody, then the client-base would be 
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significantly higher and more positions would have to arise. Dance/movement therapy could 
become a highly coveted skill. 
   Campus rape and the hook-up culture have been prominent in the news lately, so I 
couldn't help but wonder about the impact of a bodymind formulation on the typical college 
experience. Most college (or high-school!) students endorse the hook-up culture by stating that 
"It's just physical. It's just sex." Harm to the body is more acceptable than harm to the mind--
arguments against rape emphasize the traumatic nature of the experience over the parallel 
physical abuse, as if the mental harm were what made rape truly repugnant. It seems to be an 
unspoken agreement that the body heals, but the mind may not. How would this be different if the 
body and mind were acknowledged and understood as being integrated? How would this change 
the language used around sex, love, relationships, and desire? This is not a judgment on sexual 
decisions or preferences, and I think (and hope) that most people who make these choices are 
healthy and happy about it. Rather, this is a reflection on how the infusion of the mind-body split 
in our culture may have wide-ranging ramifications. What does it mean to just like somebody for 
their body, and is that even possible?  
   Rape raises issues of gender dynamics, power, and oppression. To what degree is the 
tendency for a woman to be more valued for her body and a man to be valued for his mind a 
reflection, not only of the mind-body split, but also of the higher status accorded to the mind 
rather than the body? I wondered about this dynamic in other instances of power and oppression. 
African-Americans, or Blacks, or those of African descent, are stereotypically characterized as 
more emotional, volatile, sexual, and in touch with their bodies. (Unsurprisingly, the same could 
be said of women and gay men.) White culture is prized for being rational, reserved, and modest. 
Racism, however, takes place on a body level. One element of White privilege may be that White 
bodies are not judged or criticized for their Whiteness, which in turn allows them the luxury of 
focusing on the mind. The White body can be taken for granted. The Black body does not have 
this privilege and must navigate a society that not only elicits intense (bodily-felt) emotions but 
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also denies them. I wonder if this dynamic plays out with other marginalized groups in America. 
How, then, could a more holistic bodymind formulation play a role in social justice work? 
   I don't have the answers to any of these questions, and no answer can be had before 
more work is done on building a theory of bodymind. I discovered, though, that the more I 
thought about the mind and body, the more I could see it everywhere I turned. At first glance, the 
mind-body problem appeared to fall firmly within the realm of the personal. The mind and the 
body interact on an intrapersonal level. Yet, over the course of this project, I started to think that 
this was too simplistic of a conceptualization. Maybe everything is connected. 
 
   Now that I am concluding this project, I think back to the parable of the elephant. Each 
blind man touched a different part of the elephant, and their argument could only be settled by 
one sighted wise man who took in the entire animal and named it for what it was. The mind-body 
problem, for me, is the elephant; each blind man, then, represents each field, from psychology to 
neuroscience to dance/movement therapy. Who, then, is the wise man? 
   In reflecting again on the parable, I realized a crucial detail. The wise man could only 
help because he already knew what an elephant was. He knew about elephants, and he had the 
language to name them. The story, then, is not only about perspective but also about knowledge. 
What help would the wise man had been if he had said, in response to the blind men's distress, 
that he saw a large, funny-shaped grey thing? This would have added to, rather than clarified, the 
mystery. Lack of knowledge is another kind of blindness. 
   I think this may be the case with the mind-body problem. We do not have the option of 
a wise man entering the stage to name, and thus solve, our problem. The answer might not exist 
yet. We might just have to inch forward, much as the blind men would have without the wise 
man, by slowly exploring every surface of the problem. We may have to observe it in different 
habitats, record its behaviors, and test hypotheses about its functioning. And after all is said and 
done, we may have to name it ourselves. Just as "large, funny-shaped grey thing that feels like a 
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rope and a pillar" fails to capture the nature of an elephant, the words "mind" and "body" may be 
insufficient for the phenomenon at hand. I don't know what the future will look like, but I think 
there is a long journey ahead of us. Hopefully, some ways down the road, we'll figure it out. At 
least, that's what my gut tells me. 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 This modified grounded theory study reviewed selected literature from the fields of 
psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, and dance/movement therapy about the mind-body 
connection. Included literature was found through snowballing and theoretical sampling. Analysis 
was conducted through constant comparison within the literature. Common themes and 
categories, as well as subcategories, properties, and dimensions were identified in a process called 
open coding. The literature was also compared with theoretical statements made by the field of 
dance/movement therapy. 
The study revealed some preliminary grounded descriptive statements about the mind and 
body in relationship, as well as numerous questions to guide the theoretical sampling of further 
research.  Results showed four major categories (Feelings, Thinking, Decisions/Action, and 
Consciousness/Meta) with a small number of subcategories, properties, and dimensions. This 
study also examined the evidence to find how claims made by dance/movement therapists about 
the mind-body connection could be substantiated with empirical data. Results were mixed, with 
some claims finding no empirical support and others finding mixed support. It was concluded that 
further research is needed and some avenues for exploration were presented. 
The mind-body problem is difficult, complex, and deeply rooted within our culture and 
society. Future research must be mindful of the limitations posed by the English language and 
culture. Measurement and scientific rigor will be necessary to progress in this question. Critical 
examination and acceptance of areas of ignorance by the field of dance/movement therapy will be 
important, while the implications of advances in neuroscience and technology cannot be ignored. 
A solution to this problem will likely involve a radical reformulation of our understanding of 
human functioning. 
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APPENDIX A: Sample data collection sheet (Empirical data) 
Miles, Nind, & Macrae (2010) 
Mind: the concept of time 
Body: movement in the sagittal plane 
Connection: thinking of the future leads to forward movement in the sagittal plane, and vice 
versa 
 
Design: single factor between participant design 
 IV – past or future imagery 
 DV – body sway 
Participants: 20 participants, age 18-24 yr, 11 female 9 male 
Methods: Movement sensor on lateral part of left leg over knee, participants told it was 
for later part of study. Participants wear a blindfold, to increase vividness of imagery and 
magnitude of sway. Participants stand comfortably (feet shoulder width, hands at sides). Imagery 
instructions were to either 1) recall a typical day four year ago, or 2) imagine a typical day four 
years from now. Data collected for 15 seconds. Participants rated valence of thoughts and 
reported imagery consistent with instructions. For data analysis, neutral/initial position coded as 0 
and movement sway was measured in relation to that point. Mean position for each 1 second 
window was used. 
Results: For retrospective, moved back, p<0.05. For future, moved forward, p<0.01. The 
effect of the condition exists, p<0.01  
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APPENDIX B: Sample data collection sheet (Theoretical data) 
Chaiklin & Schmais (1993) 
The Chace approach to dance/movement therapy 
DMT / Theory and case study 
What does the field of dance/movement therapy believe about the manifestation of “Mind” in “Body”? 
 
SUMMARY 
What’s the main point? 
 NA 
 
What are the key findings, and what is the evidence/support used? 
 Core concepts of body action, symbolism, therapeutic movement relationship, and rhythmic 
group activity.  
 
Evidence draws from Marian Chace’s writings and teachings, as well as case study. 
 
Key quotes: 
 Dance is communication and thus fulfills a basic human need. (77) 
 ...externalization of those inner feelings which cannot be expressed in rational speech but can only be 
shared in rhythmic, symbolic action. (78) 
 dance and emotional expression share the same neuromuscular pathways. (79) 
 
ANALYSIS 
What are the strengths? 
 Already collates (in theory, Chaiklin’s work) all of Marian Chace’s teachings, and so is a good 
review source. Probably accurately reflects the thinkings and theoretical foundations actually 
used by a primary practitioner. 
 
What are the weaknesses? 
 It is primarily based on anecdotal evidence. “Though it is evident that much thought and 
scholarship went into the development of her work, Chace’s existing papers do not contain any 
references or bibliographies.” Therefore, not systematic or research.  
 
CONNECTION 
How does this answer the research question? 
 Distortions in body shape and functions are maladaptive responses to conflict + pain--this is 
mentioned twice, once in a general sense and once with specific descriptions regarding manic, 
depressed psychotic, and schizophrenic. Mind is body? Body and mind are isomorphic? And 
especially in regards to mental health. 
 Symbolic body action communicates that which defies everyday language.  
 The mind’s workings go beyond language, and body movements can capture their multifaceted 
nature.  
 Dance and emotional expression share the same neuromuscular pathways. Mind = body 
CONTRARY 
 Mind is not body: it separately understands and integrates body image, inner sensations, 
develops mastery and control, senses internal vitality. 
OTHER 
 The role of movement in relationship 
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APPENDIX C: Sample coding sheet (Intermediate coding stage) 
 
 
